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̄  羲 Fŏ Hȳ: The name of a very ancient, and the first Emperor of the Chinese 

who reigned 115 years, and taught men humanity when before they lived like 

wild beasts. He is supposed to have begun his reign about 2952 years before 

Christ… 

 曦 Jĕ Kūang: The shining of the sun. 

  Yŭe Kuāng: The shining of the moon 

 犧 Sĕ Xûn Pŏ Ca Yŭe Hȳ: One simple color unmixed…Hȳ Sēng: The victim 

offered in sacrifices, so called because it ought to be of one color 

 希 To hope…To expect…Rare…Little…A valuable thing…To desire very 

much…Hȳ Hàn: rave…Hȳ Miĕ: Thin and think in weavings 

Pŏ Hȳ Hàn: Not to value of rush.  

 俙 Mién Siāng Xý Ll̂ Sin̄ Siāng Fȳ Yè: To approve outwardly and disapprove 

inwardly…Ȳ Hȳ: A faint resemblame of a thing as Fāng Foĕ 

It is read also Hỳ 

  Pŏ Yén Ll̂ Ciu ͨ̀ . To take any thing from a master without having asked his 

name 

 晞 Min̂g Pŏ Min̂g Chȳ Çȳ Yè: The twilight in the morning…Dry 

To dry up  

 稀 Rare…Little…Hȳ Che û: Fine and thick in liquor. 
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 欷 Hin̄ Hȳ: Great lamentation and groaning (See D. in Hiu) 

唏 

Hý: A groan or sigh after mourning. 

 嘻 Sighs…Alas!...An interjection  

Hý: To laugh. 

 僖 Hý Lŏ: To rejoice… 

 嬉 To delight himself…To follow one’s own inclinations…To follow 

diversions…To rejoice 

媐 娭 

Hy: A beautiful woman 

 譆 Túng Ll̂ Hū Chȳ Yên: The words of those crying out for quiet 

 禧 Happiness 

 熹 To roast…A very great five…The name of Chū Çù: A very great doctor 

among the Chinese  

 憙 Çú Hȳ: To be delighted…Inward joy 
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熙 
Kuāng Min̂g Yè. Hô Ta ý Yè Kuàng Kŭo Yè: Clear…Splendid 

Peaceful…Very large…Lasting…Very dry…To rejoice 

 

 醯 Vinegar 

  Siāng Siáo Yè: To deride any one 

 巇 Xān Siāng Túy Ll̂ Goêy Hièn Yŭe Hièn Hȳ: Mountains opposite to each 

other and, craggy are called Hièn Hȳ 

 嚱 Chu ˉy Hȳ: To hiss  

It is also the same with Hý in this sense 

̂ 

 

徯 To expect  

It is also the same with 蹊 below 

 謑 Hŷ Vāy: To make ashamed. Also the anger or quarrels of vulgar men. 

詬 Vāy  

 奚 How? A yeas belly…Nân Niù Mŏ Jĕ Kuān Goêy Hŷ: Men and woman 

condemned to be slaves to the government for same offence are called Hŷ  
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 傒 Certain strangers in the north east  

 蹊 A cross path…To make through places never before passable…To open a 

way through fields where there was none before 

徯 Chūen Hinĝ Yè 

It is also the same as 徯 D. reads is Ky ̄ 

 鼷 Siào Xù Yè: A little river 

 巂 Che ̄ Tûn Yĕ Chùen Goêy Yĕ Hŷ: One turning round of a wheel 

is called Yĕ Hŷ 

 巂 𡻎 

 㩗 To withdraw…To lead by the hand…To drive out…Require… 

携 儶 Ty ̂ Hŷ To support any one lest he should fall  

㑺 擕 

 𧥅 A sharp pointed thing made of ivory or horn which children cany about 

with them at their girdle to unloase knots 

Kiŏ Jú Chūen Ko ͨ̀ Kiày Kiĕ 

𧣽 

Read also Chūy in the same sense  

 鑴 Jĕ Pa n̂g Hĕ Ky ͨ́  Yè: A black vapor round the sun…A great bell 

A sort of vessel made of which they call Tińg 

Read also Chūy in the same sense 

 畦 Tie ̄n Ù Xĕ Mèu Yŭe Hŷ: Fifty acres of land are call Hy 
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兮 An interjection which they make use of especially on poetry 

It is read also Hȳ in the same sense 

 𥞇 A certain mountain...A sirname  

D. read is also Kȳ  

̀ 喜 To be glad…To rejoice…Hỳ Huōn or Hin̄ Hỳ: L reads it Hỳ Lŏ 

To rejoice…Hỳ Çú Tie n̄ Lây: Great and unecpected joy… Hỳ Gáy: To be 

delighted 

憘 歖 憙 

 嬉 Mŏ Hỳ: The wife of the Emperor Kiĕ of the family Hiá 

 蟢 Piĕ Hỳ: A sort of spider which is bred upon walls, under a sort of very white 

thin little skin… 

 唏 Siáo Xin̄g: The sound of one laughing…Laugher  

 霼 Gày Hỳ: Cloudy…Dark 

B. reads is also Hý 

́ 

 

㑶 Nú Hý: Anger…To be angry 
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 愾 

V. Ka ̀y 

Ta ͨ́ y Siĕ: A deep sigh  

 餼 Kúey Ke ͨ̆  Sēng Xĕ, Kiĕ Çu ̄  Mỳ Yè: To present to a guest meats undressed 

and sheep and rice…Hý Yâng: A live sheep…Choice meats highly relished  

  To play…A comedy…To play upon one…To deride…Çó Hý: To act 

comedies…Hý Lúng: To play upon any one…Hý Siáo: To deride 

戲  

 咥 

V. Tiĕ 

Siáo Xin̄g: The voice of one laughing  

Tiĕ: To gnaw  

 系 To tie…To bind…To continue on…To succeed…Xý Hý: A genealogical 

book…A genealogy 

 

 摡 To take…To wipe off…To clean 

It is read also Káy in the same sense 

 屭 A sort of dragon which they carve on stones when encomiums are mades 

̄ 

 

繫 

V. Ký 

To detain…Bind…To belong or reach to…To hang up. Hý Lúy: To bring 

other to ruin with oneself…Kuān Hý: Consequence  

Hy: To love passionately…Húen Hý: Joined together…Linked 

together…Xý Hý: A genealogy  

係 
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塈 

V. Ký 

Nŷ Xĕ Vŏ: To daub or plaister a house over with clay…To collect 

together…To rest…An inferior to depend upon a superior  

 唏 To bewail  

 盻 To look upon with hatred  

D. would rather have it read Hỳ…It is also used for Pa ń 

 禊 Făe Hý Chu ͨ̆  Gŏ Cý Min̂g: The name of a sacrifice to avert evil 

Siēu ^: To wash the body in order to drive away ill luck upon a fixed day in 

the third month. 

 

Hy or Hie ̆̇  

 

  

 

翕 To agree together…Agreeing…To gather together…To collect together. To 

admonish…Hyͨ̆  Hô: The waters of a certain river brought back into their 

former place after an inundation. 

歙 翖 㒆 

 噏 Hū Hiŏ Chu ͨ̆  Hū Jĕ Hiĕ: That is to fetch the breath out  

Hyͨ̆ : To draw the breath in…To sip…To drink 

吸 

 𢡁 Sin̄ Jĕ Yè: Burning hot…With great heat 
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 𧬈 Hyͨ̆  Hiă: The sound of voices talking quick 

 潝 Xùy Liêu Çiĕ Xin̄g: The noice of water running rapidly  

Hyͨ̆  Hyͨ̆ : Agreeing together 

 隙 A hole…Chink…Crash…To be at leisure…Enmity…Chý Hyͨ̆ : To provoke 

any one against another  

嫌 Hien̂ ^: Enmity…Opportunity 

 郤 𡭴 𧯈  

Read also Kiĕ 

 虩 To fear…To dread… 

A sort of fly commonly called 蠬 In̄g 虎 Hú 

 檄 An order to draw out the soldiers, either to quirt or disperse the people, is 

called Hyͨ̆  Vuên...Also letters which signify to those that are absent the 

faults or virtues of any one…Mŏ Vû Ch̄y Góey Hiĕ: A tree without 

branches is called Hyͨ̆ …Plainly. 

 迄 To come as far as…Hyͨ̆  Kin̄: Till just now 

 汔 Xùy Hŏ Çín Yè: waters just dried up…Hyͨ̆  Ko ͨ̀ Siào Ka n̄g: He may be 

contented in some measure  

 覡 A Magician…Vû Hyͨ̆  Nêng Hỳ Ke ù Xĕ Tu n̄g Xin̂ Min̂g Chè. Niù Yŭe Vû 

Nân Yŭe Hyͨ̆ : Those that converse with the spirits by word of mouth, if 

women they are called Vû. If men, that are called Hyͨ̆  
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 ̆̇  肸 To diffuse far and near…Hyͨ̆  Xĕ: To set out oneself in order…To adorn 

肹 

 綌 Ch
 
ȳ Hyͨ̆ : Webs made of hemp and like things…Kŏ Chȳ Ci̇ng Chè Yŭe 

Chy ̄ Çu ̄  Chè Yŭe Hyͨ̆ : The coarser are called Hyͨ̆…The finer are called Ch
 
ȳ 

 

 鬩 To contend…Quarrel…Dispute…Hate. 

 

 

Hia 

 

̄ 鰕 Hiā Mỳ: Small crabfish…Lûng Hiā: The greater sea crabs 

 㗇 To swallow down 

̂ 蝦 Hiâ Mâ: A toad 

 假 

V. Ká…Kĕ 

Ten̄g Hiâ: To go up to the most remote places…If is spoken of a king’s death.  
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 瑕 A precious stone inclining to a flesh color…A flaw in gems a defect…Pŏ 

Hiâ： If is not far from  

 赮 A flesh color 

 遐 Lͨ̀ l Hiâ: Lͨ̀ l is very near. Hiâ is at a great distance…Wherefore Hiâ Ý: Quite 

a different intention 

Yèu Hiâ Sin̄: Their heart is far from me. 

 騢 Mà Che ͨ̆  Pĕ Çă Sĕ: A horse of a reddish brown and white color mixed 

 霞 Clouds of a red color…Chāo Hiâ: A red color proceeding from the rising 

sun… 

̀ 

 

下 Çú Xáng Ll̂ Hià: To descend from on high…Çú Xáng Hià Hiá: Came down 

from on high… 

́ 

 

下 Xáng Hiá: Opposites…Above…Below…Superior. Inferior. Noble. 

Ignoble...Pý Hiá: Your Majesty…Lin ^: For a superior to visit an 

inferior…Hóey ^: To do good to inferiors 

^ Mà: To get down from an horse…^ Yù: To rain…^ Siŭe: To make 

water…Sin̄ ^: In the heart…^ Tán: To lay eggs…Xèu ^: Subjects…^ Xèu: 

To set your hand to work 

^ Çu ͨ́ : Another time…^ Chu ͨ́ : An inn…^ Chin ̂ g: A gift presented to those 

upon a journey  

Fańg ^: To lay aside…Xin̄ ^: The private parts of a man or woman…Leàng 

^: On both sides…Xáng Hin̂g Hiá Hiáo: What the superiors do the inferiors 

imitate…A numeral character for beatings  

 夏 Summer Season…^ Chý: The solstice…A mixture of five colors…Chūng 

Hiá: F reads it Hōa: A kingdom of China…The family of the Emperor who 

began his reign about 2217 years before Chrish, which continued 458 years  

 厦 Tá Vŏ Iĕ: A great house… 
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暇 Mâng Chūng Chȳ Ghèu Hiêu Yŭe Hiá: Some leisure which any one gets 

in the midst of a great deal of business is called Hia… 

Hiá Jyͨ̆ : Days on which husbandmen keep holiday…Pŏ Hiá: Not at 

leisure…Hiên ^: No business to do. 

  A little crack in earthen vessels…A chink or cranny. Hiá Léa: To run out at 

a crack…Hiá Hiĕ: L. reads it Fúng Hiá: A chink  

 懗 Ỳ Yên Ku ͨ̀ng Jin̂ Yŭe Hiá: To deter any one by words is called Hiá 

諕 

It is also the same as 嚇 

  

 

瞎 Yèu Tu n̂g Vû Kién (有瞳无見): He that has eye balls, but does not see… 

A blind man…Hiă Çù: the same 

𥈎 

 轄 A piece of iron with which the extremity of the axle trees of car riages is 

secured…Hiă Chè: The two assistants are so called. 

Pú Chíng Sú 

鎋 舝  

 匣 A little chert…A box…A square one is called Hiă, A round one is called Hŏ 

筪 

 狎 A jester…A Doy taught to play tricks…To sooth or coax…To love…To be 

accustomed to…Accustomed to…Vû Hiă or Siĕ Hiă 

To despise…Contemn. 

狹 

Hiă 斜 Siê: Obscenities  

 呷 Hoâng Hiă: The voices of many…Hiĕ Hiă: To seep up…To talk fast 
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 柙 Çan ̂ g Xéu Kién Yè: A fence to keep in animals…A store house 

Kièn Hiă: Retired from conversation with others 

 魻 A certain fish guarded with many scales 

 硤 Hiă Xĕ: A certain country 

 陜 Narrow…This character differs from 陝 Xàn which is compounds of two 

Jin̂…But Xèn is compounded of two Jĕ 

陿 狹 

 峽 Xùy Gôey Leàng Xān Siāng Kiă: Water running down the narrow passes 

of two mountains 

 洽 Ciĕ Hiă: To receive civilly…To treat one well…Agreeing together 

Jin̂ Cin ̂ g Hŏ Hŏ, Yĕ Góey Chȳ Ciĕ Hiă: Men of same turn of mind are also 

called Çiĕ Hiă…Also to overflow in a moral sense, as, To do good to 

all…and in a natural sense, as, covered all over with water… 

 劼 Yúng Lĭe Yè: To apply one’s endeavors…Diligent…Stout  

Read also Kiă in the same sense 

 舝 轄 It is also the same as the side character…A certain star  
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袷 A sacrifice offered in the tenth month of every third year, at which these is a 

great meeting of relations, to eat and drink in the monuments of their 

ancestors  

See D. for this character 

 鶷 Hiă Kiă: Starlings 

謔 

 

Hiay 

 

̂ 膎 Flesh dried and cured to be fit to eat 

 鞋 Those…The coverings of the feet…Un̄g Hiây, or Kúay ^: Shoes to which 

stockings are sewed that reach half way up the leg and open behind, which 

are tied round with things for the convenience of those that travel... 

鞵 䩺 

 諧 To agree…To agree together…Harmony or agreement…Kin̂ Sĕ Ỳ Hiây: 

Musical instruments when brought into tune with each other, that is 

matrimony when contracted according to the unanimous liking of all 

parties…Hiây Kiá: To agree about the price. 

龤 

 骸 Hŏ Yĕ Xin̄ Chȳ Ko, Yŭe Pĕ Hiây…Hiây is a collection of all the bones in 

the whole body…The setting together of the bones 

𩩰 

̀ 駭 Kin̄g Hiày: To put into fear…Hiày Kù: To beat a drum very fast  

駴 
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 解 

V. Kia ý 

To untie…Clear up difficulties  

觧 

 𠎿 Chày Hiày: Valiant…Stout. 

𠏰 

 蟹 A crab…Pa n̂g Hiáy: A crab whose shell is round and walks side ways, it 

has eight feet…The six smaller are called Lŏ Kúey E 

The two that are thicker are called Gào 

蠏 

跪 

́ 解 Hiáy Gú…Pŏ Kie ̂u Ll̂ Kiáy: To understand a thing without the assistance 

of others. 

 懈 Fân Sú Pŏ Kiǹ Chè, Kiāy Góey Chȳ Hiáy, Whoever is negligent in his 

affairs is called Hiáy Táy or Hián Tó: Lazy…Slow. 

 獬 Hiáy Cháy or Ca ŷ: An animal which the governors superstitiously paint 

before their doors 

 邂 Pŏ Ky ̂ Ll̂ Yú Yè: To meet any one accidentally, by chance 

 薤 A certain herb fit to eat…Yò Hiáy: A root of wine… 
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械 A piece of wood in which the hands and feet of criminals are bound  

Ky ͨ́  Hiáy: A general name for all military weapons…Kȳ Hiáy: The art of 

deceiving. 

 

Hiang 

 

̄ 香 A sweet smell…Fragrance…Also in a moral sense (for example) Fame 

arising from virtuous actions…Jù Hiāng: Olibanum  

Tin̄g Hian̄g: Cloves…Hiāng Leáo: Aromatics…Hian̄g Fuên: The citron  

 麘 The navel of the animal Xĕ, out of which musk, a very valuable perfume, is 

produced…Xĕ Hiāng: Musk. 

 郷 To regard or look back upon…The same upon which all look back a hundred 

houses…Also twelve thousand five hundred houses; Also one’s native 

country…Tu n̂g Hiāng: Fellow citizens… 

Hiāng Hiá: Villages…Villages near the city 

 薌 Kŏ Chūng Chȳ Hiāng Ky ͨ́  Yè: The smell of corn…A sweet smell. 

If is the same as the third character above 

 𤵻 A swelling...A blowing up. 

̂ 

 

降 

V. Kiáng 

To yield…To submit…Hiâng Xù Py ̂: A eat skin, so called because a cat 

destroys mice  

夅 

Others read is Hâng 
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̀ 

 

響 Yn̄g Xin̄g Yè: A voice that answers, an echo…A great noise  

The noise of thunder…Of a drum...Of a bell…Carmon… Etc a 

 饗 To provide splendidly eatables either at an entertainment, or at 

sacrifices…The presents which two viceroys make to other when they 

visit…For the spirits to be delighted with what is offered which they explain 

thus. He whore business it is to declare to the sacrifiser in the name of the  

___ that his offering was accepted by the spirits… 

Some do confound it with Hiáng……...享 

 蠁 Hiĕ Hiàng: To spread about, as a multitude of worms forcing through a hole, 

and spreading every way 

It is sometimes used for…響 

It si read also Hiáng in the same sense  

 嚮 Yn̄g Hiàng: An echo…Hiàng Ta n̂g: Eatables (Cakes) of sugar or which 

they use at their marriages and on the fifteenth day of the eighth moon 

 餉 Presents of eatables. 

Kiūn Hiàng: Taxes for maintaining the soldiers… 

B and D read it Hiang 

 享 Ỳ Hiá Fuńg Xáng: For inferiors to present to superiors… 

To sacrifice…To enjoy…To receives…Hiàng Fŏ: To enjoy happiness  

Hiàng Yuńg: To do as you please 

亯 

́ 

 

向 Chý Chȳ Sò Chȳ Yè: The end…What is intended by the will…To 

receive…Before…In the presence of…An object…Windows  

Time past…A certain country in the province of Hô Nân: A certain 

kingdom…Siāng Hiáng: To look upon mutually 

To regard each the other…Chūng Hiáng: The last end…Long since  

 珦 A certain precious stone 

 嚮 Before…In the presence of…To look upon or regard. 

It is the same with…向 
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鄉 Used for...向 and 嚮 

Also for the next below 

 曏 

V.  ̄

Vaǹg Xŷ Pŏ Kièu: Formerly…Not a great while since 

晌 

 珦 (See the fourth character above) 

 項 Hiáng Chȳ Çie ̂n Puón Goéy Kińg, Kiǹg Chȳ Héu Puón Goéy Hiáng: Half 

the fore part of the neck is called Kiǹg…The hinder part is called 

Hiáng…Great…Liǹg Hiańg: The neck…Kŏ Hiáng: Of different kinds, or 

species 

 巷 A crop path…A path…Yùng Hiáng: A prion in the royal palace  

He who is set over the women that attend there…Hiáng Pŏ: An eunuch 

appointed to take care of this prion.  

 

Hiao 

 

̄ 哮 Nú Xin̄g Yè: The noise or soaring of one angry…Pa ̂o Hiāo: The roarings of 

an enraged tyger or bear…Hiāo Chu èn: An asthma  

 痚 Hiāo Séu: A disorder in the throat. 
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 嗃 The noise of them that cry out 

Read also Hiáo in the same sense. 

 𠹎 Pa ̂o Hiāo: Haughty boasting 

烋 

 烋 

V. Hiēu 

It out and boasting 

 

 僥 Çia ō Hiāo: Certain foreigners in the north west three feet long…Pigmies  

Kiao: False…Adulterated  

 嘵 The voice of one pitying…To fear, and to acquaint another with one’s fear. 

 驍 Leâng Mà Yè: A gentle horse…Fierce…Strong… 

 嘐 Hiāo Hiaō, Chý Tá Yên Tá Chȳ Ý: Intending to do and speak great things 

 唬 Spoken of an enraged tyger  
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婋 Ça n̂ Nàn Chȳ Ý: To blush 

 鴞 Chȳ Hiāo: A certain great bird the bigness of a turtle dove, the singing of 

which is taken for an ill omen. 

 枵 Empty…Hiāo Fŏ: Fasting…An empty belly…Yûen Hiāo: The twelfth 

moon, otherwise called Tâ Yŭe 

 囂 

V. Gāo 

Loud noises…Hiāo Hiāo Çú Tĕ Vû Yŏ Chȳ Má: Is said of him who being 

contented within himself desires nothing more  

 㺧 Kiu èn Chȳ Nēng Cha ̄o Yŏ Chè: A dog that is used to great forests  

 蟂 Xùy Chūng Sú Xê Sé Çŏ Nêng Háy Jin̂: A water animal like s serpent with 

four feet, and an enemy to man…Láy Xŏ Háy Yû Chè: A sort of other, that 

devours fish. 

 梟 Pŏ Hiáo Niào: A bird unnatural to its parents, for as soon as it is grown up 

it eats them…It is also called Liêu Lŷ 

Hiāo Xèu: A head hung up, as the heads of robbers 

 驕 

V. Kiāo 

Hŏ Hiāo: A hunting dog…Tùon Hoéy Kiu ên: A dog with a short nose  

獢 
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̂ 淆 Disturbed water…To disturb…To mix…Mixed together 

D. read this letter with the three following Yâo 

 崤 A certain mountain 

Other read Yâo 

 姣 

 

Filthy…Impure  

(Lee Miào) 

 殽 

V. Yaô 

Jŏ Táy Kŏ Yŭe Hiâo: Flesh with the bones is called Hiâo 

Hiáo: To imitate  

It is also the same as 淆 

 爻 Are those six lines of which every figure consists in the book Yĕ Kin̄g, 

whether they are carried on or interrupted that is whether they are the whole 

lines or the half lines that are called Lŏ Hiâo because they represent the 

changes of heaven and earth… 

Hiâo, Is also, to imitate 

 

̀ 曉 To know…Hiâo Tĕ: I know…I understand…Hiào Yú: To learn. To 

signify…Hiâo Sin̄g: The morning star.  

 皛 Open…Clear 

́ 效 Xý Ỳ Goêy Chè Hiáo Chȳ: To consider what was done and imitate 

it…Kūng Hiáo Nién: Effected…Fung ^ or ^ Fă: To imitate 

^ Lâo: To bind any one to us by our service...Also to labor for another…^ 

Sù: For service of any one 

斆 

 傚 The same as the next above. 

傚 効 
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効 The same as 交 and 死 Sù: To expose oneself to death. 

 校 A school…Confucius’s hall…Fetters…^ Jin̂: The master of the King’s 

horse...Hiáo Goéy: The prefect of criminals or provost. marshall…Kiūn ^: 

A camp…Wood laid crossways under a little table, which is call Su ͨ̀  

 恔 To rejoice…. The that has nothing to trouble him 

 孝 Xén Sú Fú Mù Goêy Hiáo: To do our duty to our parents is called 

Hiáo…Duty to parents has three degrees. The first is to bring credit to 

them…The second is not to disgrace them…The third and last is, to maintain 

them. 

 

Hie ̆̇  

 

  劦 To join forces  

 脇 Xin̄ Çò Yéu Yĕ Hiá: The ribs…The sides of the body…Pĕ Hiĕ: To deter 

others by authority and power 

脋 

 協 Agreeing together…To be united…To be at hand to assist each 

other…Agreeing exceeding well. 

恊 旪 叶  
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 愶 Ku ǹg Pĕ Yè: Timorous…Fearful  

 嗋 Hiĕ Hĕ. Ỳ Ke ù Ku ǹg Pĕ Jin̂: To deter any one by words 

 浹 Hiĕ Tiĕ: Ice frozen very hard 

 俠 Excelling in authority and power…The that helps others 

Jiń Hiĕ: Faithful friends who have one heart, one will 

Hâo Hiĕ: Powerful and beneficent 

 挾 

V. Kiă 

To hide…To cherish in the bosom…To bring…To take away 

To stand at ones’ side…Hiĕ Chy ̂: To carry any thing under the arm 

It is also the same as 浹 Çiĕ 

 歇 Hiēu Siĕ Yè: To rest…To leave off…To be pacifyed…To be appeased 

Hiĕ Tān: To lay down a burden…Hiĕ Xèu: To leave off work 

 蝎 A scorpion whose tail is shorter, but those that have a longer tail are called 

Cha ͨ̀y…Hiĕ Hù: A sort of lizard that creeps along the walls 

蠍 

 猲 Hiĕ Hiā: A hunting dog…Ku ǹg Hiĕ: He dares not come near  

𤢔 
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𩩲 Hiĕ Yû: A certain bone in the breast which some have, and some have not. 

 頡 A straight neck…Çia n̄g Hiĕ: The first inventor of Chinese letters  

To fly up high…Its opposite is Hâng 

翓 

 擷 Lŏ Çie ͨ̀u Yè: To gather 

 襭 Ỳ Ȳ Jiń Chù Vĕ Ll̂ Chă Chȳ Yū Táy Kiēn Yè: To put aside part of a 

garment and tuck if under the girdle  

 纈 To spin…Webs of silk well adorned. 

 偞 Base…Beautiful 

 

 絜 

V. Kiĕ 

Yŏ Lĭo Ll̂ Chȳ Tá Siào Siê Chińg Yè: To measure in some manner the 

quantity or rightness of a thing by considering it…Pỳ Hiĕ Cha n̂g Tuòn: To 

measure the length of things…A carpenter’s line…A certain river 

揳  

 轄 

V. Hiă 

A piece of iron that secures the extremity of the axletree... 

𩏓  
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̄ 軒 Vŏ Yên Chȳ Mŏ Yè: The end of an house which is extended beyond the 

wall…An oblong bedchamber with windows on each side…The sides of a 

carriage…The value at a low rate…Hiēn Kiu ̂ : To deride 

Hiēn Chý: A carriage, if it is high before it is called ^, If high behind it is 

called Chý…Also a carriage loaded in the forepart is called Chy. In the hind 

part it is called ^...Hiēn Mièn: The rich…Nobles  

 掀 Ỳ Xèu Kāo Kiù Yè: To lift up any thing with the hand…Hiēn Tie ̄n Kiĕ Tý: 

Is spoken of a man in a violent passion who puts all things into 

confusion…Nŷ ^: An instrument which country people make use of to throw 

up the ground with…A spade  

 㾾 Hû Hiēn: A stoppage in the throat  

Siên: Wasted away by a disease  

̂ 閒 

V. Kién 

To spend one’s time at one’s own pleasure…A vacant plase 

To rest…Pŏ Tĕ Hiên: Not at leisure. 

 嫺 Accustomed…To be accustomed…Hiên Yà: Excellently…Very 

properly…Hiên Çińg: A woman that retirement  

 憪 

V. ̀ 

 

Merry…Quiet…Contented  

B. and D. read it Hièn 

 瞯 Mà Yĕ Mŏ Pĕ Chè: A horse with one eye white…To pry into  

To look by stealth… 

 癇 Tie ̄n Huên: The falling sickness that troubles children, common by called 

Kin ̄ g Fun̄g, or Kin̄g Hiŏ 
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閑 To inclose in…A stable for horses…To stroll about having nothing to do…To 

rest…Hiên Siĕ: To be accustomed…Pŏ Tĕ Hiên: Not at leisure…^ Hin̂g: 

To walk up and down…^ ^: Merry and without having any 

disaster…Without anxiety.  

 鷴 Pĕ Hien̂: A sort of pheasant, white, with a long tail 

 弦 A bow…Naturally swift and nimble…The moon appearing half 

Xáng Hiên: The first quarter of the moon…Hiá Hiên: The last quarter of 

the moon…A certain kingdom. 

 絃 The strings of musical instruments 

It is also the same as 絢 Hiúen 

 舷 Chu ên Piēn: The side of a ship 

 胘 Nièu Pĕ Yĕ Yè: The stomach of the ox  

 𠛑 Çú Vèn: To kill oneself…To punish  

 誸 Quick…Diligent 
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 嗛 

V. Kie ǹ 

Sú KiŏYan̂g: A sheep with four horns…To carry something in the mouth. 

 嫌 To suspect…To doubt…To disdain…^ Hiĕ: Enmity…To loath 

Pŏ Hiên: Not to disdain…To vouchsafe…Hiên Ŷ: Suspicious 

Chin ̄  Hien̂: To be angry 

慊 

 賢 Ça ŷ Tĕ Kúo Jin̂ Chȳ Chin ̄ g: The common name for a man excelling in the 

endowments of the mind and all other virtues…A wise man…Fatter 

victims…To overcome, excel…Chūng Nŷ Hiên Yū Yâo Xún: Confucius 

was wiser than Yâo and Xún, or Confucius was wiser than the King’s Yâo 

and Xún 

 贒 

 銜 Ke ù Hân Vĕ: To carry any thing in the mouth…A bridle (See Hân for it has 

the same sense) Kūon Hiên: The titles of governors by which one is 

distinguished from another  

啣 

 咸 All…Together…Always…Wholly…Pŏ Hiên: Not to agree with others  

Not to satisfy others…Pŏ Nêng Chu ̄ ng Muòn Jin̂ Yê Hiên Kie ̄u: A hill high 

on the left side, low on the right 

 諴 To be united…To agree together…Perfect…Heartily  

 鹹 Salted…Sprinkled with salt…Hiên Jŏ: Flesh salted 

𪊄 

̀ 僩 

V. ́ 

Hièn Jên: In very great wrath…Angry 

撊 
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𤡥 Fierce…Cruel 

It is also read Hiên and is spoken of dogs fighting together  

 憪 Restless…Very angry…Very spacious  

 俔 

V. Kie ́n 

To search out and spy…A spy, commonly called Sý Çŏ 

 睍 For the sun to shine bright 

 晛 Hièn Voù: Notes of birds singing together…A most agreeable concert of 

singing birds. 

 娊 A woman of a delicate form…{Niù Sý Iāo Máo 

 峴 Xān Siào Ll̂ Hièn: A little craggy mountain…A certain mountain in the 

province of Hû Kuàng  

 蜆 Kŏ Chȳ Çúy Siào Chè: The smallest sort of shell fish 

 𨏥 The curtains of a carriage, or Coach 
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 韅 The harness fitted to the horses’ shoulders that draw a carriage is called 

Hieǹ. The harness under their bellies is called Yáng Q What is put to the 

breast Kiń E …What is put to the feet Púon  

Q鞅 E靳 靽  

 險 Danger…Difficult…Hièn Chu ͨ́ : A dangerous place 

嶮 

 獫 Cha n̂g Hoéy Kiu ͨ̀ en: A dog with a long nose…But if with a short nose he is 

called Hiĕ Hiáo 

玁 

 顯 Manifest…Clear…Open…Magnificent…To discover oneself  

Chièn Min̂g: To make one’s name famous 

显 

́ 檻 

V. Kie ń 

A wooden cage…A wooden shutter against windows: if it is latticework it is 

called Lân; if it is made of solid boards it is called Kién…^ ^: The noise a 

carriage makes when going along. 

Hién Chĕ: A sort of coach…Hién Ciu ên: A rivulet that runs on 

straight…The threshold of a door  

D. reads it Kie ͨ̀n…It is read also Hièn in the same sense 

 艦 

V. Kie ń 

Chén Chu ên Chȳ Tá Chè: Ships of war of the first rate…Also ships covered 

with boards on all four sides, to keep out arrows and stones. 

D. reads it also Kie ͨ̀n  

  A great earthen vessel. 

 限 A threshold under gates…A bound…An impediment…Hién Nỳ Sú Tie ̄n: I 

allow you four days and no more…Hién Muên Mŏ: A piece of wood which 

being cross ways, is put to a folding door to shut it…Vû Hién: Without 

limitation…Without end. 
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獻 Fân Ỳ Vĕ Siāng Kúey; Hiá Chȳ Yū Xáng Yŭe Hie ń Xáng Chȳ Yū Hiá 

Yŭe Sú Tiĕ Chͨ̀e, Yŭe Gûey: When we present any thing to another, If an 

inferior to a superior, it is expressed by Hién; If a superior to an inferior it is 

expressed by Sú; If an equal to an equal it is expressed by Gûey…To present 

anything to a Superior…A wise man…To signify a thing…To tell anything 

to anpther 

献 

 㦑 Anger…To be angry 

 粯 Ỳ Tá Mĕ Ç ó Fán, Góey Hién Ç ù: Barley boiled in water 

 莧 Hién Ça ͨ́ y: A sort of beet…A garden herb, one sort of which bears leaves 

partly red, partly green…Mà Chy ̂ Hién: Purslane  

 現 To appear…To make manifest…To come forth…To discover 

Hièn Hién: To appear as angels do…Also Hién Çáy: Things actually 

existing…Çú Váy Jĕ Kién Góey Chȳ Hién: A stranger to go into any one’s 

home to visit the master of it is called Hién  

見 

 臽 A little well…A ditch…A pit…To fall into a pit 

 陷 To tumble down…To fall…^ Jĕ: To set, as Ỳ Chū Pào Hién 

Jĕ Kin̄ Yn̂: To set pearls or gems in gold or silver  

 錎 

 餡 Piǹg Chūng Hién Çù: Meat and other things which are put into crust or 

paste  

𦡶 
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 僩 

V. Kièn 

To be dreaded…Savage 

  
V. Hiûen 

The common name for cities of the third rank…Chȳ Hién: The Governor of 

these sort of cities…Kȳ Hién: The place where the Emperor dwells…Also 

called Che ͨ̆  Hién 

縣 

 憲 Hiûen Fă Ỳ Xý Jin̂ Yè: To make…To prescribe laws for men…Laws 

Government…To govern…To imitate…Ŷ Hién: Laws  

Hién Ca ̂y: The seat of judgment before which criminals are tryed 

Hiēn. Hiēn Hiēn: Merrily  

憲 

 幰 Kin̄ Múon: A veil with which the face is covered 

 

Hieu 

 

̄ 

 

休 Mōey Xén Yè: Good…To spare…To let go or dismiss…To leave off…To 

rest…To divorce…To congratulate…To be afraid…Do not…As, 

Hiēu Pa ͨ́ : Do not be afraid…Siāng Hiēu: To have done on both sides (for 

example) haling and quarrelling…Hiēu Kiéu or Hiēu Ciĕ: Good and Evil. 

Used also for Hiēu 庥 

 

 咻 Yù Hiēu: The sighs of one sorrowing  

 庥 Sŏ Hū Xú Yń Yŭe Hiēu: The shades of trees are commonly called Hiēu 

To shade…To cover…Pý Hiēu: The same 

 烋 

V. Hiāo 

Good…Happiness…To congratulate…To agree together…To make hot 
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貅 A certain fierce animal which devours even the tiger 

 

 鵂 Hiēu Liêu: An owl…A bird of ill omen 

̀ 朽 Fân Vĕ Chȳ Fù. Kiāy Yŭe Hièu: Any thing putrid is called Hièu…To be 

putrified… 

 嗅 Niào Min̂g Yè: The singing of birds…To smell to…To perceive by the smell. 

 糗 Rice…Wheat, and such like fried in a pan 

 齅 Ỳ Pý Xiǹ Ky ͨ́  Yè: To perceive smells with the nose… 

Pý Xéu Ky ͨ́  Yè: To smell… 

 

Hin 

 

̄ 忻 Hin̄ Hỳ or Huōn Hin̄: To rejoice…To be glad…Tu ͨ́  Chȳ Yèu Liĕ Chè, Yŭe 

Hin̄: A strong hare…Stout… 
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 昕 Jĕ Çiāng Chu ͨ̆  Xŷ Yè: About the rising of the sun…Tá Hin̄: The first day of 

every moon 

 炘 Hot…Very bright… 

Hin: To roast  

 訢 The same with 欣 . D (See Yn̂) 

 歆 Xin̂ Hiàng Chȳ Yè: For the spirits to be pleased with the offerings…To 

desire…To rejoice…To praise…To admire…To be delighted with music… 

 廞 To set in order in the hall, either our ancestors cloaths or music on account 

of a funeral…Hin̄ Sĕ: To stop up…To shut against  

It is read also Yn̂: To be angry 

̀ 㾙 To be swollen…The fleshy part of a sore  

́  Ky ͨ́  Liĕ, Ll̂ Vý Lý Yè: A cracked vessel, the parts of which are not guite 

separated. 

 𢉩 Chūen Ý Hiáng Chȳ: To desire anything vehemently 

  Sen̄g Hiŭe Tu ̂  Ký Yŭe Hiń: To smear over vessels with the blood of a 

victim...The offer blood in sacrifice…To daub or smear over…Kỳ Hiń pr 

Hiń Tuōn: To provoke others 

Hiń Hiĕ: A chink…A crack 

釁  
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̄ 馨 Hiān Yuèn Yuên Yè: A sweet smell diffusing itself all about 

 興 To raise up…To lift up…To rise…To promote…To abound  

Hin̄g Ky ͨ̀: To begin…Hin̄g. To attain to good fortune, as honors Etca…^ 

Lúon: To disturb…To rebel…Pŏ ^: It is not in use. Xŷ ^: What is now in 

use…In the fushion…Xū Ky ͨ́  Vý Hin̄g: Before books were used…Xȳ Hin̄g: 

The poetical impulse  

 

̂ 刑 To chastise…To punish…To put to death…Hin̂g Fă: Punishment 

Punishment due to offences…Hin̂g Pú: A tribunal erected for the 

punishment of crimes…Kiā Hin̂g: To chastise 

  

 形 The outward figure…Form…Image…Appearance…To describe. 

Hin̂g Yun̂g: To represent, or represent incorporeal things by 

corporeal…Hin̂g Siáng, or Hiên Yûng: The figure…The likeness  

Hin̂g Tỳ: Corporeal substance…Hin̂g Hién: To discover…To lay open  

 侀 Completely formed 

Anciently used for 刑 

 型 Chu ̂  Kin̄ Chȳ Mû Fán Yè: Moulds for casting metals. If made of wood thay 

are called Mû. If of earth they are called Hin̂g. If of brass Fán…Tièn Hin̂g: 

To set an example.  

 鉶 A kind of dish…An earthen vessel. 

 邢 A certain country or city…A region 
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 行 

V. Han̂g.   ́

 

To go…To go forward…To do…To act…Ù Hin̂g: The five Chinese 

elements, viz Water…Fire…Wood…Metals…Earth…Hin̂g Fûng: The 

bond of wedlock…Hin̂g Lỳ: Provisions for a journey…^ Kiŏ: One that 

walks on foot…^ Kiáo: To publish a doctrine…Tá Hin̂g: An emperor lately 

dead, before he is distinguished by another name 

^ 衣 The garment that governors wear 

 

̀ 

 

䛭 The words of one that is angry…Hiǹg Chè: He that dissembles no matters 

for which he deserves reproof  

 涬 Min̂g Hiǹg: The materia prima of the Chinese…A deluge 

A great collection of water 

 悻 To hate…Hatred…Quarrelsome…Stubborn  

 撔 To drive forward…To drive together, or compel. 

 行 

V. Han̂g. ̂ 

Xin̄ Chȳ Sò Hin̂g Góey Chȳ Hińg: The actions of men are called Hińg…Tĕ 

Hińg: Virtuous actions; Tĕ means inward virtue considered as the habit, but 

Hińg the action proceeding from theme…Tà Tuón Hińg Teu ̂  

 荇 A water herd whose leaves are round, white below and green above, laying 

upon the water and producing saffron colored flowers 

莕  

 脛 The leg bone 

D. reads it Kiǹg 
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興 A parable or example which we make are of as an introduction to explain our 

intention...See Xȳ Kin̄g 

 臖 Choa ̄ng Chūng Kỳ, Goéy Chȳ Choa ̄ng Hińg: A sore that swells is called 

Choa ̄ng ^ 

 杏 Hińg Çù: Apricots  

呆 

 幸 A happy event…To rejoice…To congratulate…Love…. Favor  

The faver of a superior…Happiness  

It is also the same as the next below. 

 倖 Kiāo ^: An unexpected and happy event…Fȳ Sò Tāng Tĕ Ll̂ Tĕ Góey Chȳ 

Hińg Tĕ; Ý Pŏ Ko ͨ̀ Mièn Ll̂ Ke ͨ̀u Mièn Góey Chȳ Hińg Mièn: To get that 

which one ought not to get is called ^ Tĕ…To avoid that, which in justice 

one ought not to avoid is called ^ Mièn 

Nińg Hińg: To flatten superiors in order to get something we do not deserve. 

 

Hio 

 

  學 To learn…Study…Imitate…Po ^: Most wise…^ Sēng: A scholar or 

disciple…Hiŏ Ll̂ Pŏ Hin̂g Vû Goèy Kúey Hiŏ: If a man learns and does not 

practice, his right hand is not to be valued…Ça ŷ ^: Science…^ Ven: 

Knowledge  

 翯 Hiŏ Hiŏ: Of brids very white 
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 謔 Hý Yên Yè: Jeering words…Hý Yú Yè: To deride  

Others reads it also Hiă 

 鷽 A certain mountain bird with a red tail and long bill  

 𧮞 Váng Yên: Lies…Dotages  

 

 

Hio or Hiu ̆̇  

 

 ̆̇ 畜 To nourish…To gather together…To act according to right reason 

(See Chu ͨ̆ )  

 蓄 To gather together…A sort of herb which is to be found every where 

稸 

 慉 To maintain…Nourish…Cho ͨ̆  Túng Ll̂ Tu ͨ́ ng Yè: To be affected with pain 

by the motion of the body 

 旭 For the sun to rise…Hiŏ Hiŏ: Shining…Clearly…Merrily… 
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勗 To excel much…To endeavor…To animate…To excite 

勖 勗 

 頊 Very diligently 

 

Hiu 

 

̄ 虛 Empty. (Its opposite is solid Xĕ, not hollow) A certain star. 

^ Jo: very weak…Hiū Xý: A false oath…A certain constellation  

 

 噓 Chu ̄ y Hiū Kiāy Keu ͨ̀  Ký Váy Chŭ Chȳ Min̂g. Chu ̄ y and Hiū: Both signify 

the sending air out of the mouth…Chu ̄ y signifies blowing to cool something; 

But Hiū signifies blowing to warm any thing 

 歔 Hiū Hȳ: A great lamenting with sighs and sobbing 

 墟 A great hill…A place where dealers meet to sell and buy…Kieu ^: A country 

at first very populous, afterwards deserted 

Hiū Mú: A burial place 

 喣 To blow up…It is spoken of the mouth of one that laughs. 

Read also Hiú and it is the same with 煦 

 欨 To below upon a thing to wam it (So one dictionary) and confounds the 

capital character with the side one; But another dictionary explains it by the 

character Chu ̄ y, that is to blow upon anything to cool it…Hiū expresses the 

countenance of one who taughs 

呴 
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 于 

V. Yū 

Is used for the next below 

 吁 The voice of sighing, also of admiring, or Interjections Etc a 

 旴 Jĕ Xỳ Chu ͨ̆ : The rising sun 

 盱 Chāng Mŏ Váng Chȳ: To look earnestly with the eyes quite open upon 

anything…A certain medicine…A certain river 

 冔 A sort of old fashioned hat 

If is also read Hiù in the same sense 

 訏 Boasting…A great noise…A country of great extent…This character 

signifies the greatness either of mind, Body or things Etc a 

̀ 

 

許 Yŏ Yu ͨ̀  Chȳ Yè: To agree about giving something to any one, that is, To 

promise…To permit…To agree to…A certain kingdom 

A place. Jû Hiù: Is the same as Jû Çu ͨ̀  which is placed next to this 

Hiù Yúen: To vow…Hiù Tō: Very many…Innumerably  

 詡 Tá Yên Yè: One that talks great…Miǹ Ll̂ Yèu Yuǹg Yè: Quick sighted and 

courageous…Very spacious  
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栩 A certain tree…An oak, otherwise called Çŏ Liĕ…L reads it Siń Xú…Hiù 

Hiù: Merrily 

 冔 A sort of bonnet or hat which they wore when the family of Xāng reigned  

冔 

́ 煦 Hô Nuòn Yè: Moderately warm…Hô Hiú: A mild season neither hot, nor 

cold…Hiú Hiú: Is spoken of a small kindness  

To boil any thing. 

 呴 Ky ͨ́  Ỳ Vēn Chȳ Yè: To breath upon in order to make warm… 

To vomit…^ ^: Is spoken of soothing words 

Read also Hiù in the same sense  

 酗 Ỳ Çièu Gôey Hiūng Yŭe Hiú: To do mischief from drunkenness  

Drunk…To be made drunk…Chin̂ Hiú Yū Çièu: Buried in wine…Dead 

drunk 

𨠮 

 ̆̇ 淢 Chin ̂ g Hiá Chȳ Hâo Yè: Ditches under walls 

 洫 Empty…A water course in fields to carry water off…To diminish or lessen.  

 侐 Rest…Silence…Taciturnity  
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̄ 靴 Boots 

鞾  

 血 Blood…Fân Túng Vĕ, Kiāy Yèu Hiŭe: Whatever moves has blood. Chă ^: 

A superstitions custom, by which some enter into covenant, after staining 

their lips with the blood of the slaughtered beasts, praying at the same time 

that the same fate may befall the breaker of it, as happened to the beast. 

^ Py ̂: The spleen…Fáng ^ or Chin̄ ^: To fetch blood…To stain any thing 

with blood…Pin̄g Pŏ Hiŭe Tāo: The soldiers did not make their swords 

bloodly…Hiŭ Jiń: To make a sword bloody.  

 穴 A den…A cave…A next of ants, mice and such like  

 䫼 Siào Fun̄g Çu n̂g Ku ͨ̀ng Lāy: A small wind coming through a 

chink…Otherwise Çĕ Fūng Which is as much as to say a cut-throat  

 

Hiuen 

 

̄ 萱 A certain herb which is also called Vâng Yēu Because when eaten it drives 

away sadness. It is also called Ŷ Nân Because women if they carry it about 

them bring forth male children  

Chūn Hiūen: A father and mother 

 喧 Bawling out…Noises…To fear…By degrees…Joyfully 

諠 咺 

 暄 Jĕ Vēn Yè: The heat of the sun…Hot…Warm…Fú Hiūen: To warm oneself 

in the sun 
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煊 Clear…Shining…To shine, in a moral sense…To dry by the fire 

烜 

It is also read Hoèy: To make a fire by the rays of the sun 

It is read also Hiùen: in the same sense 

 獧 Quickly…Light…Swift  

It is also the same as 狷 

 嬛 

V. Kia n̂g 

Piéu Hiūen: Light and shining like a silk garment 

It is also the same with…惸 

 譞 A great talker…A wise man 

 諼 To forget…False…A falsity  

It is also the same with 萱 

 壎 Yŏ Ky ͨ́. Xāo Tu ͨ̀  Gôey Xȳ: A musical instrument made of baked earth 

壦 塤 

̂ 縣 

V. Hién 

To hang up…Kùey Hiuên: A sacrifice offered to the mountains 

The same with the next following 

 懸 To hang…To hang up…^ Leâng: To hang oneself upon a beam…^ Çiŭe: 

At a very great distance…^ Vańg: To wait for with anxiety  
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 玄 Black mixed with flesh color…Deep…A thing sipped six times that the color 

may penetrate…^ Yŭe: The ninth moon 

^ Sūn: A grandchild’s grandson 

 泫 

V.   ̀

The name of a river…A water very slow and deep 

 眩 

V.   ́

Bright…Clear 

It is the same with the next below 

̀ 烜 

V.   ̄

Bright…Clear  

The same with the next above 

 晅 The heat of the sun… 

 咺 

V.   ̄

The crying of children…Very long…To shine in a moral sense 

 泫 The clearness of dew…A sunning water…Hiuèn Jen̂: Ready to weep  

In D. It is the same with Hiúen 

 蠉 Is spoken of the creeping of worms…Also of their flying… 

Çiǹg Chūng Siào Chĕ Chu ̂ ng: Little red worms in wells 

It is also read Hiūen in the same sense 
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蜎 A certain worm…. To shake about 

It is read also Yuēn, Yuén, Kiūen and Kiu èn in the same sense 

́ 眴 Ỳ Mŏ Su ͨ̀  Jin̂, Yŭe Hiúen: To command any one by the motion of the 

eyes…To chide… 

 絢 A thing adorned with different colors 

 炫 Hiúen Yáo: To shine. Both in a physical and moral sense 

 眩 Mŏ Vû Cha ̂ng Chù: Eyes whose sight fails sometimes… 

Indistinctly…Confusedly…Mién ^: Is spoken of medicines that stin the 

belly  

 袨 Xińg Fŏ Hiúen Jin̂: To draw men’s eyes upon one by the fineness of one’s 

cloaths  

 衒 To board oneself…Kiáo Hiúen: To sell in the ways and streets  

To hawk about 

𧗳 䝮 

 鉉 Tiǹg Hiuén: To put any thing to the handles of vessels to lift them up… 
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 楦 Hý Chūng Mû Yè, Sŏ Góey Chȳ Hiúen Te ̂u: Wooden moulds which are 

put into shoes, and commonly called Hiúen Te ̂n 

 敻 To plot…To contrive…To devise…To seek after 

 

Hiun 

 

̄ 熏 Hò Yēn Xáng Chu ͨ̆ : Smoak rising up…To warm anything by fire…The time 

after sunset…^ ^: Merrily…Jĕ Ky ͨ́  Hiūn Jin̂: Heat scorches men… 

 薰 A sweet scented herb, whose opposite is Yêu: An herb that stinks 

 𤑕 Hò Kān Vĕ Yè: To dry anything by the fire. 

In the dictionary it is also read Hiún 

 纁 Çie ͨ̀n Kiáng Sĕ: A faint red… 

 曛 Jĕ Jĕ Chȳ Yû Kuāng: A brightness that remains in the sky after sun 

set…Twilight in the evening…The sky grown dark after sunset…Warm 

about the setting of the sun… 
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獯 Hiūn Chŏ: Certain foreigners in the north. 

 醺 Çièu Ky ͨ́  Vŷ Xin̄g: Half diunk 

 勛 Deserts…The actions of kings 

勳 

 煇 

V. Hoēy 

To burn. 

 焄 Hiāng Ký Ye ͨ̀: Fragrance 

 蔒 Garlick…Orionis…Leek and such like with a strong taste 

It is oftener and more commonly read Hōen 

薰 葷  

́ 訓 To give any thing…To explain…To teach…Admonitions  

Instructions…Kiāo Hiún: To teach…Properly to teach males is called Kiāo, 

but to teach females is called Hiún  

 𦫯 Vĕ Pý Hiūn Ll̂ Sĕ Kièn: Things which have lost their color by the heat of 

the sun. 
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̄ 凶 Kiĕ Chȳ Fàn Yè, its opposite Kiĕ which signifies happiness. 

Infelicity…Evil…A calamity…^ Sú Q Those that attend funerals 

Tis also the same with 兇 

Q肆 

 匈 Hiūng Hiūng Hiūen Jào Chȳ Ý: A noise…A tumult…Hiūng: Bawlings 

out…Noises 

Anciently its was used for 胷 The breast 

 洶 Hiūng Hiūng: Is spoken of water overflowing…Also of popular 

insurrections…Hiūng Yun̂g: Water running down very rapidly  

汹 

 哅 Lûng Hiūng: The noise of one angry 

The same as the next following 

 詾 The voices of many…Accusations 

訩  

Hiùng: To put any one in fear 

  Bad…Savage…Cruel…It is also read Hiùng: The same  

兇 

D. Hiàng: To frighten any one by making a tumult 

 𧿖 Hiūng Jên: Is said of the noise the feet make when any one walks 

 

 忷 To fear 

恟 

It is also read Hiùng 
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胷 The breast…Chu ̄ en Hiūng: A certain Kingdom 

胸 

 兄 Nân Su ͨ̀  Chȳ Siēn Sēng Chè: Among brothers the first born is called 

Hiūng. The last Tý…Hiūng Tý: Is commonly used for the younger 

brother. 

It is also the same as 怳 

̂ 雄 Çū Hiûng: The female amongst the four footed and winged animals is called 

Çū or Piǹ, but the male is called Hiûng or Meù…Yn̄g Hiûng: The better 

sort of herbs are called Yn̄g…The stronger sort of animals are called 

Hiûng…In a less proper but more significant notion Yn̄g Hiûng signifies an 

Hero excelling others in under standing and valour  

 熊 The stronger amongst animals…A bear 

𤠗 𪏛 

 兇 

V.   ̄

Sào Ll̂ Ku ǹg Chȳ Yè: To give trouble to any, and to put in fear 

 炯 Brightness…Clearness 

 詗 Chȳ Chu ͨ́  Káo Yen̂ Yè: A spy discovering where any one is gone 

 迥 Kāu Yuèn Yè: Very high 

泂 
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Remote…Distant. A great way off…Deep…To excel others 

 

 

Ho 

 

̄ 呵 To blow upon in order to warm…Hō Hō: The noise of  

Tà Hō: To yawn…It is also the same with…To reprove and the same with  . 

Who?  

㰤  

 苛 Siào Çào Yè: Small herbs…Cruel…Angry…Solicitous…The Itch…^ 

Chińg: Laws severe enough…^ Fă: A heavy punishment 

^ Kie û: To punish unjustly…A disquiet of minal without reason. 

Pŏ Hŏ: Wild mint. 

 荷 

V.   ̂

A thing very fine and thin 

Used for the next above 

 訶 To correct…To reprove…Sharp words 

̂ 何 Who…How...Wherefore…Hô Jin̂: Who?...Hô Sú: What business.  

Vû Hô: Without reason…Yǹ Vâng Hô: This whole business was to 

drink…Táy Vû Hô: He waited a moderate time. Jû Hô: How 

 荷 

V.   ́

Hô Hoā: Flowers of the water lilies…Hô Pāo: A Chinese purse  
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河 A river… 

 禾 Miâo Chȳ Ỳ Chin ̂ g Chè: Corn now full ripe…A general name for pulse, as 

peas, beans Etc and all sorts of grain…Metaphorically it signifies life, which 

cannot be passed without them.  

 和 To unite together…Of one mind…To agree…To comply with…Peace 

concord...Equality without excess or defect…A little pipe…A place from 

whence troops sally put to fight…Hô Xún: To accommodate oneself to the 

will of another…^ Ky ͨ́ : Concord…^ Mŏ: To renew friendship 

Kiàng ^: To exhort to unity and peace…Siāng ^: Of one mind…Hô 

Cháng…Hô Xáng: A Chinese Bonze or priest…Hô Luôn: A little bell  

̀ 

 

火 Fire…Hò Yén: A flame…Hò Puo ̂n: A live coal…^ Kien ̂ : A pair of tongs 

Hò Pà: A torch…Hò Xĕ: A flint stone…Hò Yŏ: Gunpower…Hò Ky ͨ́ : 

Weapons bearing fire. Hò Te û: A cook…Hò Cha ̂ng: The moon or a candle; 

what gives fire in the night …Hò Sin ˉ g The planet Mars…Hò Sińg: Fiery 

by nature 

 伙 Hiā Hò: The utensils of an house…Hò Púon: Colleagues…Companions  

 輠 A vessel in carriages in which is kept the fat to grease the wheels 

To grease the wheels with this sort of fat. 

楇 

 夥 Many…Companions…Colleagues…Tà Hò: To enter into society  

Tá Hò: Very many together…Kỳ Hò: How many? 

́ 

 

賀 Ỳ Ŷ Vĕ Kińg Jin̂: Presents of congratulation…Kin ͨ́ g Kó or Kūng Hó: To 

congratulate 
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 貨 Wares…Riches…Ça ̂y Hó or Hô Vĕ: To sell…To suborn 

Hô Jin̂: To gain any one to one’s side, contrary to right by bribes  

  Unhappiness…A calamity…Losses…Its opposite is Fŏ 

禍  旤  

 荷 

V. ̄.   ̂

To carry upon the shoulders…To carry a burden 

 和 

V.   ̂

Hô Chȳ Yŭe Hó: To agree together…Tia ̂o ^: To temper one thing with 

another…To be in tune together…Pĕ ^: A sort of sweet smell… 

Cha ͨ́ ng ^, Cha ͨ́ ng Is to go before…Hó signifies To follow, To come after, 

properly in singing, and less properly but more significantly in all other 

things 

龢 

  曷 Wherefore... How…Why not?...An interrogative advert  

 

 喝 To chide…Hêu Hŏ: Being angry…Inflamed…Hŏ Çay ͨ̀: To applaud by 

shouting… 

喝 𠿒 

Yáy ot Gáy 

 褐 Mâo Pú Yè: A web of wool…Large 

𣮷 𣭸 褐 

 猲 Hŏ Hiāo: A hunting dog with a short nose 
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㔠 Diligent…Strong 

 鶡 A bird like an hen which fights till it dies, and therefore Soldiery adorn their 

heads with the feathers of its tail; this ornament is called Hŏ Kuōn 

 合 

V. Hŏ 

To gather together…To unite together…With…To join together 

To meet together…Lŏ Hŏ: The whole world…Kiūn Chin ̂  Siāng Hŏ: The 

meeting together of the Emperor and his vassals  

 郃 Concord…To agree together…Hŏ Yâng: A certain country 

 盒 Puo ̂n Chȳ Yeù Káy Chè: A thing that has a cover…A box 

 𣣹 To sip…To drink 

欱 呷 

 嗑 Very talkative…Xý Hŏ: A certain lot in the book called Yĕ Kin̄g of sixty 

four figures  

 蓋 Hô Pŏ Yè: Why not? 

盍 
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 闔 To shut. (whose opposite is Piĕ yo open) Folding doors. L. reads it 

Folding doors made of wood, to distinguish them from those made of 

bamboo, which are called Xéu…To collect into one Hŏ Hiā: The whole 

house  

 霍 A certain mountain in the province of Hû Kuàng which is also called Tiēn 

Chú Xān and Hêng Xān and Nân Yŏ…A great mountain which compasses 

a little one, is called Hŏ… 

A certain kingsom 

 藿 The leaves of long peas, also sweet herbs…Fú Kúey Jŏ Xe, Pin Çién Hŏ 

Xe: The rich eat meat, the poor eat herbs…Hŏ 

 矐 Hiēn Mŏ Xĕ Min̂g: To blind by putting fire to the eyes 

Ỳ Mò Fuén Hiūn Lińg Min̂g: The blind any one with horse dung set on 

fire... 

 矆 Xéu: Lightning…Strong 

 䳽 Hày Hŏ: A bird that is bred near the sea coast, that eats fish and serpents, 

commonly called Siēn Hŏ and Ta ̄y Siēn and is a very long liver…When it 

arrives at the age of two hundred and sixty years it becomes black and is 

called Yûen Hŏ…It crows at midnight as the cock does in the morning, and 

is therefore called Hŏ Chȳ Yé Puón 

He knows when it is midnight. It is also called Hŏ Chȳ Yé Pién 

 貉 An animal like a fox, but very sleepy 

貊 狢 

 熇 A great fire or burning. 
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涸 Xùy Kiĕ Yè: Water dried up. 

 壑 A valley…A ditch…Tá Hŏ: The sea 

叡 

 豰 A fox…A fox’s cub…a hog 

 赫 Hŏ Nú: To be angry…Being angry…Anger 

 郝 A certain country in the province of Xèn Sȳ 

 害 

V. Háy 

Is sometimes used fo…曷 Why not? 

  

V. Hú 

Water dried up 

 㽺 A weakness from a disorder 
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̄ 

 

花 

V.  .̂   ́

Flowers…Hōa Yuên: A flower garden…Hōa Niâng: A whore… 

Vû Hōa Kùo: A Figtree…Kin̄ Yn̂ Hoā: The honey suckle. 

Xiǹ Sin̄ Hoā: The narcissus. 

 芲 

 華 It is the same as the above 

 

 譁 Hiūen Hōa: Bawling’s out…Noises 

̂ 

 

華 Beautiful…Fain…Elegant…Chu n̂g Hoā: The Emperor Xún  

Chūng Hôa: The kingdom of China…Hôa Lý: A thing very much 

adorned…Yun̂g Hôa: Glory…An ornament…Hôa Piaò: Stone pillars with 

which the burial places of governors are adorned…Hôa Fý 

 樺 Hôa Çia ō. Pŏ Xùy Çiń Chu ên Kiú: An instrument to get a vessel on. Oars  

 驊 Hôa Liêu: A fleet horse. 

 鏵 A certain instrument on husbandry to turn up the ground 

̀ 觟 Piǹg Yan̂g Kiŏ: The hours of sheep 

 踝 Chùng Xáng Leàng Pan̂g Núy Váy Hoân Kŏ Yè: A round bone above the 

ancles on each side the feet. 
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́ 化 Pién Hóa Çú Vû Ll̂ Yèu Góey Pién Çú Yeù Ll̂ Yû Yŭe Hóa: Changes from 

not being to be, are called Pién. From being to not being are called 

Hóa…Çáo ^: Çáo is to act but ^ is to act as impelled, without thought, as 

matter does, from which all natural changes are called Cáo ^. Also a happy 

lot and good luck are called Çáo ^. The beginning of a change is called Pién; 

its being finished is called Hóa…Siāo ^: To concoct…To digest. Kiáo ^; 

Kiáo is properly to teach by words, ^ To inform by example 

Kiáo ^: To inform others by acting…To beg…Kiáo Hóa Çù: A beggar…A 

turning one thing into another…To produce…To create. 

 畫 Tu ̂  Siè Yè: To paint…To draw lines…Hóa Môey: A nightingale  

畵 

 罫 

V. Kúa 

An impediment…Fāng Hóa: The squares marked out upon a Chess-board 

 話 Words…Kiàng Hóa or Xŭe Hóa: To speak words…To talk 

 檴 

V. Huŏ 

A contrivance or pitfall to catch animals 

  

V, Gù 

Bawlings out 

㕦 

 華 

V.  .̄   ̂

Hóa Xūn: One of the principal mountains in China, in the province of Xèn 

Sȳ 

  滑 Hŏa Ta ͨ̆  
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 猾 A certain animal without bones which when devoured by a tyger gnaws his 

entrails. Metaphorically spoken of those who deceive any one under shew of 

friendship, and are called Kiào Hŏa, which also signifies deceitful…A 

deceives…Apt to deceive. Children of a bud disposition…Liars. 

 蚎 A sort of small crabs. 

𧑅 蚏 

 傄 Miĕ Hoă: Fearless…Courageous  

 

Hoay 

 

̂ 懷 To consider…To think upon the absent…To keep in the heart 

To lay up in the bosom…To embrace…To keep…To lay up 

Hôay Ta ̄y: Big with child…Liêu Hoây: Peevishly…To be delighted…Fańg 

Hoây: To refresh the mind…Muôn Hoáy Pĕ Yĕ: Altogether unmilling… 

 怀  

 淮 A river in the province of Kiāng Nân…Hôey Gān: A city in the same 

province 

 槐 A certain tree out of which is made a tincture of a yellow color 

Sān Hoây: The name of certain Governors…Méng Hoây: A certain animal. 

 褢 The sleeves of garments…To hide 

It is used for Hoây the third character abovr 
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́  壞 Vĕ Çú Páy, Çú Po ͨ́  Yè: For a thing destroyed by itself to be burnt  

壊 

Kua ͨ́ y: To destroy 

 

Hoan 

 

̄ 

 

儇 Quicksighted…Sagacious. Swift…Hoān Çù: One that applies his abilities 

to a bad purpose. 

 獧 Light…Swift 

It is also the same as 狷 

̂ 

 

𡑡  The compass of a wall Hoân Tu ͨ̀ . Sú Fāng Kŏ Yĕ Tù Yè: Walls raised on 

four sides, as (See G). A house that has a wall to the four guarders of the 

wind 

 繯 Ỳ Sŏ Gôey Hoân, Ll̂ Çú Yè, Góey Chȳ Te ̂u Hoân: To make a halter with a 

rope, and to hang oneself is called Te ̂u Hoân 

 鐶  

 寰 Hoân Yù: The whole world…Hoân Kiu ̄ : The district of any land held in fee  
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 還 

V.   ́

To return…Go back…Restore…To look back…ｂecides, Hitherto  

But also…To pay or lose. 

 圜 

V. Yuên 

To go round 

 闤 Hoân Hoéy: The gates of a market place…Hoân: Is the market place itself 

 鬟 To make a knot in the head by combing and tying the hair together…Pién 

Ky ̂ Fă Ll̂ Hoêy Hoân Chin̂g Ký Yè Siào Hoân, or Yā Hoân: A she 

slave…A maid servant  

 𩙽 To fly round about…Hoân Mŏ: A certain water bird 

 㡲 Vŏ Piǹ Và: Tiles…The concave parts of which are towards the sky 

 環 A ring…A cirle…A necklace, and other things as round 

A precious stone perfectly round…To go round…A bracelet 

 糫 Hoân Piǹg or Kāo Hoân: A sort of paste fried in fat 

 㡲 Vŏ Piǹ Và: Tiles, the concave parts of which are towards the sky 
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́ 宦 One bearing office…To travel abroad in order to learn…The things required 

to go through an office well…Yēn Hoán: The Emperor’s eunuchs  

 𠈄 The emperor’s eunuchs 

 轘 Ỳ Che ̄ Liĕ Jin̂: To tear a man to pieces by tying him to a carriage  

 患 To be sad…To think…Fear…Sickness…Grief…Calamity  

Unhappiness…Troubles  

 幻 Hiū Hoán: To deceive with fallacious words 

眩 

 擐 Hoán Kiă: To put on a coat of mail. 

 環 

V.  ̂

 

To go about…To go in a round 

 還 

V.  ̂

 

To surround…To encompass 

还 
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 豢 To feed hearts with the fruits of the earth…Beasts so fed…Not to regard any 

one’s interest, and to deceive under pretended friendship 

圂 㹖 

 

Hoang 

 

̄ 荒 Famine…Suavity of provision…Great…Spacious…Hán Hoāng: Scarcity 

proceeding from drought…Hoāng Niên: A barren year 

 慌 Hoāng Chāng: Disturbed at heart…Chūng Sin̄ Mâng Pe ͨ̆  

 肓 Kāo Hoāng: A place in the inner park of the breast beneath the heart. 

 𥁃 Sin̄ Xańg Hiŭe: The blood which is above the heart 

Hiày Hoāng: The inside of crabs which is to be eaten 

̂ 黃 A yellow color…The color proper to the earth, as the color proper to the 

heavens is called Hiûen…Hoâng Táo: The zodiac…^ Ke ͨ̀u: An infant till 

four years old. At four years old they are called Siao, at sixteen 

Chūng…Twenty one years Tin̄g, and sixty years Lào…Hoâng Vŏ: The 

Emperor’s coach…Yn̂ ^: A silver seal 

 簧 Very fine tongues made of brass, which they put in pipes that they may give 

a sound…Hoâng Kū: To deceive any one with deceitful words  
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潢 Ciĕ Xùy Chy ̂: A poud to collect water together…Yn̂ Hoâng: The milky way 

 璜 Half a tablet…壁 Piĕ (See that character) A certain precious stone of a clay 

color…Hû Hoâng Çiŏ: A cup made of this stone. 

 癀 Hoâng Ta ͨ́ n: The overflowing of yellow gull  

 皇 A King…Great…Beautiful…A house without walls…The entrance into a 

place of burial… a mixed color of yellow and red…Right…To rectify…To 

set right…An epithet for the heaven and the spirit of it…^ Sie ̄n ^ Cháng 

Tý…^ Ty: An emperor…^ Héu: An Empress…Sān ^: The three first 

Emperors viz Fŏ Hȳ…Xin̂ Nun̂g, and Hoâng Tý…^ ^: Is spoken of great 

majesty…Also of one disappointed of his wishes, and of anything very 

shining…Yû ^: A sort of ship…Chāng ^: Very shining…It is also the same 

with the four characters written in the paragraph below 

 

 喤 

V. Hûng 

遑 偟 䍿 黃 

Hoâng Hoâng, Ty ̂ Chȳ Hun̂g Tá Chò: The sound of one lamenting 

grievously  

 媓 A mother Gô Hoâng…The daughter of the Emperor Yâo and his wife Xún 

 煌 Bright…Hoēy Hoâng: Very shining 

 惶 To disturb…To fear…Sad…Hoâng Mâng: Very much engaged 

Overhasty. 
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 蝗 Xĕ Hô Chu ̂ ng Yè: A worm that gnaws corn…A locust…Xỳ Chȳ Tō Chè 

Yŭe Jû Fý Hoâng: A great many arrows are compassed to flying locusts… 

 篁 Chŏ Tie ̂n Ye: A field in which bamboos are planted…A nursery of 

canes…Sin̄ Hoāng: Young canes 

 隍 Ditches under walls, if they have water in them, are called Chy ̂ . If they want 

water Hoâng…Yèu Xùy Goêy Chy ̂, Vû Xùy Gôey Hoâng…Chin ̂ g Hoâng: 

A spirit whom the Chinese feign to be the tutelar guardian of any city. 

 遑 Leisure…As leisure…Free from care…Hoâng Çáy Sin̄, Hiá Cáy Sú, Sú 

Fùng Yŭe Pŏ Hiá, Kin ̂  Yŭe Pŏ Hoâng: Ease in the mind is called 

Hoâng…At ears from business is called Hiá, and therefore he that is 

engaged in business is called Pŏ Hiá, but he that is full of cares is called. 

Pŏ Hoâng 

在心暇在事 

事冗曰不暇 

心勤曰不 

 堭 Tan ̂ g Hoâng Xĕ Vû, Sú Piĕ: A house without walls 

Tiĕ Hoâng: Gates before burial places 

 徨 Pa n̂g Hoâng: Restless out of fear…Kin ̄ g Tiĕ Pŏ Nin̂g Chȳ Máo 

偟 

 鳯 Fun̄g Hoâng: The queen of birds an imaginary one among the Chinese…Yù 

Chu ̂ ng Chȳ Chàng…The male is called Fūng, The female Hoâng…An 

eagle  

䳨 

 鍠 Hoâng Hoâng: The sound of bell and drum… 

 餭 A cake made of the flour of millet fryed in fat, which in the provice of Xèn 

Sȳ is called Hoâng Çiēn 
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̀  恍 Ta ǹg Hoàng: Disturbed…Hoàng Hŏ: Indistinctly…Obscurely  

Not to be distinguishes well…Very much disturbed at heart…Hoàng Mâng: 

Very quickly 

 慌 愰 怳 

 幌 To be shaken about 

 晃 Clear…Bright…To shine…The bright rays of the sun diffused about. 

晄 爌 

The same with 旺 this character 

 滉 Hoàng Yáng: Is spoken of deep water 

瀇 

 謊 Lies…Xùe Hoàng: To speak lies…To lie 

謊 詤  

 䐠 Ta ͨ̀n Hoàng: The moon darkened 

́ 况 By how much more…Cold water…A kindness…By a stronger title…Lây 

Hoáng: To meet a friend…Siēu Hoáng: A certain musical instrument  

況 

 貺 To give…Present…Bestow…  

It is the same also as the next above 
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  畫 

V. Hoá 

To draw lines…A bound…To reck on up…To weigh thoroughly  

To keep in…Fūng Hăe: A particular district  

画 畵 

D. reads it Hŏ, and so he does the six following characters 

 劃 Ỳ Tāo Po ͨ́  Vĕ Goéy Chȳ Hăe Ka ̄y: To divide anything with a knife is called 

Hŏe Ka ̄y…Hŏe Çù: One having an hare lip…Mòey Pin̄ Min̂g Hiá Hŏe Tý 

Kỳ Mèu: To allot to each soldier some acres of land 

Others read Hŏ 

 繣 A rope…An impediment…Hoéy Hŏe: To wander about together 

Others read Hŏ 

 或 Either…Undetermined…To doubt…To blind, in a moral sense  

An adverb of doubting…Hŏe Chè: Perhaps…Or…Whether…Either 

Hoĕ Chu ͨ̆  Hŏe Chu ͨ́ : Whether he bean an office or lives 

private…Perchance…Perhaps  

Others read Hŏ 

 惑 To disturb…To make mad…To suspect…Ŷ Hŏe: To doubt…To 

suspect…Mŷ Hŏe: Blindness in a moral sense…Xén Hŏe: To disturb…To 

deceive  

  To obtain…To attain to…To find what was looked for. 

Çāng Hŏe: Çāng is a man slave…Hŏe is a female slave 

 

  Py ̂ Kŏ Siāng Lý Xin̄g: The noise of skin and bone whilst they are separating 

D. reads Hŭo in the same sense…Others read Hŏ 

砉 
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̄ 揮 To take courage…To rouse oneself…To raise the arm…To scatter 

about…Chỳ Hoēy: The name of a certain military officer…Also To point 

out with the hand what is to be done. 

㩣 

 煇 Kuōang Hoēy Chȳ Fă Yŭe Yè: To shine very bright…For brightness to be 

spread about  

輝 

 暉 The brightness of the sun, it is applied to wise men the brightness of whose 

virtue shines abroad. 

暈 

 翬 Tá Fý Yè: A great flight…A pheasant…A wild, or wood bird adorned with 

various colors…Hoēy Hoēy Jên: Very swiftly 

Hoēy Ȳ: The Empress’s garments. 

 
噅 

Ke ù Pŏ Chińg Yen̂: To talk absurdly…Deformed…Ugly. 

 
撝 

To cut…To cut in two 

It is also the same as this 揮 

 麾 A sort of standard with which the commanders shew the soldiers what they 

are to do…Hoēy Káy: A certain government 

The same as Chȳ Fù 

It is also the same with this 揮 

 灰 Ashes…Sime…Hoēy Chin̂g: Dust 
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 隋 

V. Tò. Sûy 

Hoéy 

Hoēy Hiń: To offer blood in sacrifice 

 隳 To destroy…Cart down…Overturn. 

墮 

 徽 Beautiful…A triple cord…Places marked out upon a harp and other 

instruments to distinguish the tones…Hoēy Chēu: A city on the province of 

Kiāng Nân…Hoēy Mĕ: Ink made in the same city, which is valued in China 

more than any other. 

𢾰 

 褘 

V. Goey 

Garments which the queens use when they sacrifise…A sort of stomacher 

embroidered. 

 戲 Used for this character 麾 Hý 

 虺 Infirmity…Noise...Hoēy Hoēy: The sound of thunder before it entirely 

breaks out… 

 豗 To make the ground hollow with the nose as hogs do… 

Hiūen Hoēy: The noises of those that quarrel. 

̂ 囘 To return…Hoêy Sin̄: To become a good husband…Hoêy Xū: Characters 

that return an answer…Hoêy Hóa: Answer…To answer 

Lûn Hoêy: The Pythagorean transmigration of souls…Hoêy 

Pé: To withdraw…To get out of the way…Hoêy Hoêy: The Chinese 

Mahommedans...Hoêy Çù: The same…Hoêy Hoêy Hiāng: Gentian…Siào 

Hoêy Hiāng: Fennel…Gò Pŏ Jyͨ̆  Çiéu Hoêy: I will return in a short time. 

囬 回 廻 

 洄 Niĕ Liêu Ll̂ Cháng: To strive against the stream  
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́  繪 To use different colors in painting 

繢 

 惠 Kindness…To do good…To second or favor…Good will…Pity 

To love gain…Profit…A triangular shear…Hóey Tiĕ: To act according to 

right reason 

僡 

 蕙 A sweet flower…Flowers that have one stalk and one flower are called Lân. 

Those that have one stalk and many flowers are called Hóey 

 蟪 Hóey Kū: A sort of worm which is also called Têu Kū and Tý Kèu 

 譓 Tō Mêu Chý Yè: Very sagacious…Ready at disputing 

 潰 For water to run down…To drop…To separate…To scatter abroad. 

To comply with...Disorderly…Confusedly…Vehement anger 

Hóey  . Soldiers that are defeated…To be overcome…To be taken by storm  

 殨 Purified…Hoéy Mun̂g: Putrefaction…Corrupted blood lying in the flesh. 

 䜋 Kiŏ Gú Yè: To apply to…To awake, in a moral sense…To call together  
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 瞶 Mŏ Fūng Çiĕ Yè: A weakness in the eyes occasioned by the wind 

 聵 Llͨ̀ Tùng Yè: Deaf 

̂ 茴 ^ Hiāng: Fennel, of which there are two sorts, Siào and Tá Siào 

Hoêy Is known to us Europeans. Tá Hoêy Is another sort like a crown with 

eight points from whence it called Pă Kiŏ. The taste of it is like our 

fennel…Hoêy Yan̄g Is properly aniseed 

 徊 Poe ̂y Hoêy: To run this way and that…Disturbed  

佪 

 痐 Fŏ Núy Cha n̂g Chu n̂g: Long worms in the belly 

蛔 蛕 蚘 

̀ 悔 Chȳ Kúo Ll̂ Sū Kày: To acknowledge one’s faults and to think of mending 

them…To be penitent…To repent…Hoèy Çiĕ: Contrition…To be contrite 

 毀 To destroy…To break…To cart down…To spoil…Tó Hòey: To cart 

down…Hoēy Páng: To speak ill of…To give bad language 

 䛼 To murmur…To speak ill of… 
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燬 A fire…To burn 

 虫 A general name for fish, and shell fish…Also a common name for every 

thing that mouse on land or in water 

It is also the same with 蟲 

 虺 A certain serpent very long, with a thin neck and great head 

 賄 To hoard up precious things…Hó Hoèy: Riches…Hoèy Lú: To suborn or 

bride a judge, witnesses Etc a 

́ 誨 Ỳ Yên Táo Jin̂ Yŭe Hóey: To instruct any one by words is called 

Hoéy…Also to made any one repent, by humbly giving way to him without 

words is called Hóey 

 晦 Dark…Darkness…Hoéy Jĕ The lask day of the moon 

 悔 

V.   ̀

This character is used in the fourth tone, for what follows in the next below… 

 𠧩  
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 會 Together…To gather together…To unite…To meet with…To know…To be 

able…Kȳ Hoéy: Opportunity…Occasion  

 諱 Pý Ll̂ Pŏ Yên Chȳ Góey Hóey: To excuse his faults by some words or 

letters…The same as Hú Tùon. Min̂g Hóey Sēng Xŷ Yŭe Min̂g Mŏ Cĕ 

Chin̄g Hóey: The names of those that are living are called Min̂g, of those 

that are dead Hóey…Also the name given to the living is Min̂g, To the dead 

Hóey…Nevertheless Hóey Is applied to the living…Çun̄ Hoéy: What is 

your name…Yǹ Hóey: To conceal…To hide 

 燘 Ỳ Xŏ Çáy Pe ̄ng: To boil things over again 

 隋 

V.  ̄ Sûy. Tŏ 

Xin̂ Cie ̂n Kúon Ky ͨ́: A sort of vessel used in sacrificed  

 洧 A certain river (See Gòey) 

 闠 The gates of a market place 

̀ 

 

烜 

V. Hiūen 

To raise a fire by the rays of the sun 

 匯 Chúng Xùy Chȳ Hôey Ll̂ Kuēy Yên: A collection of waters  

Xĕ Hoèy: Sand working up under the water and not settled 

A certain small vessel 

D. reads Hoéy in the same sense 
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壊 

V. Hoéy 

Infirm 

 瘣 Infirmity…A sort of tumor…A tree wants leaves through weakness 

D. reads Hoéy and Hoêy in the same sense 

 卉 Ça ò Mŏ Chȳ, Çùng Min̂g Yè: A general name common to herbs and trees 

芔 𠦄 

́ 慧 Hiáy Hiào Yè: Quick witted. Learned in acts…Chȳ Hoéy or Tĕ Hoéy, 

Quickness of wit is natural…Kiĕ Hóey: L reads it Siào Hóey: The other is 

acquired by study 

 嚖 Modenrate…Clear…A low voice…A concert of pipes 

嘒 暳 

 𩔁  To wash the face 

靧 頮  

 喙 Niào Xéu Chȳ Çúy Yè: The bill of birds…The nose or snout of animals 

 𤸁 Kiue ͨ́n Kiĕ Yè: Extremely tried…Very much afflicted… 

𣨶 
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 噦 

V. Yŭe 

Hoéy Hoéy Is spoken of the sounds of little bells about carriage  

Akso of an high house 

 翽 Hoéy Hoéy Niào Fý Xin̄g Yè: The noise birds flying 

 恚 Nú Hén Yè: To be angry…To hate 

 㒑 Méu Vĕ Xĕ Yè: The price of things…Yǹ Pá Cha ̂ng Çie ̂n Góey Chȳ Hoéy 

Cháo: After wine is drank to pay the price of it 

 

Hoen 

 

̄ 

 

昏 Muddy…Dark…Fāng Vàn Vý Yè Góey Chȳ Hoâng Hoēn: The time that 

remains before night comes on and sun set, is called Hoâng Hoēn…Jĕ Jĕ 

Sān Kĕ Goêy Hoēn: Three quarters hart after sunset is expressed by Hōen 

𠉣 昬 

Used also for…婚 

 惛 Sin̄ Pŏ Min̂g Yè: The dullness of the understanding…Dull of 

apprehension…Disturbed 

Hoén: To forget…Having forgotten 

 婚 Hoēn Yn̄: Marriage…Tu ǹg Hoēn: To contract marriage 
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睧 Dim eyes 

 閽 Hoēn Jin̂, Pý Mûen Fù: He that has the care of the gate, The door 

keeper…Xin̂ Hoēn; Xin̂ Is to open the gate in the morning 

Hoēn Is to shut it at might 

 葷 Garlic…Onions…Leeks and such like that have a strong taste 

Pŏ Chĕ Hoēn: To abstain from flesh, fish, and strong herbs which is the fart 

of the idolatrous Chinese…Chĕ Hoēn Is commonly used for eating flesh. 

 
 

Blind, in a moral sense…The understanding blinder  

𠐿  

̂ 魂 Hoên Pĕ, Hoên Is the soul, or activity of the more refined matter which is 

called Yâng…Pĕ Is the body or activity of the grosser matter and is called 

Yn̄. These two united together constitute things when separated they destroy 

them. It is usual among Christians to intend by Lin̂g Hoên the reason able, 

by Kiŏ Hoên the sensitive soul and by Sen̄g Hoên the vegetative soul. 

 

 渾 Chŏ Ll̂ Pŏ Çin ̄ g: Muddy…Filthy…Hoên Hoên: The noise of water 

running...Hoên Xin̄: The whole body. Hoên Kiā: The whole house 

Also, a wife used to be so called by her husband. 

 餛 Hoên Tu ̂ n: A sort of cakes boiled in water with flesh 

 緄 

V. Kuèn 

To sew. 
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̀ 混 Muddy water…Dirty…Hoèn Tu ̂ n: A chaos…Confusion…Hoèn Chŏ: 

Filthy…Unclean…Hoèn Min̂g: A jeer…A name given by way of 

ridicule…^ Xŷ: To pass away the time 

D. reads it Hoén, and also the same as 昆 and   

 焜 Hoèn Hoâng: Bright…Shining 

 䛰 Yù Pŏ Min̂g: Obscure words 

Yù Pŏ Min̂g Goéy Chȳ Hoèn 

 渾 Hoèn Jên: Perfectly round…Hoèn Héu Yŏ Yû Moéy Pŏ Lú Kuāng Min̂g 

Yè: Dark…Also foolish…Hoèn Tie ̄n Ŷ: Acelestial sphere or globe, which 

shews the celestial figures 

 鯇 A certain fish 

Others read Hoén 

́ 溷 Confusion…Confusedly…Filthy…Necessary houses 

渾 

Read also Huên, and it is the sane as 渾 

 慁 Sorrowful…Disturbed…To be a disgrace to…To bring into disgrace 

㥵 

 諢 Deriding words…Hoén Min̂g: A name given by way of ridicule…A 

nickname 
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Hoén Múen: Very sad…Nuén Kiĕ Pŏ Xū Chȳ Ý 

It is read also Hoên in the same sense 

 

Hu 

 

̄ 呼 Hū Hiĕ. Ky ͨ́  Chu ͨ̆  Goéy Hū, Ky ͨ́  Jĕ Goéy Hiĕ: To send out the breath, is 

called Hū, but to draw it in is called Hiĕ…To breath…Tá Hū: To snore, To 

call…To call upon or invoke…To cry out. To sigh…Chin ̄ g Hū: To 

call…To call upon or invoke 

嘑 

 謼 Tá Kiáo Yè: A great noise…A Sirname 

Read also Hú in the same sense 

 幠 Great…To cover…A canopy 

 膴 

V. Nù 

Flesh dried without bones 

̂ 胡 Advanced in years…Wherefore? How?...A great way off…The point of a 

sword hooked…梯 E The chin…Flesh hanging down under the chin or neck 

of animals…A dewlap… 

Hû Ty ̂ E A pair of stairs…An ascent up steps 

 葫 Hû Lû: A sort of wild gourd  
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 箶 Hû Lŏ Çién Xĕ: A quiver  

 鬍 A beard…Hû Siū: Having a beard, properly the hairs upon the upper lip are 

called Çū, those on the under lip Siū. Those that pow upon the cheeks are 

called Jên; Those upon the temples Hû 

 湖 A pool…A puddle 

 瑚 Hû Liên: Vessel for sacrifices in the monuments of ancestors Sān Hû Coral  

 楜 Hû Çiāo: Pepper 

 蝴 Hû Tiĕ: Moths…Flying insects…Çù Hû Tiĕ: The wild flower de. luce. 

 猢 Hû Sūn: A small ape…Ça ̂n Hû: An animal like an ape 

 糊 To glue together…To glue…Hû Tû: Confused…Dull of 

apprehension…Disturbed…Ko ͨ̀ Hû Ke ͨ̀u: The remains of something to eat. 
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餬 Dissolved rice, what we call congee…Hû Ke ͨ̀u: Meat and drink 

 醐 Ty ̂ Hû: A sort of wine valuable enough, which is extracted from milk 

 狐 Hû Lŷ: A fox…Hû Ŷ: The name of a whore in former days who as they say 

was turned into a fox, and perhaps for this reason perhaps the. 

 弧 Hû Lŷ: A bow made of wood…A thing arched or fashioned like a bow…The 

name of a star…Hiuên Hû: The day when male children are born, because 

then a bow is hung up without the gate. 

 瓠 A sort of gourd that bellys out very much, and has a narrow neck…A sort of 

earthen vessels 

 壺 A wine vessel…^ Lû: A sort of gourd which has a great belly and a thin 

neck…Hóa Hû: An instrument for children to make a noise with 

 乎 At or in the end…It is an interrogative particle…In the middle it signifies, 

In or at, Before, or makes the dative care  

Kȳ Hû: Perhaps 

 衚 Hû Tu n̂g: A little hill…A little path…A small village. A narrow 

lane…Streets…Ways…Where shops are of the same trade and for other 

things to be sold, as a street of Confections of green grocers. 
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̀ 虎 A tiger, which is also called Xān Kiūn, that is the king of the mountains.  

Hù Çiáng, also Hù Gōey: A certain pout of command in the army… 

^ Çù: A chamberpot, so called because formerly it was fashiones like a 

tyger’s head…Yé ^: The same as Pă Hù Siū: To pulla tyger by the beard, is 

spoken of him who provokes one more powerful than himself…Hù Py ̂: A 

certain bird 

 

 琥 A sort of vessel made of precious stone in the shape of a tyger  

Hù Vên or Hù Fû: A writing or ticket by which ant one is appointed to a 

command in the army…^ Pĕ: Amber…Hù Sūng Chỳ Jĕ Tý Çiēn Niên Sò 

Hóa Chȳ Yè: Hù is made of the gum of a pine tree after it has lain under 

ground one thousand years 

 滸 Xùy Yây Yè: The brim of a water…The bank of a river 

́ 祜 Great happiness 

B reads it Hù in the same sense 

 楛 

V. Ku ̀  

A certain tree 

 怙 Hú Xý: A supply…Assistance…Refuge…When the father is dead, the son 

is called Xĕ Hú, but when the mother is dead he is called Xĕ Xý…Hú 

Chu ͨ̀ng: To abuse the prince’s favor 

  To keep…To preserve…To deliver…To help…To run to…Hú Tùon: To 

defend bad actions…Hú Xū: A book in which the visiting notes are 

inserted…Hú Sūng: A case for letters. Hú Xèu Tie ̄n Xin̂: A guardian angel  

護 

 濩 

V. Hŏ 

Pú Hú: To be spread about 
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穫 Çiāo Hú: A certain country 

 户 Váy Muên Yŭe Muên, Núy Muên Yŭe Hú: The outer gate is called Mûen, 

the inner gate Hú…The folding doors of a house…Chōang Hú: The doors 

of  

windows (they open in folds like folding doors) 

Hú Pú: One of the six supreme courts whose business it is to take care of the 

royal revenues…Pỳ ^: Many houses contiguous, joining to each other. 

Yēn Hú Is spoken of one who has no fixed habitation. Hōa Hú: The common 

people…Tý Hú: The proper inhabitants of any place 

戸 戶 

 戽 Chu ̂ en Chūng Chu ͨ̀  Xùy Ky ͨ́ : What is perfectly compleat and not yet broken.  

 扈 A certain ancicnt kingdom which is now in the province of Xèn Sȳ: To hold 

by thy tail…Hú Çun ̂ g: Those that follow…A train of attendants…Pă Hú: A 

robber…An outlaw…A rebel…Fāng Hú: A certain bird 

Also learned men that lead a private life…Hú Hú: Very large. It is also the 

same with this character. Hú which is an instrument to catch fish… 

 互 A relative character…Mutually…By turns…To collect together. Hú Vĕ Vĕ 

Yèu Kiáy Chè: Oysters…Tortoises…Crabs…and whatever have sheels…^ 

Siāng: In this manner…Mutually…The place where those that kill animals, 

use to hang their flesh up. 

 沍 Congealed with cold…To stop up…A channel so stopped up that a course of 

water cannot run through it…Hú Pý: To congealed with cold that these is no 

entrance for heat 

沍 𣲲  

 瓠  

V.  ̂

A sort of gourd. 

  Pý Hú, Kuōn Fù Çie ̂n Tàng Chūng Chȳ Mŏ: A fence made of wood before 

a governor’s palace, to keep off the croud  

枑 

梐 行馬也 
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  Hú Kúey: To fix both knees on the ground…To kneel 

 嘑 To call any one with a loud voice…To strike with fear by making a great 

noise 

呼 

 ̆̇ 笏 A sort of writing board which those that attend the Emperor upon business, 

carry in their hands, and upon which was wrote down both the affairs to be 

laid before the Emperor and what the Emperor ordered upon it lest they 

should be forgotten  

 忽 

Also read Hŏ 

The saw silken thread, such as the silkworm spins out of his mouth…Five 

times as much is called Miĕ, Ten times as much is called Sū. The Ten 

thousandth part of one Fuén, when one hundred Fúen make one Leàng of 

Jad…To extinguish…To forget…Kin ̄ g Hŭ: To despise. To value at a low 

rate... ^ Jên, or Xŭ ^: On a sudden…Suddenly 

Behold…Also Kŏ Behold, (for example suddenly) Hŭ Yèn Jin̂ Lây Páo: 

Suddenly behold the man is here who brought the news 

曶 

 囫 Hŏ Lûn Fân Vĕ Vôn Chiǹg Ll̂ Vý Pe ͨ̀u Yŭe Hŏ Lûn: Whatever is perfectly 

compleat and not as yet broken is called Hŏ Lûn 

 鶻 A sort of bird of the ravenous kind…Hày Hŭ: The name of a ship 

 鵠 A certain bird pretty large, and is called Hûng Hŭ: To distinguish it from a 

little bird which is called Hŭ, and described by the same character.  

 斛 A measure containing ten Tèu, which was also called Xĕ and weight 120 

catties, or 16000 W avoirdupois. Now five Tèu make one Hŭ, and two Hŭ 

makes one Xĕ…Yŏ, Kŏ, Xin̄g, Tèu, Hŭ: Five sorts of measures…Yŏ 

contains 120 grains of millet…10 Yŏ make one Kŏ, 10 Kŏ make one 

Xin̄g…10 Xin̄g make one Tèu…10 Tèu makes one Hŭ. Other say two Yŏ 

make one Kŏ ( D. in Kŏ ) 

㪶 
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觳 A certain vessel of wine containing one Tèu and two Xin̄g 

The hinder feet of animal…To bring out the feet of animals to eat…The back 

of a man’s foot…Hŭ Sŭ: To tremble 

 翯 

V. Hiō 

It is spoken of the feathers of birds very bright and shining 

 縠 

V. Huŏ 

Çeú Xā 

  Jĕ Chu ͨ̆  Vý Xiń Min̂g: The sun at his rising, not yet very bright… 

 汨 Waves  

 惚 Disturbed because things do not succeed according to one’s wish… 

A form…Idea…Pattern 

矱 榘 

 濩 

V. Hú 

To boil…For rain to run into places made in hours for that purpose. 

 穫 

V. Hú 

Yú Hô Yè: To reap corn…Yùn Hŏ Kúen Pĕ Xĕ Chý Máo: To desist from 

an undertaking through fatigue or trouble. 
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 蠖 Che ͨ̆  Hŭ: A sort of worm that bends his body, that afterward by extending it, 

he may be able to go on. He makes his own bag like the silkworm; and comes 

out from thence, bling turned into a butterfly 

 核 Kùo Xĕ Kŭ Yè: The stone of fruit…Hŭ Tâo: Nuts 

 

Hung 

 

̄ 烘 Ỳ Hò Kān Vĕ: To dry any thing by fire 

焢 烘 

 哄 The murmur or buzzing in a market place Hūng Hūng 

叿 

 轟 Hūng Hūng. Chúng Che ̄ Xin̄g: The noise of many carriages 

Hūng Lûy: Great Thunder…Lûy Hun̄g: The thunder clap 

輷 

 薨 For viceroys and other great men of that sort to die, is called Hūng… The 

Empress’s death is also expressed by this character. 

 

̂ 紅 A red color…Ỳ Pĕ Jĕ Che ͨ̆  Çĕ Gôey Hûng: White mixed with flesh color 

makes Hûng…Xāo Hun̂g: To burn any thing till it is all in flames…Hûng 

Tu ̂ ng: Red copper…Hōa Han̂g: A melon 
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訌 To disturb 

 虹 Hûng Nŷ: A rainbow, which is also called by some Tie ̄n Ku ̄ ng 

The Chinese divide this into male and female…The male thay called Hûng, 

The female Nŷ: To disturb…To confound 

 

 洪 Very great…Stones that hinder the course of a river 

Hûng Xùy: A deluge…Hûng Gēn: A great benefit 

 谼 A larger channel of water 

 篊 Ciŭe Xùy Pú Yû Chȳ Ký: An instrument to draw water out in order to catch 

fish. 

 鴻 Wild geese of a larger sort, which in the eighth month pass over to southern 

countries. In the first month to the northward, avoiding the severity of 

weather in those countries…They seem to be cranes 

It is also the same as 洪 

 弘 Tá Chȳ Yè: To do a great thing…Great 

 泓 Xùy Xin̄ Máo is spoken of water very deep. 
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 宖 B. Takes the capital and side character to be the same 

D. Distinguishes them…the capital character signifies…To rest and also the 

voice which deep places return, viz…an echo. But the side character 

signifies, great…Very large…A great house 

宏 

 鞃 A skin laid upon the wood which goes across the chariot where those that sit 

lean upon their arms…Also anything to lean upon as if that piece of board in 

sedans which is placed for those that sit in them to lean upon…Sò Ỳ Pin ̂ g 

Chè 

䡏 𩉦 

 紭 Laces with fringes hanging down with which the hat is tied under the chin. 

紘  宖 

 閎 Hiáng Mûen: The gates of paths or ways…Sò Ỳ Chỳ Fȳ Goêy Chȳ Hûng 

that with which folding doors are shut is called Hûng and Muên Kiŭe 

 橫 Hûng: Crosswise. (Its opposite is Çúng: Direct) Çúng Hûng: Justly or 

unjustly…Hûng Xĕ: A school…A place for expercise 

 黌 A school…A place of exercise Hiŏ Hûng Yè…Hûng Xān: A certain 

mountain in the province of Xān Tūng 

̀ 哄 

V. ́ 

Yèu Jin̂ Goêy Fȳ Yŭe Hùng: To draw in any one to do ill, is called Hûng 

 汞 Quicksilver…otherwise called Xùy Ŷn 

澒 
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́ 鬨 The shouts and cries of those engaged in battle 

 哄 

V.  ̀  

A noise…the noises of many…Çēu Húng: To strike teuor with a loud but 

not articulate voice…Húng Pie ͨ́n: To deceive 

哄 

 橫 Húng Niĕ: A violent man who does not act according to right reason…Húng 

Liêu: For waters overflowing their old channel  

 

Huo 

 

  活 Living…To live…Running water…Fŭ Hŭo: To arise…Jin̂ Fȳ Xùy Hò Pŏ 

Sēng Hŭo: Men cannot live without fire and water 

Hŭo Túng: To be stirred about…Easily moved…To be revived  

Other read it Hŏ 

 佸 

V. Kuŏ 

To gather together 

 穫 

V. Hŭ 

Ý Hŏ Yè: To reap corn 

穫 

D. reads it Hŭ 

 獲 Very much troubled…Affairs not succeeding according to wish 

獲 

D. reads it Hŭ 
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V. Hoá 

To take with the hands…Çŏ Hŭo: A sort of flat net to catch animals  

擭 

It is read also Hŏ 

 㦜 To be seined with fear…To be disturbed at heart 

D. reads it Hŭ 

 豁 Hŭo Tă: To be quick sighted 

D reads it also Hoă in the same sense 

 寉 Kāo Chȳ Yè: To mount high by flying… 

 ̆̇ 

 

縠 Fāng Mŏ Xā: A fine silk web, which as it is woven very thin, squares of it 

are full of empty spares 

D reads Hu and Ho in the same sense 

 

Houon or Huon 

 

̄ 歡 To rejoice…To be glad…To congratulate…Huōn Hỳ or Hỳ Huōn: To 

rejoice 

 懽 

 獾 Yè Xỳ Yè: A wild hog…A boar 

䝔 
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貛 Kèu Hūon: A certain animal like a little dog and fat…Hày Huōn: Another 

sort of animal in Leâo Tūng out of whose skin may be made coverings for 

the neck. 

It is the same as the next above 

 讙 Noises…A certain animal with one eye and three tails 

It is also read Hiūen and signifies bawling out, and the side of a drum.  

 驩 To rejoice…It is the same with the second character above. The name of a 

man…The name of an horse…Hūon Têu: A certain foreign kingdom in the 

south. 

凶 

̂ 完 To finish…To end…To preserve  

Others read it Vuôn 

 丸 Round...Huôn Yŏ: Little medicinal pills  

Others read it Vuôn 

 紈 Plain silk without flowers…Huôn Xén: A fan which women use 

Others read Vuôn 

 萑 

V. Chūy 

Huôn Goêy: Thin reeds that grow in the water…A certain right bird whose 

head is like an hare’s and has horns and feet covered with feathers (It is a 

small sort of awl. ) 

 桓 A certain. Two square pillars, either of wood as formerly, or of stone as now, 

which used to be erected before the entrance of temples, commonly called 

Hôa Piào Chú…Huôn Huôn: Valiantly…Breathing majesty…Puo ̂n Huôn: 

difficult to be approached… 
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̀ 莞 Huòn Llͨ̀ (Siào Siào Máo: Spoken of moderate laughter 

唍 

Kuōn: A certain herb out of which mats may be made 

 晥 Jĕ Kuāng Min̂g Kiào: The sun shining very bright 

Others read Vòn 

 皖 Hùon Kūng: A certain mountain within the district of the city. Gān Kin ͨ́ g in 

the province of Kiāng Nân…^ Kŭe: Anciently was a kingdom when the 

family of Sūng reigned, now changed into Gān Kin ͨ́ g Fù 

Others read it Vòn 

 睆 Larger eyes…To see clearly…To see on all sides…Beautifully 

睅 

Others read it Vòn 

 輐 An instrument belonging to a carriage…Round 

Others read it Vòn 

 澣 To wash…An incombustible web, which when grown dirty, is cleaned by 

putting it into the fire, called asbestos…Tū Pú Huòn Chȳ Ỳ Xùy Çu ͨ̀  Çĕ 

Huòn Chȳ Ỳ Hò: Other webs are washed with water but this is cleaned by 

fire 

浣 

Others read it Von 

 緩 Loose…Free…At liberty…To leave any one to his own will.  

Yên Hùon: To delay…To put off…Slowly…By degrees…Xū Huòn: Easy 

in the mind…Of an easy disposition, one that will not suffer himself to be 

troubled with cares 

Others read it Vòn 

́ 奐 Great…Shining…Bright…To shine forth…Beautiful to behold…Lún 

Huón: A magnificent house…Púon Húon: To be at leisure…Having 

nothing to do 

奐 
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喚 To call…To call on name…Sù Húon or Sù Húon Jin̂: Servants 

Xûy Húon Nỳ Çó: Who told you to do it? 

 換 Kiāo Yĕ Yè: To change…Húon Tý Ky ̂: To side alternately, now one, then 

another 

 渙 To be poured out…To be spread abroad…To be dissolved…Spoken of 

waters increasing very much, as is usual in the spring time when the ice is 

dissolved…A certain river…One of the figures in the Yͨ̆ e Kin̄g which 

consists of two lesser or half strokes =, The lower one Ka ͨ̀n which represents 

the water, and the upper one Siuèn which represents the wind, as when the 

wind that blows upon the water sets right to disperse it…The whole figure is 

called Húon that is dispersion  

 煥 Very bright…Shining…The brightness of fire 

 逭 To avoid…To put to flight. 

 瘓 Ta ̄n Húon: The palsy…A relaxation of the newes…Pūon Xin̄ Pŏ Síu Yè Çò 

Yŭe Ta ̄n Yéu Yŭe ^: When one half of the body is affected with this disease, 

if the left side it is called Ta ̄n, if the right side it is called Húon 

 

Y 

 

̄ 衣 

V. ́ 

A garment…Xáng Ȳ Ll̂ Hiú Cha ̂ng: The outwards one is called Ȳ, but the 

inward one is called Cha ̂ng…Ȳ Fŏ: A common name for garments…Ça ̂ng 

Ȳ: Silk worms bags…Siào Ȳ: Trougers  

Drawers Etc a 

 依 The lean upon in a natural and moral sense…According to 

Conformably…To comform oneself…Ȳ Kiéu: As before 

Ȳ Táo: To act according to rights reason…Ȳ Hȳ: An obscure remembrance 

of a thing; the same as Fāng Faĕ 
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 猗 The voice of one sighing…Çiu ͨ̀  Yĕ, Çu ̂n Tia ̂ o Yŭe Ȳ: To gather the leaving 

the bought, is called Ȳ…The side character is the same as the capital, and 

besides signifies…Beautiful…Precious 

禕 

 椅 A certain tree. 

 𦸒 Ȳ Ȳ: Is spoken of fruits, herbage, and trees in great abundance 

 漪 Fūng Túng Xùy Chin ̂ g Vên Yè: The appearance water makes when 

disturbed with wind…Ȳ Ȳ: In very great order 

 

It is also the same as 兮 

 欹 An interjection of admiring with praise 

 咿 Kia ͨ̀ng Siáo Máo Is spoken of violent laughter 

吚 

 伊 An auxiliary character…That…He…Only…Because 

Yŏ Ȳ: Sad…Ȳ Nĝu: The round of those who read…Ȳ Yûn: A certain wise 

man who lived many years since 

 洢 A certain river in the province of Hô Nân 
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譩 To be angry…The voice of one grieving  

 噫 Sin̄ Pŏ Pu ̂ ng Xin̄g: A noise of one that is angry 

Ȳ Hȳ: To breath out anger 

It is also called Yáy: Breaking wind upwards…Oh. sad 

 醫 Ỳ Yŏ Chý Pińg Góey Chȳ Ȳ: To cure distempers with medicine is called 

Ȳ…Ȳ Sēng: A physician…Ȳ Kiāo: The art of medicine 

 翳 

V. ́ 

A shade…To shade…Whatever is shaded by herbage and trees is called 

Ȳ…A certain bird adorned with different colors 

To extinguish…To blot out… 

 鷖 Water birds flying together in flocks.  

̂ 夷 Contented…Quiet…Placed in order…Plain…Great…Easy…Beactiful 

A species…Order…A stranger from a distant country…To kill…To 

extinguish or destroy…To strike…To cut herbage…To comply with 夷

one’s genius…Hȳ Ŷ: A thing very obscure. Also so thin and weak that it can 

neither be seen nor heard…Chȳ Ŷ: A small wine bottle. Pin ̂ g Ŷ: The spirit 

of the waters…Niù Ŷ: The spirit of flowers…Ŷ Çĕ: The seventh 

moon…Lin̂g Ŷ: One that flourished very much at first and by degree 

afterwards comes to decay 

 荑 

V. Tŷ 

To cut herbage…A certain herb…Sin̄ Ŷ: A certain flower commonly called 

Mŏ Piĕ, and comes out upon the top of the tree early in the spring. It has a 

very sweet smell and is something like our lilies 

 姨 Çy ̄ Chȳ Çù Móey: Sisters…Mù Chȳ Çù Móey: Mother’s sisters; Ŷ Po ̂ : 

Grandmother’s sisters, on the mothers side…Ŷ Tý Q First Cousins…The 

sons of two sisters 

弟 Q 
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 跠 Proud 

 洟 The excrements out of the nose 

Commonly read Ty ͨ́  in the same sense 

 痍 A wound…A sore…The fleshy part of a sore 

 桋 A certain tree 

 台 

V. Ta ́y 

I…To be glad…To rejoice 

 懿 Beautiful…Moderate…Gentle 

Ŷ 旨 The Empress’s order 

Ŷ 親 Cin ̄ : The kindred of the Royal family (See Ý) 

 怡 Of one mind…Joy…Ŷ Ŷ: Merrily 

 貽 The leave to posterity…Ŷ Lúy: To leave a blot on posterity 

 飴 Sugar extracted out of rice…Sweetness…Sweetmeats. 

𩚆 䬮 𥹋 𩞫 
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詒 

V. Ta ̂ y 

Çéng Yen̂: Words of praising…To be presented…To bestow  

To leave something to another 

 匜 Sỳ Xèu Ky ͨ́  Yèu Piǹg Ko ͨ̀ Ỳ Chú Xùy: A vessel to wash hands. Also a vessel 

with handles pit to pour out water…A pitcher 

A little pitcher 

 貤 Ỳ Kỳ Yn̄g Tĕ Kūon Kao Çiǹg Ŷ Fú Mù Goéy Chȳ Ŷ Fūng. Ŷ Fūng: The 

parents of any one are called so…The who has obtained a favor of the 

Emperor, to let the dignity which was to come to him to be transferred to 

another. 

 迤 A cross way…Ŷ Lỳ: To go step by step…To overflow…To be carried 

beyond bounds 

D reads it also Ỳ 

 𧦧 

V. To ̄  

Çú Çŏ: Full of himself…Arrogant…One that presumes too much upon 

himself and despises others…To despises  

To deceive 

訑 

̂ 遺 To loose…To forget to give what was left…To be rewarded… 

Ŷ Chŏ: A will or testament…Liêu Ŷ: To leave to posterity… 

Siào Ŷ: To make water, commonly called Siào Pién 

 㰕 

V.   ̀

The trunk of a tree…Liĕ Vĕ Goêy Piào Xĕ: To put anything by way of signal 

 疑 To suspect…Doubt…Not determined…To fear…Hû Ŷ: To suspect 
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 嶷 Kièu Ŷ: A certain mountain where the Emperor Xún was buried  

   Cūng Miáo Cha ̂ng Ký Yè: Vessel which they use in the monuments of their 

ancestors…A wine vessel…A rule…Ŷ Hin̂ or Piǹ Ŷ: Five degree of natural 

subordination among the Chinese…viz Between the king and the subject, 

The father and children…The older and younger brother…The husband and 

wife…and friend and friend 

  

  The chin…To maintain, nourish…Ŷ Chỳ: To shew a thing by the motions of 

the mouth without speaking 

 

 宜 That with which any one acquiesces…Suitable…Fit…Conformable to 

reason…Complying…It is suitable…He ought. It is expedient…The name 

of a sacrifice offered to the earth. 

 儀 Figure…Laws…Rules…Ŷ Vĕ: Gifts…Lỳ Ŷ: The forms of ceremony 

Leàng Ŷ: Heaven and earth… 

Goēy Ŷ: Gravity…Majesty…Just…Equal…Fit…Well…A husband…Táy 

Ŷ: The money is so called which is sometimes presented to, or instead of 

other gifts…It is also called Chĕ Ŷ 

 扅 Yèn Ŷ: A gate that is shut 

 移 To change…To go from one place to another…To remove. To shake about 

 䄺 A certain tree 

 圮 A sedan chair. 
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̀ 倚 Ȳ Ỳ or Ỳ Láy, or Ỳ Ka ͨ́ o: To lean upon, in a moral and physical sense…Pie ̄n 

Ỳ: Not right…Unsound doctrine  

 椅 Ỳ Çù: A seat…A chair…Any thing to sit down upon 

 輢 The sides of a carriage 

It is read also Ý 

 錡 Yèu Cŏ Yŭe Ỳ, Vû Cŏ Yŭe Fù: A brass pot with feet is called Ỳ, without 

feet it is called Fù…One with three feet 

 齮 Hĕ Ỳ: To bite 

 儗 To make ready…To take possession of what is not one’s due 

Used for the next following and also for…疑 

 擬 To consider…To think beforehand…Y Kiao: To make ready  

Xùn Ỳ: Fixed…Stable. 

 𥣖 Ỳ Ỳ: Is spoken of all sorts of fruit that are pleasant enough to the sight 

薿 
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 偯 Kŏ Yû Xin̄g: Sight which are yet fetched after the sorrow is over 

 以 With…In…By or through…The…That a causal…From or by that…A 

cause…Conformable…Lỳ Ỳ Yŏ Hōen: Right reason is blinded by the 

passions…Sò Ỳ: Therefore…Ỳ Gôey: To think again…Ỳ Chĕ Gôey Kiŏ: 

To put a bad construction upon a thing…To make crooked what is straight; 

Yé Kiēu Yú Vĕ Yèu Xin̄g, Pŏ Ko ͨ̀ Ỳ Gôey Xù Ll̂ Pŏ Kiǹg: If any noise is 

heard, we ought not to take it for mice and not rise up and enquire  

㠯 已 

 苡 Ý Ỳ Jin̂: A sort of rice…Fêu Ỳ: Plantane commonly called Chē Çiên Cao ͨ̀. 

 顗 Gravity…Majesty…At rest 

 苢 Fêu Ỳ: Plantane 

 矣 A particle 

 已 Hereafter…Now…(Its opposite is Vý: Not yet ) A final particle  

Ll̂ Ỳ and no more…Ỳ Héu: For the future…Ỳ Cieû: Formerly. Before…In 

time past…Pŏ Tĕ Ỳ: It cannot be done otherwise 

Not to be struggled against…Unavoidable 

 檥 Ŷ Chēn Kiń Gán: To run a ship ashore…To come to land 
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轙 Yú Mà Chȳ Kiú: An instrument to manage a house. The ring in which the 

reins are put to guide them. 

Read also Ŷ in the same sense 

 艤 To run a ship ashore 

檥 㩘 

 蟻 Mà Ỳ or Lêu Ỳ: Ants 

Read also Nŷ 

 扆 A certain piece of board beautifully painted against which the Emperor leans 

with his shoulders when the Viceroys wait upon him 

D. reads it also Ý 

 醷 Moêy Çiāng: A certain sauce for meat made of apricots before that are ripe 

́ 義 Ý Chè Sin̄ Chȳ Chȳ Sú Chȳ Ŷ Yè: Justice, viz virtue that gives to every 

one his own; what is proper for him…Just. Right…Common…Excelling in 

virtue…Ý Fú: An adopted father…Ý Çù: An adopted Son…Ý Ciǹg: A 

public well…Ý Hiŏ: A public school. 

心之制事之宜也 

 議 To debate…To consult…(Tińg Sú Chy Ŷ Yè: To determine what is fit…To 

reprove…To murmur…To chuse…To debate…To think upon…Xāng Ý: To 

consult 

 意 Sin̄ Chȳ Sò Fă Yè: The intention…An act of the will to some end; Sin̄ Ý Yĕ 

Nién Pŏ Ky ͨ̀ Min̂g Sin̄, Sin̄ Yèu Vŷ Mêng Çiĕ Ý: If without any thought at 

all, it is called Sin̄, but of there is the least thought, it is called Ý…Tińg Ý: 

A proposal…To propose…Tĕ Ý: To attain one’s wishes…Tĕ Ý: 

Designedly…Vû Chù Ý: Destitute of counsel…Pŏ Chȳ Çūn Y Jû Hô: 

What does your Lordship think…Kú Ý: On set purpose. 
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 薏 Ý Ỳ Jin̂: A sort of rice…Liên Çù Chȳ Ku ͨ̀  Sin̄: The heart of the bud of the 

water lily, which is bitter 

 亄 Ta ̄n Ll̂ Pŏ Xý Goéy Chȳ Ý: Greedy and tenacious is called Ý. 

Covetous…Ý Fý is the same as Ȳ Hȳ or Fāng Fŭe: An obscure likeness of 

a thing 

 撎 Fù Xèu Páy Yè: To pay respect by letting down the hands even to the 

ground…Yĕ Ý: Yĕ is to pay respect with the hands raised a little, but Ý is to 

pay respect, holding the hands quite down to the ground. 

 殪 To kill…To die…To cart down…To lay flat 

 饐 Fán Xáng Jĕ Xĕ: Rice rotted by heat and damp 

 曀 Yn̄ Fūng Cháng Jĕ: Dark wind that hides the sun…Ý Chỳ: Dark 

 懿 Good…Fair…Great…Ý Chỳ: The Emperor’s mandate  

Ý 肯 Chỳ: The Empresse’s mandate 

Read Y also in the same sense, and is also the same as 噫 and 抑 

 

 昜 

V.    

Easy (Its opposite is Nân: Difficult.) Yûng Ý and also Kin ̄ g Ý: Easy…Pin ̂ g 

Ý: Plain…To root up herbage…Carelessly…Thoughtlessly…Ý Tie ̄n: To 

cultivate land 
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偒 Light…To value at a low rate 

 泄 

V. Siĕ 

To shut out…To wander…To flow over, or all over…Negligent 

Thinking earnestly...Ý Ý: Many men together...Also, by degrees  

Step by step… 

 枻 

V. Siĕ 

Shorter oars 

 詍 Tō Yên Yè: Verbose…Too full of words…Xĕ Fȳ Ỳ Çû Xý: To set off 

falsehood that the truth may confuted 

䛖 呭 㖂 

 誼 Just...Fit...Proper 

宜 

 詣 To come quite up to…Cáo Ý: Is said of him who has gained his end. 

 

 縊 To kill by hanging…Çú Ý: To kill oneself by hanging 

 埶 Is also the same with these three characters under: 

藝 蓺 勢 
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 蓺 Chúng Chĕ: To plant…It is also the same as the next below 

萟 

 藝 Lŏ Ý: The six Chinese arts. viz…Music…Arithmetic…Writing…Arrow 

shooting…Driving, and the Ceremonial…Ý Niĕ or Xeù Ý: A mechanic 

business…Ý Chùng: Seeds…To sow…To plant ability…Aptness in doing 

anything 

 𡂞 Chúng Yên Ý: The voices of many 

 貤 

V.   ̂

Ý Yĕ: To follow merchandising…To put things in in rows one above another 

 施 

V. Xȳ 

To be extended…To extend oneself 

 堄 The coping of a wall. 

D reads it Nỳ 

 睨 Siê Xý Yè: Not to look directly…Py ͨ́  Ý : To look by stealth sideways 

 医 Ç a n̂g Kūng Xỳ Ky ͨ́ : A care for a bow and arrows 
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翳 To shade…To cover…A shade…A certain bird of various colors. 

A cloud in the eye…A little skin between the inner skin and the flesh…; and 

the like...; As the inner coats of reeds…Ça ò Mŏ Te n̂g Múon Sò Pý Yŭe Ý: 

Whatever is shaded by herbage, trees, or vines and the like are called Ý 

 蘙 Ý Góey: Is spoken of herbage very rank 

 異 Pŏ Tuͨ̀ng Yè: Different…A difference…Wonderful…To admire 

Ý Tu n̂g: Difference…Diversity 

 裔 Lây Ý: Posterity…Tu n̂g Ý: Descended from the same stock 

Yûng Ý: By degrees…Ý Ý: Is spoken of many birds flying 

 瘞 To bury…To hide 

 肄 To be accustomed to…The tender by branches of trees…Tia ô Ý: What buds 

out anew from a tree after it is lopped 

It is also the same with…勩 

 儗 Ch
 
ý Ý: An impediment…An obstacle 

Ý is the same with 疑 

Háy Ta ͨ́ y Háy: Foolishly…Sillyly… 

 勩 Labor…Affliction…To endure 

𠡫 
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 劓 Çiĕ Pý Chȳ Hin̂g: To cut off the nose in punishment for the offence…} Ý 

鼻 Py ͨ́  The same 

 毅 Kia ǹg Yǹ: Enduring or passive courage…Kiēn Kie ù Pŏ Nỳ: Enduring a 

great while 

 异 The voice of one that signs…To lift up…To raise…to go back 

Anciently is was the same as 異 

 刈 乂 To cut down…To mow or reap…To cut herbage 

Y: To govern, rule, reform…Excelling others in virtue and abilities 

艾 乂 

 曳 To take by violence…To draw along…To drag along 

拽 抴 

Read also Yĕ in the same sense 

 羿 Héu Ý: An ancient king that reigned in Yùe Kiu n̂g 

 衣 Ý Chȳ Yè: Also…Ỳ Ȳ Ý Jin̂: To personate another 

 隶 That which is over and above…Superfluous…To come to 

Táy: To come to the top… 
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瘱 Rest…Silence…To be at rest…To reverence 

 嫕 Vòn Ý: Flexible…To comply with…To second or assist 

𡡌 

 

Y or Ye̐ 

 

 ̆̇ 

 

一 Sú Chȳ Xỳ Yè: The beginning of numbers…One…Perfect…Equal…Like 

Little…The whole…Ta ý Yĕ: The spirits of heaven…Yĕ Tá: Heaven…Yĕ 

Sēng: All his life time…Yĕ Sin̄: With all the heart…Yĕ Ç y ̂: All 

together…Yĕ Yĕ: Each one by himself…One by one…Yĕ Hiáng: The 

whole time was past…As soon as…Yĕ Táo Ç ieú Sù: As soon as he came 

he went away…Hŏ Lĺ Yn̄ Lĺ Yĕ Chȳ: Makes one of two voices, or makes 

two voices the same, or unites two voices 

乙 弌 壹 

 益 To add…To increase…To bring advantage…Much more. 

A Full vessel…Twenty four Lèang are called one Yĕ. 

Tý Yĕ or Çiń Yĕ Profit…Advantage 

益 

 嗌 Having the jaws set 

 溢 Xùy Mùon Ll̂ Ch
 
ŭ Yĕ: To overflow…Yâng Yĕ: To publish abroad  

The twenty fourth part of one Xing which (as others explain it) is as much 

as can be taken in one hand… 

 謚 Siáo Máo: Is spoken of one laughing 

Others use is improperly for Xý 諡 

 鎰 Lĺ Xĕ Sú Leàng Goêy Yĕ: Twenty four Leàng (that is Taels) make one 

Yĕ…Some say twenty, others say thirty… 
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 齸 Mŷ Lŏ Fàn Çiŏ Yŭe Yĕ: Deer chewing the cud is called Yĕ 

 弋 To cast or dart…To take…To receive…To fix arrow in a string and dart it 

 𢩮 To wipe out; to clean 

 杙 A sharp stake which may be fixed in a wall, or in the ground…a sharp pointed 

stake 

 譯 To translate out of one language into another, preserving the idiom…To 

interpret…To explain. 

 繹 Great…Repeated…Long…Full…To explain things ranged in order…A 

sacrifice repeated…To search out where to begin to unwind anything, is used 

both properly and metaphorically as to search out the sense of a book…Che n̄ 

Yĕ: To unwind or unravel…Sū Yĕ: To consider nicely…Lŏ Yĕ: To go and 

come without interruption 

 懌 To rejoice 

 

 驛 The progresses of governors…To praise…Yĕ Tý: Port horses 

Lŏ Yĕ: To go and return regularly as ships do, which come to any port every 

year 
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斁 An end…Yén Yĕ: To loath. 

 𤻂 A contagious distemper…Yŭ Pińg Lŏ Yĕ Chên Jên: A plague which infects 

others and then others without ceasing… 

 嶧 A certain mountain 

 𥜃 Ký Çú Ll̂ Min̂g Jĕ Çáy Çý Chȳ Min̂g 

To rejoice 

 掖 Hiĕ Chŷ: To carry anything under the arm…To help anyone by taking him 

under the arms…To seize a man by the arm and lay him flat…Leàng Yĕ: 

Two sides…Fûng Yĕ: An oblong garment…Yĕ Muên: A little gate at the 

side of a greater…Kūng Yĕ: A little cottage by the side of a greater 

 液 The humors of the body…Çin Yĕ: Slaver…Spittle…Pý Yĕ: The excrement 

from the nose…A lake is called Tá Yĕ 

 腋 Hiĕ Lĕ Chȳ Hiá: Under the ribs…A place under the ribs without bones…Hû 

Yĕ: The white skin of a fox, that is that part which is situated behind the ribs, 

which only is white whereas all the rest of it is yellow 

It is also the same with 掖 

 昜 

V. Ý. Yâng 

To change…A beginning…Pure…True…Generation and corruption 

succeeding one another alternately…Kiāo Yĕ: Exchanges in traffic…Méu 

Yĕ: Traders…Yĕ Kin̄g: The first book of the Chinese classics which treats 

of the generation of things 

Kēng Yĕ: To change…Piĕ Yĕ: To go back for fear 
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 蝪 Siĕ Yĕ: A sort of lizard 

 場 Kia n̄g Yĕ: Limits…Boundaries…Confines 

 煬 Hò Kuāng Yè: The brightness of fire 

焲 

 亦 Liên Kiĕ Chȳ Ç u ̂ : A conjunctive particle…And…Also 

Pŏ Yĕ: Lest…Not 

 弈 Great…Flourishing, in a moral sense…Yĕ Yĕ: Sad 

Yĕ Yĕ: In any age, without interruption…Yĕ Yĕ 僷: A beautiful face…Yĕ 

Ky ̂: Chessboards 

奕 

 射 

V. Xé 

To loath…Disdain…Pŏ Yĕ: A certain governments 

 廙 Very diligently 

It is also the same as the next following 

 翼 To help…To reverence…To protect…To praise…A ship. Féu Yĕ: To cover 

over…Py ͨ̀ Yĕ: A certain bird…Yù Yĕ. Yù Yĕ Xán Kińg Mâo. Yĕ Sēng Yù 

Chȳ Leàng Chy ͨ́ . Yù Are the feathers of the wings. Yĕ Is that from whence 

they grow, that is the wings taken from the flesh and bones that compose 

them. Yù Yĕ. Ç a ý Ç ie n̂ Yŭe Yǹ Ca ý Pa n̂g Yŭe Yĕ: Of the four horses that 

draw in a carriage, those that go first and are in the middle are called Yù. 

Those that draw on the side are called Yĕ 
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 𥤌 Yĕ Yĕ: Is said of corn that is pleasant to the sight 

 𨙒 To go swiftly 

 繶 A little cord of silk twisted by the hand 

 億 Xĕ Ván Yŭe Yĕ: One hundred thousand, is called Yĕ…Great 

To rest…To consider…Kūng Yĕ Tŏ Sō Siū Chȳ Tō Xāo, Ll̂ Kúng Chȳ: 

To consider what anyone wants, and to supply it 

 憶 To remember…To recalled…To think again…Sū Nién Yè Chēu Siàng Yè 

Pŏ Y Yè Not to forget 

 檍 A certain tree 

 臆 Kiun̄g Yĕ: The breast…Yĕ Kién: Any inordinate intention, not following 

reason, but the appetites 

肊 

 逸 Kŭo Xĕ Yè: A defect…A fault…Excess…Exceeding…To exceed 

To indulge one’s genius…To fly…Yǹ Yĕ: A hermit…A man whose actions 

are unknown…Ç ú Yĕ: Lazy…Shunning work 

佚 
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 邑 A place surrounded with walls, as a city…A camp…Tū Yĕ: These two 

characters may be taken for the same, as D. remarks in Tū. Notwithstanding 

Tū is properly a country in which a temple or monument is erected to 

ancestors. Where this is wanting it is called Yĕ. Also four Ç iǹg make one 

Yĕ, and ten Yĕ one Tū 

Ū Yĕ: Difficultly of breathing...To sob 

 俋 Strong…Stout 

 挹 Chŏ Çie ͨ̀: To draw…To draw out, as to draw wine out of a cask 

揖 To draw liquors into any vessel, and fling them away 

撎 It is also the same as the side characters 

 悒 Pŏ Gān Yè: Restless…Sad 

 唈 Gú Yè Tu òn Ky ͨ́  Mâo: Is spoken of breathing fast 

 浥 Wet…Made wet…Dirty…To be made dirty 

 翌 Clear bright… 

Yĕ Jĕ: Tomorrow… 

 翊 Is spoken of the flying of birds 

It is also the same with…翼 

 熠 Very bright…Yĕ Yáo: To sparkle…To shine. 

D. Reads it Fiĕ 
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壹 To be entirely taken up with anything…To be wholly employed about one 

thing…To shut up…Pure…Perfect 

It is also the same as – Yĕ: One 

 揖 To take one by the hand and put it to the breast, which is done out of 

respect…To give way out of humility…To shew respect 

Çŏ Yĕ: A Chinese piece of civility, when, in their visits they bring their hands 

joined together down to the ground, bending their bodies. 

挹 

 佾 The order of those that dance…To dance 

 佚 To rest…To lead a quiet easy life…To indulge the genius 

To retire from noise and hurry. 

迭 

It is also the same with 逸 

 泆 Ta n̄g Yĕ: To be carried by the waters this way and that… 

Yn̂ Yĕ: Luxury…To indulge in luxury…Kiń Chỳ Yn̂ Yĕ: To bridle the 

appetites 

 妷   

 軼 Ch
 
ē Siāng Ch

 
ŭ Yè: A carriage armed on both sides…To go out to fight…To 

rush upon the enemy…To invade others possessions 

 乙 The second hour character among ten…Yĕ Chè: The intestines of fish… 

It is also the same as – Yĕ: One 
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 仡 Strong…Stout…Yĕ Yĕ: Is spoken of high walls 

 屹 A certain mountain. 

 鳦 The chirping of a swallow 

 熠 Very bright…Yĕ Yáo: To shine…To spackle. 

 抑 An auxiliary letter…On the other hand…To oppress…To subdue 

To restrain…To press on…To lessen…Yūen Yĕ: To blame others 

unreasonably…Yĕ Yĕ: Very diligently. 

 

Ya 

 

̄ 

 

 

丫 

A fork, and anything divided in two parts resembling in some sort the figure 

of the character…The extreme of the hand between finger and finger…Yā 

Te û: A maid servant 

 啞 

V. Yà 

Nghèu Yā: The voices of children as their books 

 

 呀 Kin̄g Ý  Xin̄g: The voice of one admiring…An interjection 

The voices of children quarrelling… 
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鴉 Lào Yā: A crow…Çu ̂  Yā: A certain bird which nourishes and cherishes its 

parents 

̀ 

 

牙 Teeth…Chào Yâ: Tooth and nail, metaphorically that which makes anyone 

dreaded…Yā Ky ̂: The standard of the chief commander…Gâo Yâ: Not to 

rest satisfied with what others say 

Also an incoherent speech…Siāng Yâ: Elephants teeth…Ivory 

Yâ Kúay, or Yâ Hâng: A Broker…A factor…Also Yâ Hâng: One who has 

the role right of selling any sort of ware…Kiū Yâ: Two handles by which a 

carriage is pushed forwards by a man 

 芽 Mêng Yâ: The buds or young sprouts of trees or herbs 

 齖 Pŏ Tin  ͨ́g Jin̂ Yù Yŭe Gâo Yâ: Not to give an ear to what others say is called 

Gâo Yâ…Ch
 
â Yâ: Teeth not straight 

 涯 

V. Yây 

The margin of water…Tie n̄ Yâ: The boundary of heaven 

Xa ńg Yâ: To come on shore 

 俹 

V.   ́

Proud 

It is also read Yā The same 

 衙 Yâ Mûen: The palaces or tribunals of governors…Fáng Yâ: To put off 

judgment till another time…Kày Yâ Muên: To appeal to a higher tribunal 

̀ 

 

雅 Just…Right…Fit…Tá Yà, Siào Yà: Parts in the book called 

Xȳ Kin̄g which treat of governing well…Yà Yên: Words used to be repeated 

often by anyone 
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 啞 

V.   ̄

A mute that cannot speak…Yà Mý: A riddle 

 瘂 A mute…Pŏ Nêng Yên Yè: One that cannot speak 

́ 婭 The husbands of two sisters call themselves mutually Yá 

The younger one because he is inferior in rank, the older out of complaisance 

 俹 

V.   ̂

To lean…depend upon 

́ 亞   

 迓 To meet…To receive and entertain…To admire…Çiē Yá: A prodigious 

thing…Incredible. 

 訝 To meet…To receive…An interjection of admiring 

Chàng Yá: One appointed to receive strangers 

 砑 A round stone by the turning round of which anything is broken to pieces… 
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V. Yú 

Used for this character 迓 

  

 

 

軋 

To break the bones of criminals in pieces with a wheel…For anyone to abuse 

their authority, to cast others down… 

Siāng Mô Yă: Is spoken of many that are troublesome each to the other. 

 鴨 Yă Çù: Ducks 

 押 To set the date of the day to any writing received or sent. 

Yă Hóa Háo: To put one’s seal…Kùon Yă: To keep a criminal in custody. 

 揠 To root out… 

 厭 To be crushed, as by the falling of a wall. Yĕ Yĕń  ̄

 壓 To bring under…To subdue oneself and others…To destroy 

To block up…To fall down…To tame…To keep in 

Ta n̂ Yă: To subdue 

 

Yai 

 

̄ 挨 Fân Vĕ Siāng Kińg Goéy Chȳ Yāy: Whatever things are very near to each 

other are called Yāy…To press together…To drive forward…Yāy Tĕ Xin̄ 

Kúo, Çiéu Pá: If you bring back enough to support life that is enough. 
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 𠡬 To press together…To push on 

̂ 埃 Chi n̂ Chȳ Sý Chè Yŭe Yây: Small dust is called Yây 

It is also the same as 雉 

 騃 Foolish. 

呆 𤶗 𤸳 㾏 

 厓 Fân Xān Piēn Xùy Çý Kiāy Yŭe Yây: The edges of mountains, and banks 

of rivers, are called Yây 

 崖 The ridges of mountains…Also a foot 

崕 

 漄 

V. Yâ 

The banks of rivers 

漄 

 呆 Astonished…Stupified with astonishment 

 捱 To restrain...To press together…Yên Yây: To put off…To adjourn. 

 睚 Mŏ Çý Yè: The corners of the eye…Yây Çú: To look with anger each upon 

the other…Also the hollow parts of the eye 
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椰 

V. Yê 

A tree that produces Indian nuts commonly called cocoa nuts 

Yây Ç ù: Indian nuts. It is properly Yê. It is commonly called Yây 

㭨 

̀ 矮 Short, not long…Yày Çù: A pigmy…Yày Jin̂: A man short of stature. 

躷 

 娾 Hỳ Lŏ Yè (喜樂也): To rejoice 

 

́ 

 

隘 Streight…Narrow…Dangerous 

阨 

 呃 

V. Yĕ 

Pŏ Pin̂g Xin̄g: Unequal voices, as sighs 

 伌 Affliction…Afflicted 

 噫 

V.   ̄

Xĕ Pào Xin̄g: The noise one makes that is full of meat 

Belching from repletion… 

 𢛄 To hate. 
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̄ 央 The middle…Chūng Yāng: The same…To mediate…To divide in the 

middle…Half…An end…To end…Chūng Yāng: In the middle 

Yāng Yāng: Large…Beautiful to behold…Yāng Jin̂: To appoint anyone for 

a mediator or umpire 

 殃 Unhappiness…Misfortunes…Troubles…A calamity…To destroy…To 

punish. 

䄃 

 泱 Yāng Yāng: Is spoken of great and deep waters…Also of a great sound. 

 秧 The fruit blades of corn when they begin to grow are called Yāng. 

When grown up they are called Miâo…When they send out flowers they are 

called Siéu…When the fruit is come to maturity they are called Xĕ 

 鴦 Yuēn Yāng: A water bird with a red head marked with white spots, with a 

black tail and yellow feathers…The male is called Yuēn. The female 

Yāng…The male and female are never separated, and if either of them is 

taken the other dies 

 㒕 Yāng Hiāng: One that will not submit himself 

̂ 陽 Yn̄ and Yâng Are the two differences of the Materia Prima among the 

Chinese, under which all material things are comprehended…Yâng Is 

matters in motion and whatsoever denotes perfection in respect to its 

opposite; as Heaven, The Sun, Fire…The Day…A Male…Yn̄ Is matter at 

rest and whatsoever denotes imperfection in respect to its opposite, at the 

Earth, The Moon…Night…a Female…Also Yn̄ Yâng is bright and 

dark…Yâng Yuĕ: The tenth moon…Chūng Yâng: The ninth day of the 

ninth moon…Yâng Yâng: Contented…Menily…Yâng Vĕ: The male sex 

氜 霷 

 暘 Jĕ Ch
 
ŭ Yè: The rising of the sun…Bright…Serene…Yù Yâng Xŷ Sò: To 

have seasonable weather, be it either fair or rainy 

昜 
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楊 Yâng Mòey: A strawberry…A fruit growing from a tree, about the bigness 

of a cherry, and like our strawberries…Yâng Lieû: Osiers…Hoâng Yâng: 

Box…Pĕ Yâng Xú: The white poplar 

Yâng Xú: The black poplar or elder tree. 

 揚 To raise itself by flying…To publish abroad…To make manifest…To extol 

with praises…To make public…Yâng Xin̄g: To bawl out…Yâng Fūng: To 

make a wind…Pò Yâng: To separate with a sieve…To clean with a van…To 

winnow 

It is also the same as 眻 

 煬 

V.   ́

To melt metals…Yâng Hô: Mild…Courteous 

 諹 

V.   ́

To praise…To cry out 

 鍚 Mà Te û Xĕ: An ornament for a horse’s head…A shield adorned with gold 

and silver 

 䁑 Mòey Mŏ: Beautiful eyes 

 禓 

v. Xāng 

Çý Táo Xin̂ Yè: To Sacrifice to the spirit of the ways 

 颺 Tá Yen̂ Ll̂ Çiĕ: Big words and overhasty…Pò Yâng: To separate the wheat 

from the chaff with a sieve… 
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 羊 Miên Yâng: A sheep…Xān Yâng: A goat…Yâng Kāo: A lamb 

Xāng Yâng: A certain bird that has but one foot…Yĕ Yâng Çie n̂ Hin̂g, 

Chúng Yâng Héu Ký: If one sheep goes first all the rest follow. 

 洋 A certain river in the province of Xān Tūng…The sea…Yâng Yâng Is 

spoken of a great quantity of waters. Also of things made present to you by 

intense consideration. Lĺ Yâ Chú: To overflow, also in a moral sense is 

called Yâng Yĕ 

Sȳ Yâng: The western ocean…Europe…Siào Sȳ Yâng: The eastern 

India…Tūng Yâng: The Japan seas 

 烊 Ỳ Hò Xŏ Kiū: To melt metals with fire 

 佯 Fake…To feign…To dissemble… 

 眻 The part of the eye between the brows and the eye…Beautiful eyes. 

 徉 Cháng Yâng: To wander about…To beguile the time…To indulge one’s 

genius 

 痒 A disease…A sore…Sores…My disease is called Çién Yâng 

His that I talk to is called Kúey Yâng 

It is also the same with 癢 

̀ 養 To breed…to nourish, in a physical and moral sense… 

Çu n̂ Yàng: To preserve 

养 飬 
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癢 Xin̄ Yàng Yŏ Sào Yè: An itching…A wanting to scratch 

Cáy Fú Mù Kie ú, Kù, Chȳ Sò, Yàng Pŏ Kàn Sāo: An itching must not be 

scratched in the presence of a father or mother, a father in law or mother in 

law. 

痒 

 懩 Sin̄ Sò Yŏ Yè: What the heart desires…Yeù Ý  Yŏ Ta ͨ̀  Yŭe Ký Yàng: An 

industrious man who desires to have his abilities taken notice of is called Ký 

Yàng 

 攁 Yŏ Tu ͨ́  Yè: An inclination to vomit…Reachings 

 怏 Pŏ Mùen Ç ŏ Yè: To be unwilling to submit…Discontented 

Yàng Yàng: What occasions dislike or loathing 

D. reads it Yàng 

 詇 A wise man…To know before what will happen…To enquire 

B. and D. read Yáng; But it is usually read Yāng, as B. observes 

́ 鞅 A belly band for a horse…A girth 

It is also the same as 怏 

 

 䬬 Hiūng Chūng Pào Mùon Ll̂ Cáng Fán Yŭe Yáng: Vomiting proceeding 

from repletion…Fă Yáng: To fall a vomiting 

Also Yàng: Full…Replete 

 養 Hiá Yâng Xáng Yè: Inferiors supplying superiors with provisions…Yáng 

Yáng: Is spoken of one very sorrowful 
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 瀁 A certain river 

漾  

 恙 Sorrowful…Sad…A certain worm which can gnaw a man’s heart…Vû 

Yáng: Grief of mind without any ill health. 

Kúey Yáng: How do you do…Infirmity…A disease…Sickness  

or grief of mind. 

 
 

A sort of animal like a lion, which can devour tygers 

㺊 

  Is spoken of one that stands and moves itself 

 様 A form…Figure…Pattern…A manner of doing…Yáng Çù: L. reads it Mû 

Yáng: the same…Çèng Mŏ Yáng: After what manner 

樣 

 煬 

v. ̂ 

To roast…To heat by fire 

 諹 

v. ̂ 

To reverence… 
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̄  要 

V.   ́

To enquire…To ask…Yāo Liǹg: The collar of a garment…Yāo Çie û: To 

examine persons confined in goal 

 喓 Yāo Yāo: The noise of worms 

 葽 A certain herb called Yūen Chý, the bud of which is Siào Çào 

It is spoken also of a great quantity of herbs 

 𧍔 A poisonous serpent 

 腰 Xin̄ Chȳ Chūng Yè: The reins…The middle of the body 

The loins 

 坳 A ditch…A pit…An uneven pavement 

凹 

 眑 

V. Yào 

Spoken of a great head, and eyes deep set…Yāo Mién: A rough face 

䫜 

 邀 Chāo Çin gͨ̀ Yè: To send for…To invite…To entreat…To ask  

To cover…To hide. 

徼 
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 夭 

V.  .̀ 

Yāo Yāo: Spoken of anything very young and tender of a laughing 

countenance… 

 妖 Craftiness…Beauty…Beautiful…To coax…To flatter 

Yāo Niĕ: A prodigy…The forerunner of misfortunes. 

Yāo Hin̄g: Magical works…Yè Yāo: A whirlwind. 

Jin̂ Yāo: Quarrels between father and son. 

訞 

 么 Little…Of a middling age. 

⼳ 

 凹 Xān Chȳ Vā Chú
 
: The deeper places in mountains…Hollow 

Sunk down…A pit…Its opposite is凸 Tă 

D. also reads it Yĕ and Vā 

̂ 堯 Very high…A very ancient Emperor reckoned one of their principal saints 

who lived one hundred ninety eight years, and reigned ninety three years, 

and dying, left the Empire not to his own son but to another whose virtues 

he had experienced and whose name was Xún…They say he lived almost 

two thousand three hundred fifty years before Christ. 

 

 嶢 Lofty…High 

 佻 

v. Tia ô 

To put off…To defer 

 僥 Cia ō Yâo: Certain foreignness in the west  

Pygmies 

 姚 The name of the Successor to the Emperor Xún 

 軺 A light carriage fit for going a journey expeditiously 
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愮 Yeū Vû Ka ó: Sad…Without refuge 

搖 

 搖 To stir about…To put in motion…Yâo Kuāng, or Chāo Yâo: The seventh 

star in the lesser bear…Chāo Yâo: Restless…To raise disturbances…Yâo 

Yâo: Unresolved…Yâo Te û: To deny or refuse…Yâo Hŏe: To 

disturb…Yâo Yâo Pày Pày: Is spoken of a gait when any one in walking 

moves his body and garments very greatly, viz an insolent gait 

揄 䌛 

 徭 Servants Governors taken for a time from among the common people. 

 謠 To sing alone 

䚺 

 瑤 A certain gem. 

 窰 A furnace to burn earthen ware 

窯 窰 窑 

 颻 Pia ō Yâo: Spoken of the wind blowing about and driving any thing 

 鷂 A sort of hen 
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 繇 Ç u ͨ̀  Ç ú Ç iĕ Yúng Xiń Kuàng: The use of this character is very extensive, 

for it is used for the six character below: 

Yâo 徭 Yêu 由 Yâo 謠 Yêu 猷 Yâo 陶 Yêu 悠 

To rejoice_With_Spoken of rank herbage 

 猺 Certain foreigness 

 遙 Distant…Far off…Siāo Yâo: To be at leisure…To wander 

To indulge the genius…To rove about. 

𨖈 

 匋 

V. Ta ô 

Xāo Vā Çáo Yè: A furnace to burn tiles 

 陶 

V. Ta ô 

Kāo Yâo: One of the five nobles of the Emperor Xún 

 爻 To imitate…Those six lines whether continued or interrupted of which any 

figure consists…According to some followers of Confucius they have a 

mysterious meaning…In Yĕ Kin̄g they are called Lŏ Yâo  

 淆 Dirty water…Disturbed, in a physical and moral sense 

Yáo Lúon: To disturb…Hoèn Yâo: Things mixed together 

 崤 A certain mountain 

肴 餚 殽 
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殽 Jŏ Táy Kŏ Yŭe Yâo: Flesh with the bones is called Yâo 

Victuals…Banquets…Yáo: To imitate 

It is also the same with 淆 

̀ 

 

夭 Pŏ Ciń Tiēn Niên Goéy Chȳ Yào: Untimely death is called Yào 

A short life, whose opposite is Xéu: A long life 

 宎 Yǹ Gán Chu ͨ́ : A dark hidden place…Deep…That part of an house which 

looks towards the Northeast 

穾 窔 䆞 

D. reads it also Yáo 

 殀 Tùon Mińg Yè: A short life 

 窈 Very deep…Dark…Yào Tia ò: A place retired from noise  

Obscure and quiet. 

 眑 

V. Yāo 

To look upon…The engaged wholly to oneself…One that loves solitude 

 拗 To break any thing with the hands 

D. and others also read it Gào, Gáo, Yáo and Yŏ 

 窅 Xin̄ Mŏ Yè: Eyes deep in the head…Xin̄ Yùen: Very deep and remote. 
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 㴭 Yào Min̂g: Deep and not to be fathomed 

 皛 Clear…Open…Manifest 

It is also read Niào. D. 

 杳 Obscure…Deep…Quiet…Large 

 鷕 Cu ̄  Hiūng Siāng Yn̄g Xin̄g: The voices of the male and female birds 

answering one another. 

 舀 Ỳ Ky ͨ́  Yĕ Goey Yào (以器挹為舀) To pour out anything from one vessel into 

another by the interposition of some instrument, as, a spoon。。。 

𦥵 𦥟 

 齩 To bite…To gnaw. 

咬 䶧 嚙 

́ 要 

V.  ̄ 

Fân Fú Yè Kiǹ Chè Góey Yáo: Whatever presses one very greatly is called 

Yáo…Yáo Kiǹ: Very necessary…To will…To desire 

To be joined together…Tińg Yáo: It is necessary…Pŏ Yáo: Not to 

want…Do not…A particle of forbidding, as Pŏ Yáo Kiú: Do not go…Pŏ 

Kàn Tō Yáo: I do not require more than is fair 

 鷂 A sort of hawk or falcon. 

𩀘 
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拗 

V.  .̀ Yŏ 

Chĕ Yáo: Obstinate…Inflexible…Yáo Lý: Also…Gôey Yáo: To contradict 

 樂 

V. Yŏ. Tŏ 

To love…To desire…To be highly delighted…Chý Chè Yáo Xùy, Jin̂ Chè 

Yáo Xān: A wise man delights in rivers 

A pious man delights in mountains 

明不定兒 

 燿 To illuminate…Hiúen Yáo: To shine very bright…Yĕ Yáo Min̂g Pŏ Lińg 

Máo: To shine out…To sparkle…Cháo Yáo: To enlighten 

耀 曜 

明不定兒 

 矅 To mistake in seeing…To believe one sees what one does not see 

𥌉 

 
𧽎 

Long…Sŏ Ỳ Lú Cha n̂g Pŏ Táo Góey Chȳ Yáo Yáo: Is spoken of a journey 

to the end of which we come late, because a long journey is called Yáo Yáo 

俗以路長不到謂之𧽎  

遙 

 

Ye 

 

̂ 耶 An auxiliary character…Mŏ Yê: A two edged sword, so called from Mŏ Yê: 

The inventer of it 

 爺 Yê Niâng: A father and mother…Fú Chȳ Sŏ Hū Yè: A common name for 

a father, otherwise they call a grandfather Yê…Lào Yê: A lord…Your 

lordship…A title of compliment given sometimes to old men. 
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  咽 

V. Yēń 

Kèng Yĕ or Ū Yĕ: Having the jaws so set from too much grief that one 

cannot speak. 

 謁 Cin ǵ Kién Yŭe Yĕ: To desire superiors to give us leave to visit them…To 

signify one’s name or sirname in a little book…To write down, to signify 

from whence we came. 

 葉 The leaves of herbs, trees, and also of books…Yĕ Yĕ: Continued on through 

many ages…Héu Yĕ: Posterity…Pĕ Yĕ: The stomach of cattle…Fân Yeù 

Chȳ Chè, Piĕ Yeù Yĕ: Whatsoever has bought has leaves also 

    僷 Yĕ Yĕ: A comely beautiful face 

 拽 To take by violence…To draw along…To lead by the hand 

曳 

 擪 Yĕ Chỳ Gán: To apply one single finger, as those that play upon the pipe 

apply one finger to one hole to vary the sounds 

擫 

The same with the small character above 

 爗 Goèy Yĕ: Very shining…The shining of lightning 

燁 

 皣 Clear and bright…Cào Mŏ Chȳ Pĕ Hōa Yè: The white flowers of herbs and 

trees… 
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厭 

V. Yă Yèń 

To overcome…Being overcome…To subdue…Obedient…Yĕ Yĕ: A moist 

place…Yĕ Kuōn: A cap used in mourning 

 饁 To offer eatables to husbandmen…To supply food 

 

 噎 The jaws being set…Meat sticking to the jaws 

饐 

 腌 

V. Yān 

To season eatables with salt 

It is also read Yēn in the same sense 

 

Yen 

 

̄ 烟 Hò Chȳ Yû Ky ͨ́  Yè: The air that remains after fire…Smoak 

Yēn Tu n̂g: A tube through which smoak is carried up.  

A pipe…Yen Ho Kia 

煙 

 咽 The throat, or channel through which food is conveyed down to the stomach, 

commonly called the gullet…But that which serves for respiration is called 

Heû 

 烟 

V.  ́ and Yĕ 

See the above character 

Smoak etca 

 胭 Yēn Chȳ: A dye or paint which women make use of to color their face and 

lips 

 猒 

V.   ́

Full…Replete…Loathing…Disdainful… 
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 焉 

V.  ̂

How…Hoâng Yēn: A certain bird of a yellow color 

 

 嫣 Fair…Beautiful…Yēn Jeû: Is said of an agreable laugh. 

It is also the same as 延 

 

 鄢 A certain country…A sirname 

 奄 A certain kingdom subdued by the Emperor Vù Vâng 

Yēn Lieû: To stay a long time…Yēn Kuōn: To look a long time…Yēn Jin̂: 

An eunuch. 

It is also read Yèn: To cover…On a sudden…To stop…To take 

possession…To lay up…To be wanting…Also, much of anything left 

 

 淹 To soak in water…To drown in water…To detain a long time 

One in hindered so that one cannot do or attain a thing 

Read also Gān in the same sense 

 醃 To salt…Things sprinkled with salt…Yēn Jŏ: Flesh salted 

 閹 To castrate anyone by way of punishment…Yēn Jin̂: An eunuch 

 燕 

V.   ́

A certain country…Yēn Jen̂: A certain mountain… 
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 厭 

 V. Yă. Yĕ. 

Yèń 

Yēn Yēn: Without ceasing…Quiet…Without noise…Full 

Replete. 

̂ 延 Ỳ Çień Ll̂ Chàng Yŭe Yên (日漸而長曰延): To draw out a thing to a great 

length by degrees is called Yên…To put off…To procrastinate…To derive a 

thing down to posterity or those at a distance…To invite…To bring in…To 

lead…To enter…To go back. 

Yên Ch
 
ŷ: To spin out delays…Múon Yên: To be diffused…Pińg Chè Yên 

Ȳ Chý Kiā: Sick people invite the physician to their houses 

 

 筵 Mats made of cane…Yên Yén or Yên Siĕ: An entertainment 

Banquets…Kin̄g Yên: The place where they debate upon learned subjects in 

the presence of the Emperor…Kỳ Vên: The place where the tablets of the 

two spirits are preserved. 

 埏 A bound…To ascend…A way to the sepulchres 

 蜒 Yeû Yên: Snails…Yên Yeû: Any other worm 

 綖 A certain tablet put upon the queen’s crown from whence specious stones 

hang 

 狿 Ván Yên: A great four footed animal like a fox, but eight feet long 

 

 莚 Múon Yên: Herbs and other plants which diffuse themselves about, as 

gourds, long peas…The vine etca. 
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研 

V. Yén 

To grind…To search out to the very bottom…To wash away. 

To dissolve as colors do upon a stone or in water 

硏 𥓋 

 妍 Good…Quick sighted…Skilful…Yên Chy ̄ , Yên: Beautiful Chy ̄: Deformed 

 嚴 Severe…Grave…Diligent…Industrious…Rigid…Cruel. 

Choāng Yên: Gravity…Gōey Yên: Majesty. Yên Fă: An heavy 

punishment…Yên Hân: A severe frost 

  

 壧 Craggy…A high craggy mountain…Caverns in mountains and rocks…Yên 

Lâng: Houses on the sides very high 

Yên Yĕ: A country difficult to be governed 

巖 碞 岩 

 鹽 Salt…Chù Hày Gôey Chȳ: Made of sea water boiled…Yên Hŏ: A saltseller 

or vessel wherein the salt is put 

It is also the same as 艶 

 顏 The face…The forehead…Yen̂ Sĕ: Color is general 

 言 Words…To speak…To tell…Yên Kūon: The person whose business it is to 

set the Emperor right…Xĕ Yên: To break a promise 

Pŏ Xĕ Yên: Faithful…Not to break a promise…Yên Yù: Words 

Yên Yên: Is spoken of a thing very high…Pŏ Kēn Chȳ Yên Kiūn Çù Pŏ 

Siń: A wise man does not believe what is told him if it wants foundation…

疾 Yên: Words spoken in a hurry 

 閻 Gates in roads…Yên Vâng: Is among the idolaters the judge of hell… 
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 炎 Hò Xáng Chý Yè (火上熾也) 

 簷 Vŏ Yên: That part of the house that extends beyond the walls 

檐 

 沿 Xún Lieû Ll̂ Hiá Yè: To be carried down the stream 

To sute oneself to others in manners…Flowing…To flow. 

 焉 A final particle in sentences…Chūng Yên: Made with entire truth 

Chińg Yên: Right in acting. 

̀ 眼 Yèn or Yèn Çin̄g: The eyes…Tà Kó Yèn Sĕ: To wink with the eyes 

A hole…Mŏ Yèu Yĕ Ko ͨ́  Jĕ Yèn: Not so much as one pleased with him 

 匽 To hide…To lay up 

It is the same with  and 偃 

 堰 Yúng Tu ͨ̀  Çŏ Chàng Ỳ Yèn Gŏ Xùy Xý Yè (用土作障以埯遏水勢也): A 

bank of earth against inundations 

墕 𨻳 Read also Yén 

 𪦈  

 偃 To throw down…To cast down…To overthrow…To sleep 

Yèn Fŏ: To subdue…Yèn Siĕ: To stop…To leave off…Yèn Kièn: Pressed 

with misfortunes…Afflicted…Yèn Vù (武): A cessation of arms. 
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蝘 Yèn Tie n̄: A sort of lizard which crawls upon the walls commonly called Hiĕ 

Hù 

 鼴 A mole…A small animal like a mouse with black hair, also a great mouth 

and long nose, without a tail, dwelling underground, it throws up earth, for 

which reason it is called Lŷ Xù which is as much as to say a ploughing mouse 

 鰋 A certain fish with a large head and wide mouth. It is very large, without 

scales and almost like an eel in taste 

 掩 To cover over…To cover…To damage an enemy when he is not prepared 

for you…Fù Yèn: To comfort…Yèn Pú: To stop the nose with the fingers 

that one may not smell a stink 

It is otherwise read Gàn 

揜 

 埯 Tu ͨ̀  Feú Vĕ Yè (土覆物也): To cover anything with earth 

 晻 Jĕ Vû Kuāng Yè: The sun obscured. 

 厭 

V. Yă, Yĕ, 

Yèń 

It is the same with this 魘 The first character of Page 442. A terrible dream 

etca. 

 檿 The wild mulberry 

𣝓 
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 魘 A terrible dream…An oppression which happens to those that sleep, 

whether naturally or by an evil spirit…The nightmare 

Read also Yĕ in the same sense 

 黶 Hŏ Hên: A scar looking black (黑痕也) 

Read also Gan in the same sense 

 ̄ 

衍 

Xùy Y̌ Yè (水溢也): An inundation of water…To extend…To enlarge 

Beautiful…Abounding…Much…To bring into…A plain at the foot of a 

mountain. 

It is also the same with 演 

 演 Xùy Hin̂g Tý Chūng: Water running under ground…Xý Ỳ Siĕ Chén Góey 

Chȳ Yèn Vù: Commonly, to train oneself to arms is called Yèn Vù…Çu n̂g 

Vû Sēng Yèn: Things which are not real 

To invent stories…Spurious…Long…Extended…Cāo Yèn: For one to 

practice those things before hand which we ought to do 

Yèn Siĕ: To be accustomed 

 兗 Yēn Chēu: A city in the province of Xan Tung…A certain country  

A sirname 

 儼 To reverence…Set very much in order…To lift up the head 

 弇 To cover…Fân Kuàng Chūng Kiĕ Ke ù Chè Kiāy Góey Chȳ Yèn: All 

vessels large in the middle and narrow in the mouth are called Yèn 

Read also Yén in the same sense 

 琰 A certain tablet made of a precious stone which they used to carry with 

them, who attended the Emperor upon any business. The upper part of this 

tablet, which is sharp…Any thing sharp or pointed 
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巘 Xān Fung: The top of a hill…The summit 

 覃 

V. Ta n̂ 

Sharp 

 縯 Long 

Read also Yù in the same sense 

 剡 

v. Xèn 

Júy Lỳ Yè: Sharp…To cut off the head…To shave away…To make 

smooth…Bright…To sharpen 

́ 晏 To be at rest…New and beautiful…A serene time without clouds… 

Vû Yén Yè: Late…Slowly…Yén Yén: Kindly…Vén Jên: Quietly…A 

shining garment…Beautiful 

 宴 Hŏ Yǹ Yè: To drink…To feast…To be at rest…To rejoice…To be at 

leisure…Yên Yén: An entertainment 

 鷃 A certain bird…A sort of quail… 

 鳱 A crane. Fý Cĕ Chi n̂g Hâng Ll̂ Pŏ Xĕ Ky ̂  Siú. Ch
 
ú Ç ĕ Siāng Ciu ͨ́  Ll̂ 

Nêng Pào Xin̄: When they fly they form into lines, that they may not 

disturb the order of their flight. When they go to roost they join together in 

one body, and then they can secure themselves. Hân Ç ĕ Nân Lây; Nùon 

Ç ĕ Pŏ Hiáng: In winter time they hasten to the southern parts. In warm 

weather they return to the north. Xĕ Ghèu Pŏ Çáy E When they lose their 

consort they do not pair with others. Xū Yén: A goose…Hôey Yén Fūng: 

A certain mountain…A thing adulterated or counterfeited… 

E 再 
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 鴈 A thing adulterated, or counterfeited 

雁 

It is the same as the next character below 

 贋 Góey Vĕ: A thing counterfeited and adulterated 

贗 

Read also Nién 

 燕 

V. Yēn 

Good…To be at rest…A swallow…A bird…Yén Kiū: To be at leisure…To 

have nothing to do 

讌 鷰 

 嚥 To swallow down 

咽 㖶 

 嬿 A common name for women 

̀ 曣 Jĕ Ch
 
ŭ Vû Yûn (日出无雲): The sun at its rising is covered with no cloud 

㬫  

 驠 Mà Pĕ Chēu Yè (白馬州也): A horse whose hole under his tail is white 

 厭 

V. Yă. Yĕ ̄   ́

Ky ͨ́  Ciŭe Yè (棄絕也): To disown, or renounce…To cast away…To loath 

Full…Ti ēn Yén Tchý: Heaven renounced him…Yén Yén: Is spoken of a 

thing beautiful to behold. 

猒 
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饜 Full…Stuffed…Replete 

𩩶 

 彥 Yén Sú: Adorned at the same time with learning and virtue 

美士也 

 偐 A thing counterfeited and adulterated 

 喭 Çu ̄  Sŏ Yè (粗俗也): Uncultivated manners…Savage…Obstinate… 

Saucy…Hard, in a moral sense 

The same as the next following 

 諺 Sŏ Yù Yè: A proverb…A common saying 

 唁 To visit and condole with anyone upon losing his host, or upon account of 

the death of relations. 

 讞 To consult what is to be done in a doubtful matter 

B. reads it Nièn, Nién, and Niĕ in the same sense 

 豔 Hào Ll̂ Mòey (好而美也): Fair…Beautiful…Fat…To praise with joy. 

Kuāng Ca ỳ Túng Jin̂ Yè (光彩動人也): Adorned with brightness 

To allure men.  

艶 豓 
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 驗 To bear witness…Hiáo Yén: Effected…Ka ò Xý Yè (考視也): To examine, 

also to try whether a thing is so or no. 

騐 

 俺 

V. Yàn 

Great… 

 𣃾 Py ͨ̀ Hiĕ Cha n̂g Tùon (比絜長短): To measure the length of things 

比 

 硯 Me  Ch
 
ŷ Yè (黑池也): A stone on which the Chinese rub their ink mixed 

with a little water, in order for writing…Yén Ta ŷ: A Chinese ink-horn 

 灧 Lién Yén: Is spoken of a river full of water which nevertheless does not 

overflow 

 𥍻 
Kiĕ Chȳ Sān Jiń Yŭe Yén: A triangular lance (戟枝三 ): 

It is also read Yèn in the same sense 

 堰 Ỳ Tu ͨ̀  Yúng Xùy (以土壅水): To stop up water with earth 

隁 

 䞁 Vĕ Siāng Tāng Yè (物相當也): A thing of the same price or value 
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熖 A flame…Hò Chȳ Yên Xáng Chè (火之炎上者): A flame rising up 

燄 焱 

 鹽 

V. Yen 

To salt…To season with salt 

  

Used also for艶 

 咽 To swallow 

㖶  

 

Yeu 

 

̄ 

 

憂 Sadness…To be sad…Yeū Çu n̂g Chūng Lûy Pŏ Ko ͨ̀ Tuòn Çiŭe: Sadness 

proceeds within and cannot be removed 

Yeū Hoán, Çe û Çu n̂g Chūng Ch
 
ŭ Yŭe Yeū Nán Çú Váy Lây Yŭe Hoán:  

Grief proceeding from within is called Yeū, if from outward causes, Hoán. 

愁從中出曰憂，難自外來曰患 

 㥑 

 優 Chu n̄g Ç ŏ Yeù Yû (充足有餘之意): A very wealth man who has many 

superfluities. To agree together…To overcome…Superfluous…To be at 

one’s leisure…To stir up to evil…To deride…Yeū Yeû: According as you 

have a mind…Ȳ ^: Flattering…^ Lie: Very base…^ Yeû: Irresolute…One 

who turns himself sometimes this, sometimes that way…Ch
 
āng ^: 

Players…The men are called Ch
 
āng, The woman ^…Yeū Hȳ: To act a 

comedy…Full, in a moral sense. Excelling…Excelling very greatly 

 耰 Feú Chúng Yè (覆種也): To cover the seeds that have been thrown with 

earth…Also an implement in husbandry with which seeds after they are 

sown are covered with earth. A harrow 

 呦 Yeū Yeū: The bellowing of a stag 
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 攸 A place… 

 悠 At a great distance…Of long continuance…Long…Yēu Yēu: Spoken of a 

thing without any bounds…Very spacious, as the heaven…Yēu Yâng: 

Spoken of a flag moved about with the wind… 

 滺 Yēu Yēu: Spoken of a running water 

浟 

 麀 Piǹ Lŏ Yè (牝鹿也): A female stag…(A hind.) 

𪋎 

 幽 Dark…Xān Chūng Yǹ Ch
 
ú (山中隱處): Solitary in the mountains. 

Deep…Hidden…Very little…Yēu Jin̂: To imprison anyone 

̂ 

 

尤 Wonderful…Mountains…Much…A fault…To blame…Excess 

Pŏ Yeû Jin̂: He blames no one…He complains of no one…Hiáo Yeû: He 

who as yet outdoes those he imitates…More…To hate…To complain…A 

fault  

冘 尢 

 蚘 Ch
 
ỳ Yeû Ky ̂: A standard to which the Chinese sacrifice before a battle, upon 

which is painted the effigy of the inventer of arms Ch
 
yˉ Yeŭ 

 訧 A fault…An offence… 
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疣 Yeû Chúy: A swelling in the neck 

肬 疣 

 由 A particle. Out of…From…Of or concerning…So…As 

It is also the same as 䌛 and 猶 

 油 Fân Chȳ Kāo Chȳ Pŏ Yn̂g Chè, Kiāy Góey Chȳ Yeû (九[凡]脂膏之不

凝者皆謂之油): All fat not concreted is called Yeû, oil…Chū Yeû: The 

fat of hogs. Lard. 

 

 蚰 Yeû Yeû: Snails, concerning which D. writes Yú Gû Kūng, Hiĕ Ỳ Siēn 

Hŏe Tý Kūey Chȳ Ç ĕ Pŏ Kàn Túng: If they light upon a scorpion, they 

close him round with their slime, so that he cannot move himself anymore 

規 

 怞 Yeû Yeû: Sad and in fear 

 卣 Vessel of wine which they use in sacrifices…There are three sorts: The 

greater are called Ý  ...Lesser Leû   and the middle-sized Yeû . The 

common name to all three is Çūn 

 

 斿 Certain ornaments hanging down from the edges of a long flag 

 

 游 Feû Xùy Ỳ Tú Yè (浮水以渡也): A river…To pass over by swimming 

To wander…Xún Liêu Ll̂ Hiá (順流而下): To go down with the stream, 

both in a physical and moral sense…Yeū Yeû: According to one's own 

will…As one has a mind. Ty Yeu: A constant motion of the earth but not to 

be perceived. 
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 蝣 Feû Yeû: A certain worm bred in dung, which also has wings and can fly, 

but Chāo Sēng Mú Sù comes to life in the morning and dies in the evening. 

 遊 To travel abroad…To wander…Gao Yeu, Goey Yeu: To be as one's 

leisure…To amuse the time…For an Emperor to leave his palace and to go 

anywhere else 

 槱 

V. Yeù 

Ciĕ Cha ŷ Leáo Chȳ Yè (積柴燎之也): The heap up wood and burn it. 

 猶 The whelp of a dog…A sort of ape…Hitherto…As if…Just as if 

Yeû Yú: Irresolute…Doubtful. 

It is also the same as the next below, and as 游 and 謠 

 猷 Tá Yeû: Great virtue…Ability…To paint 

The same with the next above 

 蕕 Hiūn Yeû…Hiūn Hiāng Ça ò (薰香草也), Yeû Che ú Ca ò (蕕臭草)： Hiūn 

is a sweet herb, Yeû is a stinking one. 

 輶 Anything light…Yeû Ch
 
ē: A light carriage 

 牛 

V. Nieû 

An ox, commonly read Nieû 
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𡈸 Niào Moêy Yè: Tame birds which fowlers make use of to call and catch wild 

ones 

囮 

 楢 Jeû Mŏ Yè: Soft wood 

 繇 

V. Yâo 

The use of this character is very extensive, therefore it is the same with these 

and it is sometimes used for… 

徭 Yào 游 Yeû 

由 Yeû 悠 Yeū 

陶 Yâo 猷 Yeû 

謠 Yâo 蘨 Yeû 

Herbage that flourishes 

䌛 

 郵 A house in the fields…Places in villages where they wait, whose business it 

is to carry letter to another place, and from thence by more hands quite to 

the place where they are to go…Tŏ Yeû: An officer whose business it is to 

provide governors in passing along with the necessary servants 

Read also Ŷ: To pass through. Also the same as  

 逌 Yeû Ll̂: Is spoken of the countenance of one laughing 

𨔁 

Also the same as 攸 

̀ 有 To have…To be…Tá Yeù Chȳ Niên: A very fertile year…Çú Yeù: To be 

from oneself…Yeù Sú: I have been hindered…Yeù Sú: Not 

many…Sometimes being added to a verb it makes the preterperfect tense as, 

Mŏ Yeù Lây: He was not come 

 友 Friends unanimous…Pe n̂g Yeù: Companions…Siāng Yeù: To be ready at 

hand to serve each other. 

 酉 The hour character from five to seven o’clock at night… 

丣 
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 槱 

V. Yeû 

Ç iĕ Cha ŷ Leáo Chȳ Yè: To heap up wood together and burn it. It is also 

wrote, wood to be used in sacrifice to be offered to the spirits of heaven 

梄 

 𢈞 Kieù Vŏ Hieù Mŏ (久屋朽木): The rotten wood of an old house. 

庮  

Read also Yeû in the same sense 

 莠 Darnel…Weeds which grow amongst rice that in sown, like rice and 

hurtful…Ugly…Bad…Hào Yen̂ Çú Ke ù, Yeù Yen̂ Çú Ke ù: Good and bad 

words proceed out of same mouth. 

 琇 A certain gem. 

 誘 To bring on…To prick forwards…Hastily…Yeù Kàn: A trial or 

temptation… 

䛻 唀 

In D. it is Yeú in the same sense 

 蚴 Yeù Tu ý: A little insect like an earth worm but less and black, commonly 

called Tu ͨ̀  Fūng Yeù Kieū A worm or serpent gathered into a wreath. 

 㶭 Yeù Kieù: Neither dry nor wet 

It is read also Yeū in the some sense 

 黝 Black…Black having something of the violet 
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懮 Full of thought…Melancholy thoughts…Yeù Yeù: Grieving 

 

 
 

Right reason…A certain river…A sort of crab 

 牖 A little window in a wall…To enlighten in a moral and physical sense. 

In D. it is Yeú 

́ 右 The right hand…As the right hand is most honorable therefore whatever is 

most valued in honored with this addition;…So, Yeú Ven̂: An excellent 

rhetorical composition…Yeú Táo: Very sound doctrine  

Vû Ch
 
ŭ Ky ̂ Yeú: None can be preferred to him…To help…Ç ò Yeú: Those 

that attend upon one’s person…To help and serve in which sense it is 

properly this character…佑 

 祐 Xin̂ Ç ú Yè: Help afforded, or to be afforded by the spirits  

佑 This side character signifies, help to be afforded by men 

 有 

V.   ̀

And…Also…Sān Pĕ Yeú Lŏ Siûn: Three hundred and more beyond the 

number of six decads…Ll̂ Xĕ Yeú Sān: Three above twenty. It is also Twenty 

three…Again…Beyond…Hence it has a place in numbers 

 侑 Ký Xĕ Ll̂ Kiu én Xĕ Yuĕ Yeú: To invite one that has eaten and drank, to eat 

and drink more 

 囿 A garden surrounded with a wall…A place fened in where wild beasts are 

bred…Xĕ Pŏ Tu n̄g Kuàng: To know a thing but very superficially, and not 

to enter into the marrow of it 

Yeú Hân: To keep in…To set bounds 
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 宥 To set loose…Xé Yeú: To spare…To let go…To forgive 

It is also the same as 侑 

 幼 Jin̂ Sēng Xĕ Niên Yŭe Yeú: A child ten years old is called Yeú 

Little…Weak…A youth…Xińg Lào Çû Yeú: For old men to treat children 

with regard and kindness…It is also a verb, to be kind. 

 泑 Yâo Ky ͨ́  Jĕ Kūang Hŏa Chè, Sŏ Yŭe, Yeú Xùy: The glassy superficies 

which is put over earthen vessels…It is commonly called Yeú Xùy 

To make a glaze…Yeú Xān: A certain mountain 

 褎 Hô Chȳ Siēn Ch
 
ŭ Chè, Yùe Yeú: Corn which grows first is called Yeú 

褏 

It is also spoken of immoderate laughter, and cloaths too fine. 

 柚 

V. Chŏ 

A kind of Indian orange very large whose peel is very thick. 

A citron 

櫾 

 釉 The gloss, or transparent smoothness of China or any other vessels that are 

painted with gum sandarac…Things that shine 

 鼬 Sȳ Yeú: A wood mouse whose tail is longer and devours other mice 

 

 又 Again…Also…And…Not only, but also is well expressed or explained by 

two of these characters Yeú, for example Mŏ Leáo Yeú Kān Yeú Heú 

Material things are not only dry, but also thick. 
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̄ 因 Because…A cause…An idea…Conformably…To conform oneself 

according to…To depend upon anyone, in a moral sense 

囙 

 𠗃 

 

Coldly 

 姻 Matrimony…Yn̄ Ç in̄: To contrast matrimony…Llͨ̀ Yn̄: Your kinswoman. 

婣 

 絪 A sort of hemp that produces seed…The same also as the side character. 

氤 

 茵 The skin of a tyger spread in carriages for the convenience of those that 

sit…The name of some sorts of herbs 

What is spread under for anyone to set more as ease蔯 

Yn̄ Chin̂: Organism a certain medicine 

 筃 Ch
 
ē Chūng Chu n̂g Siĕ: Double mats laid in carriages 

 裀 Kiń Xin̄ Ȳ: The garment next the body…Yn̄ Jŏ: Anything spread 

 氤 Yn̄ Yūn: The chaos…The first material principle of things 

The power of heaven and earth united together to produce things…Happy 

tokens…A lucky omen 
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 䄄 Chin̂g Cieú Yè: To finish…To fill up. 

It is also the same as 禋 

 駰 Mà Hĕ Pĕ Mâo Ç ă: A horse of a black and white color 

 音 A concert…An accent…The sound both of voices and musical 

instruments…Yn̄ Yŏ: Melody…Yn̄ Sin̄: News…Tu ͨ̀  Yn̄: The proper sound 

of voices of any place…The sound of a bell and drum is called Xing, of a 

pipe and musical instruments Yn̄. 

Ù Yn̄: The five differences of tones 

 喑 Ty ̂ Kiĕ Xĕ Xin̄g: To lose one’s voice by lamenting too much 

Ty ̂ Ll̂ Pŏ Chỳ: To lament without bounds…The voice or notes of birds 

agreeing together. 

It is read also Yń Yā: Anger in the mind 

 愔 Yn̄ Yn̄: Deep and still 

 瘖 Pińg Pŏ Nêng Yên Yè: Not to be able to speak from weakness 

 韾 Voices or sounds that are harmonious 

 殷 Abundantly…Any of them…Singly…Many…Yn̄ Yn̄: With sorrow 

Yn̄ Chūng: The aquin op…Yn̄ Ki n̂: Very diligently…Yn̄ Xĕ: 

Sincere…Faithful…Yn̄ Çý: The sacrifice which is offered when mourning 

is over…The Emperor’s family which first was called Xāng, from the 

Emperor Vú Tińg…They reigned from the 1762nd to the 1122nd year before 

Christ a space of six hundred and forty years 
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慇 Yn̄ Yn̄: Very sad…Yn̄ Ki n̂: Very diligent…To assist any one heartily with 

one's best endeavors 

 隂 Yn̄ and Yâng are the two first differences of the matter among the Chinese 

Yn̄ Is matter at rest and whatever implies imperfection, in respect to its 

opposite, As the Earth, Moon, Water, Night, a Woman. Also the opposite to 

these belong to Yâng…Kuāng Yn̄; Kuāng Bright…Yn̄: Dark 

Kuāng Yn̄: Time…Ç u ń Yn̄ or Fuén Yn̄: Time…Tá Xin̄g Káo Hiên Chȳ 

Siĕ Yè: Of which time, holy and wise men are very sparing 

陰 

 堙 Tu ͨ̀  Xān: A mountain of earth…Tu ȳ Tu ͨ̀  Jû Xān Goéy Xáng Chi n̂g Xĕ Yè: 

To heap up earth like a mountain to build walls 

垔 

 湮 To dam up water…To be drowned…To fall…Yn̄ Yŭ: Barren 

陻 

 禋 To sacrifice with the purest intention 

 闉 Walls surrounding the gates to defend them…Lô Yn̄: Soldiers drawn up 

round the rest of the army to defend it 

 婣 To agree together…To be of one mind…Agreeing together 

姻  

婣 It is also the same with the first side character. 

 㥯 Diligent 

隱 

It is read also Yń in the same sense. 
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̂ 寅 The character that denotes the hour from three to five in the morning…Xińg 

Goéy Yè: Reverential fear…Tu n̂g Yn̂: Colleagues 

 夤 To reverence…Reverential fear…Yn̂ Yûen: To procure to oneself the 

superior degrees by right or wrong 

 吟 Yn̂ Yn̂: Is spoken of one that smiles…Xin̄ Yn̂: The voices of those that 

grieve…Sighs 

 垠 Tý Kiày Yè: The bound of a country…A shore…The bank of a piece of 

water 

 銀 Pĕ Kin̄: Silver…Xùy Yn̂: Quicksilver or Mercury 

 齦 

V. Ke ǹ 

Ch
 
ỳ Kēng Jŏ, Sŏ Goéy, Yâ Yn̂: The flesh as the roots of the teeth is 

commonly called Yâ Yn̂: The gums 

It is read also Ke ǹ: To bite 

 滛 Xùy Yĕ Yū Váy: Waters overflowing…To exceed…Excessive…To cover 

To give the reins to one’s lust…Yn̂ Lúon: To commit adultery…Siê Yn̂.  

Kiēn Yn̂: Luxury…Lust…Ç iń Yn̂: To have no regard for right 

reason…Hoáng Yn̂ Veû Teú: Dissolute and impure 

婬 

 婬 Siê Yn̂: Luxury…A dishonorable thing…Lust 

媱 
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𩆍 Kieù Yù Yè: A lasting rain…Yù Kúo Xĕ Jĕ Ỳ Vàng Góey Chȳ Yn̂: A rain 

which as yet continues after ten days is called Yn̂ 

 狺 Yn̂ Yn̂: The noise of dogs quarrelling together…Kiu èn Çēng Xin̄g 

 誾 Yn̂ Yn̂. Hỳ Yŭe Ll̂ Çéng Yè: To dispute with passion, with a pleasant 

countenance…Yn̂ Yn̂: Very right 

 嚚 Ke ù Pŏ Táo Chūng Siú Chȳ Yên, Yŭe Yn̂: One who has no regard for truth 

in what he says, is called Yn̂…A deceitful person 

 崟 Ki n̄ Yn̂: Is spoken of craggy mountains 

 沂 A sort of pipe… 

Ŷ: A certain river 

 訢 

V. Hēn 

Very diligently…Reverence 

 釿 The edge of a sword 
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 齗 Yn̂ Yn̂: The voices of those who contend together 

̀ 引 To bend a bow…To open…To bring into…To direct…For a funeral to go 

on…Yên Chȳ Sù Jĕ: To introduce…Siēn Hin̂g Ll̂ Táo Chȳ: To go before 

anyone to direct him…The rope belonging to a funeral carriage…To 

summons anyone to appear…Siào Yǹ: A short introduction…Yǹ Te û: An 

introduction 

Kiēn Yǹ: To draw one into evil…The longest measure for measuring the 

length of any thing. These measures are five…viz. 

Fúen…Cu ń…Ch
 
ĕ…Cháng…Yǹ…each of the following of which contains 

ten times more than the foregoing 

 蚓 Kie ū Yǹ: Earth worms, which are also called Tý Lûng and Kio ͨ̆  Xén 

螾 

 紖 Chŏ Yū Nieû Pý, Sò Ỳ Kiēn Nieû Yè: A rope by which an ox is drawn along 

by the nose…Also by which a carriage is drawn 

 𤔌 Sò Ỳ Kiú Yè: That upon which anyone leans 

 

  Hièn Chȳ Túy: Private…To lay up…To hide…Moderate…To consider 

Poor…To grieve…Ç ĕ Yǹ: To suffer with…Commiserate… 

Yǹ Tún: To recollect oneself…Yǹ Sieū: A hermit 

 

 櫽 Yǹ Kŭo: A carpenters tool. 

 𤻘 Py ̂ Xáng. Siào Lùy: Little blisters growing out of the skin are called Yǹ 

Chiǹ 
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飲 Fân Ko ͨ̀ Chŭe Chè Kiāy Yŭe Yǹ: A sort of daughter potion is called 

Yǹ…To drink…Yǹ Xĕ: Meat and drink…To eat and drink. 

All things fit to eat. 

 戭 Cha n̂g Çiāng: An oblong spear 

 縯 Long… 

 尹 To govern…To go forward…Solid…Right…The name of certain governors. 

Others read Yùn 

́ 䕃 

 

To cover over…To overshadow, naturally and morally…A shade 

蔭 

 𣼩 Jûn Ky ͨ́  Ç ie n̂ Ç ū Yŭe Yń: For dampness penetrating by degrees which is 

called Yń. Yeû Te ú Chỳ Póey, Yĕ Yŭe Yú: Oiled paper is also called Yń 

(潤氣  曰油 紙背亦曰人) 

 

 廕 Vŏ Yù Chȳ Pý Jin̂ Yŭe Yń: A house to shade men is called Yń. To cover 

over…A covering…Xú Yń: The shades of trees…Yń Kūon: A son who has 

gotten a government on account of his father’s merit 

 
 

Çù Sūn Xý Xý Siāng Chin ĝ: Sons and grandson succeeding each other for 

many ages 

胤 
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 𢷍 Pi n̂g Leâng Yè: To weigh what is best to be done, or to discuss a matter. 

 靷 Kiá Ch
 
ē Mà Kiú, Ç áy Hiūng, Yŭe Yń: A breast piece for horses (or oxen 

B) that draw carriages is called Yń 

D. reads is Yǹ 

 印 A token to gain credit…A seal…Tà Yń: To put one's seal. Fúng Yń: To lay 

aside, or shut up the seal, which is commonly done the twentieth of the 

twelfth moon, when the governors have a vacation from business 

The twentieth of the first moon they take the seals again and apply to 

business, which is called Ka ȳ Yń…To send to the press or print 

 窨 A house underground…Places underground to lay up wine, ice etc a. 

 酳 Ỳ Ç ieù Séu Ke ù: To wash the mouth with wine 

 殷 

V.   ̄

To touch the mark 

 飲 Yń Chȳ Yè: To give drink 

 㒚 Ȳ Jin̂ Yè: To depend upon others…Vèn Gān Vèn: To fix anything so that it 

may not be moved. 
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̄ 英 The flourishing of herbage and trees…An ornament made of bird’s feathers 

which is hung to lances…Yn̄g Hiūng: A hero…Very quick sighted and very 

valiant…Niù Yn̄g: The Emperor’s second daughter, who was called Yâo, 

and the wife of his successor Xún…Pĕ Yn̄g: A certain medicine 

 瑛 Yŏ Kuāng Yè: The lustre of gems 

 嬰 Jin̂ Xỳ Sēng Kiāy Yŭe Yn̄g Ll̂: All men just born are called Yn̄g Ll̂: At the 

breast…Before the breast…To add…To withstand…To attack…To 

surround…To bird…Ornaments for the necks of women. 

Yn̄g Ll̂; Niù Yŭe Yn̄g, Nân Yŭe Ll̂: An infant girl is called Yn̄g, A male 

infant Ll̂ 

孾 

 嚶 Yn̄g Yn̄g. Niào Xin̄g Chȳ Hô Yè: The voices of birds in harmony 

Sounding 

 瓔 Xĕ Sú Yŏ Yè: A stone like a precious one, or a stone like a gem 

 攖 To press together…To provoke…To attack…To confound…To mix 

together…To resist a thief boldly. 

 櫻 Yn̄g Ta ô: Cherries…Chū Yn̄g: Red cherries…Lă Yn̄g: Yellow cherries 

 𥌽 Yn̄g Çe n̄g Mŏ Vû Kūang: Eyes without light 
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 纓 Floss made of silken thread or long hair such as the Chinese adorn their caps 

with, or to use by way of ornament in other respects 

Pu ôn Yn̄g: Red floss hung to their horse's breast which their governors make 

use of, commonly called Tiĕ Hiūng 

 鸚 Yn̄g Vù Nêng Yên Niào: A bird that can talk…A parrot…Yn̄g Kō: Other 

sorts of birds that imitate the human voice 

 鶯 The different colors of a wing…Hoâng Yn̄g: the same as Ç u n̄g Kēng and 

commonly Kiū Ȳ Kūng Ç ù: A certain bird 

 甇 A vessel in general. 

罌 

 蠅 Ça n̄g Yn̄g: A fly…Çin̄g Yn̄g: Little flies 

 應 It is meet or expedient…It ought…Yn̄g Kāy or Yn̄g Tĕ: It is expedient…A 

certain kingdom. 

譍 噟 

 膺 The breast…Yn̄g Chúng Jin̂: To confer a great government upon 

anyone…Yn̄g Yûng Chu ǹg: To have great honors heaped upon one by the 

Emperor…To receive…Yn̄g: To suffer punishment 

㢈 膺 

 鷹 A hawk…Vulture…Falcon…Xin̂ Yn̄g: An eagle…Yè Yn̄g: A kite  

Miâo Yn̄g: An owl…Lào Yn̄g: A hawk 
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̂ 盈 Full…To fill…Proud…Tie n̄ Tý Jin̂ Xin̂ Kiú Lỳ Kie n̄ Ll̂ Pŏ Hy Ŷng. 

Kie n̄ Chè Sú Chȳ Fŏ Ŷ Ç ĕ Gú Chȳ Ll̂ Ỳ: Heaven, Earth, Men, and all the 

spirits delight in humility. They bestow happiness upon the humble, and 

hate only the proud. 

 楹 A pillar. 

 
 

A beautiful woman…To fill…Replete…To superabound…To get the better 

in play…The opposite to which is Xū: To be overcome 

嬴 

 瀛 The great idea…Yn̂g Cheū: The garden of delights in the time of the 

Emperor Ta n̂g 

 籝 A sort of chest made of bamboo. 

籯 𥯰 

 贏 To overcome in war, or as play; The opposite to which is Xū: To be 

overcome…To bear upon the shoulder…To carry burdens…Much 

To gain…To receive…Yn̂g Yû: Rich…Wealthy 

 迎 To meet…To receive anyone…Yn̄g Çiĕ: To run up to…Fân Vĕ Lây Ll̂ Ciĕ 

Chȳ, Çĕ Pin ĝ Xin̄g Vĕ Vý Lây Ll̂ Vàng Yâ Chȳ Fù Lây Cĕ Kiu ͨ́  Xin̄g: To 

go to meet those that are coming is called Yn̂g. To go to those who are not 

yet coming, and to cause them to come is called Yn̂g Xĕ Yn̂g. I was wanting 

in that I did not come to receive you, or, I lost the opportunity of going out 

to meet you…(A polite way of speaking) 

 凝 Concreted, as oil, fat, water…Perfect…To finish…To decree…To 

appoint…To gather together…To join together…To leave off 

D. reads it Ning 
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 營 A camp of soldiers…Kiūn ^: A trench…A circumvallation…^ Ç áo: To 

fashion in one’s thought the things that are to be done…^ Tŏ: To consider 

beforehand…Chin ĝ ^ or Pin ĝ ^: Trembling and restless 

^ ^: To go and come of ten…To go and return…^ Sēng: The art which any 

one exercises for a livelihood…Kin̄g ^: To consider a thing in all its parts 

 塋 A burial place. 

D. reads it Yung 

 禜 A deprecatory sacrifice 

Ky ̂ Yâng Chȳ Çý Min̂g 

祈欀之祭如 

̀ 景 

V. Kiǹg 

A shadow 

It is the same also with the following 

 影 A shadow. Yǹg Hiàng…Yǹg Is the shadow of the body…Hiàng Is the 

shadow of a voice (an echo) Vû Yǹg Hiàng: There appears no footsteps. 

 浧 To be plunged over in water…To be drowned 

𣵹 

 癭 𩖍 

頸下之癭瘤 

 頴 Sú Ca ŷ Nêng Pă Lúy: A learned man more discerning than all the rest…A 

certain tree…The beard of corn 

Mâo Yǹg: A pencil to write with. 

㯋 

士之才能拔類 
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́ 孕 Fú Jin̂ Hoây Çù Yè (婦人懷子也): A woman carrying a child in her belly 

Big with child…Animals that are pregnant 

D. read also Yún in the same sense 

 嫈 Very diligently…Yńg Yńg: Beautifully…Handsomely 

It is read also Yn̄g in the same sense 

 媵 Ç ù Niù Ç úng Kiá (子女從嫁也): Male and female servants who go with 

the bride to the bridegroom’s house to attend on her  

To offer a thing to any one. Ký Vĕ Goêy Yńg: To deliver a thing to any one, 

or depend upon any one to deliver it to another.  

D. reads also Yún in the same sense 

𠊶 

又寄物也 

 應 

V.  ̄ 

To answer…To correspond or agree…A certain musical instrument…A 

certain country formerly a kingdom…The Emperor’s mandate is called Yńg 

Chý or Yńg Cháo; That of the prince the successor is called Yńg Lińg. That 

of a viceroy is called Yńg Kiáo…Siāng ^: Relatives that bear proportion 

one to the other...^ Che û: To recompense...^ Mûen: The principal gate of 

the Emperor's palace...^ Kiĕ: Proportioned 

To help another’s necessities 

 映 Leàng Kuāng Siāng Cháo: For two bright things mutually to enlighten 

each other 

暎 

 眏 To receive…To look upon…To see…Siāng Yńg: Sumpathy 

Pŏ Siāng Yńg: Antipathy 

 

 鱦 Yû Ç ù Vé Chin ĝ: The spawn of fish not yet perfectly formed 

Small fishes. 

䰵 

Read also Xińg 

 瀅 Tin ǵ Yńg: A standing water and clear 

D. reads it also Yûng 
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 硬 

V. Nghéng 

Hard 

 迎 

V.  ̂

To go to meet one not yet coming, and to cause him to come 

 

Yo 

 

  藥 Çào Ka n̄ Chȳ Çiĕ: Herbs proper for restoring a bad state of health 

A medicinal herb…To heal…A physician…Fŏ Yŏ: To take physic 

Pŏ Ko ͨ̀ Kién Yŏ: Incurable…Xŏ Yŏ: Peony 

 樂 

V. Tŏ 

Ỳ Núy Sin̄ Chȳ Hỳ Yŭe, Ll̂ Sié Chȳ Xin̄g Yū Yè: To express the inward 

joy of the heart by voice and sound…Music…Çe ú Yŏ: To play upon musical 

instruments…Yŏ Ky ͨ́ : Musical instruments 

 龠 A sort of measure containing twelve hundred grains of millet, two of which, 

or according to others ten, make one Kŏ; ten Kŏ make one Xin̄g; Ten Xin̄g 

one Teù; Ten Teù one Táǹ 

 

 籥 A short pipe made of bamboo which consists only of three holes...Nân Yŏ: 

An instrument for dancing. 

It is the same as 鑰 

似笛三孔而短小 

 

 瀹 Ỳ Jŏ Kiĕ Ca ý Yū Fŏe Ta n̄g Chūng Pŏ Xŏ Çiĕ Ch
 
ŭ Yè (以肉及菜於沸湯

中薄熟而出): To put herbs and flesh into boiling water, and to take them out 

again after they are boiled…For water to penetrate or flow out…Sū Yŏ: To 

make a standing water flow out 

𤅢 𤅰 
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禴 The name of a sacrifice offered to dead ancestors when the family of Hiá 

and Yn̄ reigned…The sacrifice offered in spring was called Yŏ; that in the 

summer Tý, that in autumn Cha n̂g, that in winter Chi n̂g; But when the 

family of Cheū reigned, the sacrifice in Spring was called, Çù, that in 

summer Yŏ 

礿 

 鑰 A lock…Yŏ Xŷ: A key 

 約 Yên Yù Kiáy Lińg Kièn Xŏ Kiāy Yŭe Yŏ Xŏ (言語戒令檢束皆曰約束): 

To restrain by words, precepts and prohibitions is called Yŏ Xŏ...To bind 

To moderate...To hold or keep in...To space expences...A rope 

A boundary...Yŏ Siń: To agree about a thing faithfully...Tá Yŏ: For the 

most part...Yŏ Yên: A compendium...In a summary way...An epitome...Yŏ 

Tińg: To determine...To appoint 

 葯 The leaves of a medicinal herb called Pĕ Chỳ 

 嶽 Chúng Xān Chȳ Ç ūng (眾山之宗). Kāo Ll̂ Ç ūn Chè Yè: Mountains higher 

than the rest, lofty and of a great name. Anciently there were only four. When 

the family of Cheū reigned, a fifth was added. There are they to which the 

Emperor's sacrifice...Yo Chang or Yŏ Fú: A wife's father  

Yŏ Mù: A wife's mother, which in this sense is expressed by the side, not by 

the capital character. 

 

 鸑 A sort of eagle 

 虐 

V. Niŏ 

Cruel…Unmerciful…Páo Yŏ: A tyrant 

 

 瘧 

V. Niŏ 

Yŏ Ç iĕ, or Yŏ Hân: A fever with cold and heat 
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 躍 Vû Sò Yuên Ll̂ Lý Tý Chȳ Goéy: To dance…To leap…To dance for joy… 

旡所 而離地之謂 

 趯 Yŏ Yŏ: Dancing. 

 ̆̇ 

 ( Q 

欲 To covet…To love…To desire…Desire…To be willing…Cian̄g Yŏ: By and 

by...Quickly…Presently…Vý Hin̂g Ll̂ Fan̄g Hin̂g Góey Chȳ Çiāng Yŏ: He 

that has not done a thing but intends to do it immediately, is called Çiāng 

Yŏ…Çáy Yŏ: the will. 

It is the same as 慾 

 浴 Fỳ Xin̄ Yè: To wash the body…A certain river 

 

 慾 The love of venery, eating and money is call Yŏ. Yû Yŏ Xý Yŏ Tān Yŏ Fū 

Yŏ: Inordinate desires…Not conformable to reason 

The same as the second character above Q  

 育 Yaǹg Çù Sù Çŏ Xén Yè (养子使作善也): To breed up a son, and take care 

that he becomes good, or that he acts well…To attain to the perfection 

naturally belonging to him. Yaǹg Yŏ: To nourish. 

 鬻 

V. Chŏ 

To sell…To maintain any one…To dress victuals… Yŏ Çù: A boy 

儥 Yŏ Yŏ: To be in business 

賣 

 玉 Xĕ Chūng Chȳ Pào Yè: Precious stones…Gems…Anything precious 

Yŏ Niù: A beloved daughter…Yŏ Chin̂g: To fill…To finish…^ Tý or ^ 

Hoâng: A king of heaven whom the sect of Táo Sú have set up…^ Tú: A 

hare they feign to be in the moon…^ Kin̄g or ^ Kiŭe: A palace…Yŏ Chin ̂ g: 

Those who treat if marriages…Fuǹg ^, or Chĕ ^: To beware…To look 

forward cautiously 

Others read it Yú 
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獄 Gān Yŏ Kiū Liêu Çúy Jin̂ Chȳ Sò Yè: A place to take criminals in a 

prison…Yă Lý: The keeper of a goal…Tỳ Yŏ: The infernal place 

決 Yŏ: To judge any one’s crime 

 栯 Yŏ Lỳ: A sort of small apples or plumbs  

㮋 

 毒 亭 Tin̂g Yŏ: To begin things and finish them 

 郁 A certain country…Yŏ Yŏ Is spoken of a wise man, also of sick man 

Fŏ Yŏ: A very powerful smell…Yŏ Yŏ: Very flourishing…Yŏ Lỳ: Is the 

same as the foregoing...Adorned…Beautiful. 

戫 彧 

  A certain herb with which wine is made for sacrifice…Yŏ Cha ͨ́ ng: That sort 

of wine…Ignorant …To bend…To turn to the better. 

Vŏ Ky ͨ́ : Inward sorrow…Sorrowful…Full of thoughts 

鬱  

D. reads it Yŭ 

 䖇 A sweet smelling herb. 

D. reads it Yŭ 

 奧 

V. Gáo 

It is used for these two: 澳 燠 

 薁 Yŏ Lý, or Yēn Yŏ, or Yūg Yŏ: A certain fruit 

 墺 

V. Gáo 

Ground proper for a house to be built upon…Land next the shore 
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 燠 Hò Jĕ Yè: The heat of fish 

Yù: Inward heat 

 𣋉 Jĕ Jĕ Yè: The heat of the sun 

 澳 

v. Gáo 

Xùy Váy Yŭe Gōey, Xùy Núy Yŭe Yŏ: That part of a harbour which is 

without the water is called Gōey, That which is within is called Yŏ 

 噢 

V. Yù 

Yŏ Ȳ Núy Poēy Yè: Inward compassion 

 熨 Yŏ Tèu: A sort of hot iron which the Chinese make use of to press garments 

smooth…It was also a sort of punishment which consisted in binding any 

one to an hollow pillar of iron, full of fire within, and burning him… 

 毓 Big with young 

It is also the same as 育 

 煜 Hò Kuāng Yè: The brightness of fire…To shine…To flourish in a moral 

sense 

焴 

 拗 

V. Yàó 

Yŏ Nú: To suppress one’s anger  
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稢 Hô Miâo Xińg Máo: Is spoken of corn very flourishing. 

 彧 Yeu Ven Cay Ye. Yo Yo: Very flourishing 

郁 

 菀 Very flourishing。 

D. reads it Yŭ 

It is also the same as 苑 Yuèn 蘊 Yún 

 𣣎 Chá Chĕ Kin̄g Te n̂g Túng Chȳ Sú; Ç iĕ Xĕ Xin̄g Yuĕ, Ō Yŭ Ō Yŏ: Are 

the voices which any one break out into, who unexpected by falls upon a 

thing which he dreads, or about which he is grieved  

 儥 To sell…To maintain any one…To dress victuals 

See page 470 the 7th paragraph from the top  

 

Yu 

 

̄ 於 To go…To dwell…Siāng Yū. Yū Yū: Without anxiety…Step by step  

扵 

Also the same as 于 

 唹 To laugh 
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 𡌧 Xùy Tỳ Làn Nŷ: Clay under water is called Yū Nŷ 

 于 An auxiliary character…To tell…To go…To remove a great way off…The 

name of a water herb…Also of a tree. 

 汙 

V. Gū 

A certain river…Deep. 

 紆 To roll up…To bind 

 迂 Removed…Retired…To remove a great way off…Very large 

Great 

 

 㚥 Jîn Ỳ Lỳ Kiāo Yŭe Yū: Men conversing together and observing the laws 

of good breeding is called Yū  

 妤 Çiĕ Yu: A woman bearing office  

̂ 魚 A fish…A sort of four-footed animal like a hog from whose skin are made 

cases for bows…Tà ^, or Pú ^: To fish…^ Çù: The spawn of fish 

Yn̂ ^: Fish of a silver color…Kin̄ Yû: Goldfish…Tú ^: Being worm-eaten 

A moth that gnaws books…Ta ͨ́ y Moéy ^: Fish of various colors. Mién 

Tia ̂o Yû: The Murana, a little fish longer than a lamprey and some what 

flat 
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漁 To fish…It is also taken in a moral sense, and signifies to make use of 

another property: (V: G) Yû Lý: Craftily to search after or fish for 

gain…Yû Jin̂: A fisherman…Yû Tŏ: To load unreasonably (V: G) The 

people by laying on them too heavy taxes 

 禺 

V.   ́

Pu ōn Yû: A city in the province of Canton…Yû Chūng: From nine to 

eleven in the morning 

 嵎 Yû Ỳ Jĕ Chŭ Chŭ Chȳ Xān Min̂g: The name of a mountain which is 

where the sun rises…Fūng Yû: A certain mountain 

The winding paths of mountain are called Yû 

 隅  

 愚 Sin̄ Yûng Xĕ Tuòn: A man of moderate rapacity. Rude…Stupid. One who 

misleads himself…Yû Is the opposite to Chý: Wise.  

Ỳ Hiŏ Yù Yû: Ignorance is cured by learning…Chūen Yû: Simple without 

guile…Jŏ Yû: One who is truly wise, and yet does not let his wisdom and 

virtue be known abroad. 

 與 

V. ̀.   ́

A final particle. The same as 歟 this character the second over leaf  

與 Yû Yû Is spoken of abundance of the fruits of the earth also of majesty 

proportion able to one’s office 

 輿 Che ̄ Chūng Çáy. Vĕ Chȳ Tỳ Yè: A place at the bottom of a carriage to put 

things in…A carriage…Beautiful…Many…Xińg Yû or Xîng Yû: The 

emperors carriage…Lún Yû: A light carriage…Kiu ̂ en Yû: To begin…Pŏ 

Chin ̂ g Kiu ̂ en Yû: He does not pursue what he began…Ka n̄ Yû: A general 

name for heaven and earth, also a sort of superstition very much 

practised…Kiēn Yû: A chair to be carried about in…Yû Lún: A common 

opinion 

 璵 A sort of precious stone. 
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 旟 A four square standard on which are painted birds flying 

 歟 A final particle. Also a particle of asking or doubting and also of sighing 

欤 

 譽 Yû Chè Yun̂g Jin̂ Chȳ Xén Ll̂ Kúo Ky ̂ Xĕ: To praise any one's virtues 

extravagantly  

 余 I…An elegance of speaking…A sirname  

 蜍 

V. Chu ̂  

Chy  Chū: A spider 

 餘 Vĕ Xĕ Ỳ Ll̂ Yèu Xińg Gôey Yû: The relicks of meal…The residue. 

Superfluous…The remainder of a number…Yû Xińg: The remainder  

Ky ̂ Yû: The rest…Yèu Yû: One who has superfluities…Sān Yû: The 

Three residue viz: The winter is the residue of the year; The night of the 

day; The rain of fair weather…That is to say, after the year or autumn is 

part winter…After the day is over Night, and after fair weather, is to be 

expected… 

 
 

Siū Yû: A moment of time…A short time 

臾 

 茰 Chu ̂  Yû: A certain medicine 
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 Xéu Chȳ Goêy Kāo, Yû Chȳ Goêy Yû: The fat of animals is called 

Kāo of fiches Yū: and not all sorts of fat neither, but only that which is found 

in the belly…The belly…Kāo Yû: Fat land. 

It is read also Yu in the same sense 

腴 

  Che ù Yû: To flatter 

諛 

 庾 Lú Çiĕ Yè: To gather together in the open air what should have been laid up 

in the house…Ça n̄g Vû Vŏ Yŭe Yû: A granary or any other repository in the 

open air…A certain measure containing 16 Tèu. Tá Yû: A mountain 

between the provinces Guàng Tūng and Kiāng Sȳ through which there is a 

passage from one the other. Ii is commonly called Môey Liǹg 

It is also read Yù in the same sense 

 俞 It is also the same with 愈 

兪 

Jen̂ Ky ̂ Jên Ll̂ Hiù Chȳ Yŭe Yû: To agree or consent to what any one 

says…Hô Gáy Chȳ Yńg Xin̄g Yè: A courteous kind answer…To answer. 

The answer of men is called Goêy; of women Yû 

 渝 Filthy…To be changed…To change…A certain river 

 愉 Yên Sĕ Hô Yè: A merry countenance…Yû Yû: To rejoice with a merry 

countenance. 

 揄 

V. Je û. Yâo 

 

 

To pour out of one thing into another…To lead…To lead in…Yû Yâng: To 

praise…Yê Yû Co ̄  Xèu Siáo Jin̂…To deride any one by rubbing one hand 

against another 

揶 Yê 

 榆 An elm tree…Sāng Yû: Towards evening, also a man who has but a few 

days to live…Pĕ Yû: A certain star 
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 瑜 A sort of precious stone…The luster of gems 

 踰 To exceed…To pass by…To go forwards 

逾  

 媮 

V. Je ū 

To rejoice…A lawless person…To art unreasonably 

 褕 To adorn cloths with feathers of different colors…The Queen’s robe 

 覦 To desire…Ký Yû: To desire very much…Eager after 

 窬 Muên Pa n̂g Siào Hú, Chu ēn Çia n̂g Goêy Chȳ Xáng Júy, Hiā Fan̄g: A 

little gate at the side of a greater, open in the wall, pointed sharp on the top, 

and square below…To open a hole in a wall as thieves do that they get in and 

rob…Chu ēn Yû Chȳ Táo: Thieves that made these sort of 

holes…Housebreakers  

 𨵦 Ku ēy Yû…Sú Xý Yè: To look by stealth. 

 圩 Yû Gán: A bank to hinder water from overflowing lands 
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盂 Dishes…A vessel for eating or drinking etca Kiūn Yèu Yû Yè. Mên Yèu 

Xùy Yè Yû Fan̄g Xùy Fan̄g, Yû Yuên Xùy Yûen: The Emperor as if were 

the vessel, the people as the water. If the vessel is square the water is so. If 

the vessel is round the water is round. 

 𩁹 Ky ̂ Yû Çý Min̂g: The name of a sacrifice for obtaining rain 

雩 

Vù 舞  

Yû 雩  

The place where they sacrifice to heaven to obtain rain 

 予 

V. Yù 

I. 

 舁 Túy Kiù Yè: For two together to lift up any thing heavy from the ground. 

 

 娛 To rejoice…To exult…To make merry…Ỳ Xȳ Çieù Çú Yû: They referred 

their minds with verses and wine 

It is also the same with the following  

 虞 To consider…To weigh thoroughly…To be at rest…To rejoice…(Its 

opposite is Yēu) An oblation which they offer to the deceased when they 

return home upon the very day of his funeral. Pŏ Yû: An unforeseen 

accident…Yû Jin̂: Those who have the management of the Emperor’s 

gardens. Cēu Yû: A sort of tiger whose spots are black and who eats nothing 

but animals who die of themselves 

Pý Pŏ Yû: To provide before hand against dangers 

騶人白虎，黑文，尾長于身，食死立仂乜 

̀ 語 

V.   ́

Yên Yù: Words…Yû Kŭe: The kingdom of pigmies that have wings 

 與 

V.  ̂.   ́

 

To give…To promise…and…As…A…A particle of the dative case 

To wait together…Yûng Yû: To indulge one’s genius…Siāng Yù: Friends 

making one another partakers…Tàng Yù: Confederates with (V: G:) Yù Tā 

Chĕ: Eat with him… 

与 
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 㒜 Diligent…Diligence…To lean upon 

 懙 Yù Yù: Very diligently…With ease and without anxiety 

 傴 A hunch, commonly called Tô Çù 

 羽 

V.   ́

Mào Chȳ Ye Mâo Yè: The feathers belonging to the wings of birds…Also 

the wings of flying worms…Feathers 

 雨 

V.   ́

Rain…Hiá Yù: It rains…Yĕ Çie ū Vû Yū: It does not rain all autumn.  

 愈 To overcome…Much more…To grow well…To heal…By how much more, 

By so much more, are rightly expressed by Yù Yù... 

Ỳ Chĕ Yù Kȳ, Ỳ Hiŏ Yù Yû: Hunger is cured by food; Ignorance by 

learning. 

D. reads it Yú 

 萮 Yù Çu ̂ : Excrescences, like the ear, that breeds in trees and are therefore 

called Mŏ Llͨ̀: A sort of toad stool that grows under rotten wood 

 瘉 A disease…To grow well 

D. reads it also Yû 
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圉 Yù Jin̂ Yàng Mà Chȳ Jin̂: One that looks after houses…The confines of a 

kingdom 

 圄 Lin̂g Yù: A prison…Lin̂g Yù: Immortal men whom the Chinese feign and 

dream of 

 敔 Yŏ Ký: A musical instrument  

 齬 Cù Yù: The upper and lower teeth not set even together 

Pŏ Siāng Jĕ Yè: Not at all agreeing one with the other. Fân Lûn Xŭe Pŏ 

Hŏ Yŭe Ç ù Yù: Every discourse that is incoherent is called Ç ù Yù  

 籞 Kiń Yuên Yè: The royal garden into which people are forbidden to 

enter…To restrain  

篽 

D. reads it also Yu in the same sense 

 予 

V.  ̂ 

Sú Yù: To give…To bestow…It is the part of a superior to be compliant to 

an inferior…Fú Yù: To infuse, as virtues…The soul…Fú Yù: To bestow.   

 宇 Tuńg Yù: Tuńg Is the top of an house but Yù is the wings hanging down 

from thence and making the house…The whole world…Yù Chéu: Always 

and every where. 

㝢 

 禹 Worms…The first of the Imperial family Hiá that flourished about 2207 

years before Christ. This is he who deliverer the Chinese from an 

inundation…This family had eighteen Emperors, who reigned 441 years 

(Elsewhere in Pere Couplet page 458)  
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 禦 To restrain…To withstand…To keep or guard…Yù Hân: To defense from 

cold  

 瑀 A stone like a gem 

 偊 Kio ͨ̆  Kūng Yè: To bend the bofy 

 萭 Herbs…Hay 

寓 

  

V. ^ 

To gather together in the open air…Lú Çiĕ: Such things as are too large to 

be laid up in an house…Çāng Vû Vŏ Yŭe Yû: A repository in the open air 

not covered in…A measure containing sixteen Tèu…A mountain in the 

confines of Kuàng Tūng and Kuàng Sȳ 

庾 

It is read also Yû and Yú in the same sense  

 瘐 Çiêu Jin̂ Kȳ Hân Sù Yŏ Chūng Yŭe Yù: A criminal that is starved to death 

in goal with cold and hunger is called Yù 

It is read also Yû in the same sense 

 俁 Yù Yù: Great 

 

 麌 Yù Yù: Spoken of a great many things, or much quantity 
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窳 Çù Yù: Slow…Very weak…Ku ͨ̀  Yù: A vessel the mouth of which is 

distorted, and the body of it somewhat broken 

寙 

́ 禺 

V. Yû 

A she ape 

 遇 Pŏ Ky ̂ Ll̂ Hoéy Yŭe Yú: To meet with any one by accident…Kiūn Chin ̂  

Siāng Hŏ Góey Chȳ Yú: The meeting of the Emperor and his vassal is 

called Yú…To wait for…To attend the Emperor upon duty in the winter 

time…A meeting without form, at which the laws of politeness are not 

observed…Yú Chŏ: To find…Fȳ Cha n̂g Chȳ Yú: What seldom 

happens 

 寓 To lodge as a guest…To dwell in a place a short time…A place 

To stick to…Yú Fò: An inn… 

庽 

 喻 To teach…Learning…Comparison…To make a discovery of oneself 

To aim at…To apply or make interest for…Hiào Yú: To signify, or 

publish by proclamation to subjects…Ciĕ Yú: A metaphor... 

Kiūn Ç ù Yú Yū Ý Siào Jin̂ Yú Yū Lý: Wise and good men aim at 

and endeavor to attain to virtue. Bad men on the other hand attend to 

after nothing but gain 

It is also the same with the next character following    

 諭 To signify…To publish or proclaim…A comparison…Kiáo Yú: To 

teach…Kién Yú: To acquiesce to your doctrine (A polite 

expression)…Çūn Yú: Your words…Your letters. 

 淤 

V.   ̄

Nŷ Xā Chin̂g Chēu Yūe Yú: An island rising out of clay and sand is 

called Yú 

 雨 

V.   ̀

Çú Xańg Ll̂ Hiá: To rain…The descent of water from on high, out of 

the clouds…To fall. 
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 飫 Stuffed up…Replete…Full 

 𩚄 Eatables…Presents 

 馭 Yŏ Mà Sù Xéu Chý Yè: To govern an horse…To make him obedient to his 

rider…One who tames and breaks horses 

 芋 Yú Te û: A sort of root fit to eat 

It is also read Yū: Great 

 御 

V. Yá 

An adjunct, for things belonging to the Emperor...^ Cie͘   n̂: In the presence 

of the Emperor, or his domestics…^ Fŏ: The Emperor robe…Çiń ^: For a 

concubine to go to the Emperor to sleep with him. Fù Yú: The principal 

servant of the nobles…^ Mà: To rule or manage an horse…Yú Ý: To 

sooth…To rule…To govern…To invite to drink…By withstanding to keep 

in…To repel…Yú Çieù: The Emperor wine  

 禦 

V. Yù 

To defend…To keep in…To oppose…Yú Hân: To defend from cold 

It is read also Yù in the same sense 

 語 

V.   ̀

To advise…To signify to... 

 豫 Siáng Chȳ Tá Chè: The larger sort of elephants…To consider before hand 

Sú Pŏ Kò Pŏ Yú: Business ought to be considered before hand…Yŭe Yú: 

To rejoice…Yĕ Yú: To be at leisure to enjoy oneself…Yú Pý: To prepare 

beforehand by way of prevention…Yú Siēn: Before…Anticipately   

Yêu Yú: Two animals (according to others a single one) very suspicious 

and therefore a suspicious, irresolute wavering man is called Yêu Yú 

預 忬 
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與 

V.   ̀

To assist or be present at…Gû Pŏ Yú Çý Jû Pŏ Çý: If I am not present at 

the sacrifice, it might as well not have been offered said 

Confucius…Yeû Yú: Irresolute…Doubtful. 

 譽 

V.  ̂ 

Hoèy Yú: Hoèy is an excess in blaming, but Yú is an excess in 

praising…Háo Mién Yú Jin̂ Chè Yĕ Kiāy Poéy Ll̂ Hoèy Chȳ: He who 

loves to praise to the face, will privately blame. 

 鸒 Certain birds that go in flocks like crows, but less and with white breasts. 

 嘔 

V. Ghèu 

 

 嫗 Lao Fu Ye: An old woman…Soothing words 

 裕 Ỳ Vĕ Jâo Yè (衣物饒也): Having abundance of cloaths and other things 

Wealthy…Rich. Ku ōn Yú: Valiant…Yèu Yú: Affluence. 

𥙿 

 蕷 Xú Yú: A certain herb growing upon mountains, whose root is like the rape 

root, but longer and eatable 

 籲 Hū Ll̂ Káo Chȳ Yè (呼而告之也): To implore…To call for assistance  

To call upon, or invoke  

龥 
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 羽 

V. Yù 

Yú Lin̂ Kiēn: Soldiers that guard the Emperor…The life guard. 

 噢 Yú Hiēu: The sighs of one that is sorrowful. 

 ̆̇ 𩁹 

V.  ̂ 

A rainbow 

雩 

 矞 

V. Hiŭe 

Muòn Yèu Sò Chu ͨ̆  Yè: Full till it runs over 

Ỳ Chu ̄ y Yèu Sò Chu ̄ en Yè: To pierce any thing through with an awl. 

以錐有所穿也滿有所出 

 

 鷸 A bird that foretells rain 

鷸 

Other read Kiŭ 

 𦒑 Flying…To fly…B. D. Ɨ 

 驈 A horse with white legs。 

 聿 An auxiliary character…A beginning of speaking 

Hoêy Yŭ: A man of a profligate conscience 

遹 欥 
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汨 Puēn Yŭ, Xùy Çiĕ Liêu Yè: Water running swiftly 

 役 To serve any one…To attend upon any person…To go…To use a 

servant…To set things in order…Chĕ Yŭ: Governors and their servants…Sū 

Yŭ: The servants of governors 

 疫 Kiāo Siāng Che ̂n Jēn Chý Pińg. Vēn Yŭ: A contagions distemper 

The plague. 

 域 A boundary…A region…To dwell in…Yŭ Chūng: In the world 

It is read also Yŏ in the same sense 

 棫 Siào Mĕ Çu n̂g Sēng Yèu Çu ͨ́ : Little trees which grow think and are prickly. 

 淢 The ditches round walls…To flow swiftly  

 緎 Kie ̂u Chȳ Kiáy Yŭ Yè: The seams of a leathern garment, or its extremities 

 蜮 A certain water animal, which is feigned to come from effluvia that proceed 

from the bodies of dishonest women and therefore many of them are to be 

found in the province of Kuàng Tun̄g, because there the women are very 

lewd. 

𧌒 
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 罭 Kièu Nan̂g Chȳ Vaǹg Yè: A net with six cods to catch fish. 

 閾 Muên Hiá Hun̂g Mŏ: The lower threshold of a door, or wood laid across in 

the lower part of the door  

 鴥 Çiĕ Pý Yè: To fly very swiftly 

 

Yue 

 

  月 The moon…A month…Chin̄g Yŭe: The first moon…Lă Yŭe: The last 

moon…Jún Yŭe: The intercalary moon...Min̂g Yŭe: The next 

moon…Also a sort of pearl…Jĕ Yŭe: To have the courses at the right 

time…Pŏ Yŭe: To have a stoppage of the monstrous courses.  

 曰 To say…To call…To name…A word 

 刖 Tuón Çŏ Chȳ Hin̂g: A punishment which cuts off the feet 

跀 

 絨 Che ̄ Mà Xĕ: The ornaments of carriages and horses  
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越 Fă Yan̂g Yè: To breast...To overcome...To excel...The name of a 

kingdom...An auxiliary character...Far off...As a great distance 

Tie n̄ Yŭe: To go into distant countries...Yŭe Fă: Much more...By how much 

more...By so much more...Yŭe Siĕ: A mat made of reeds. 

Tiēn Yŭe: To overthrow...Túy Yŭe: To present ourselves before any one 

in thought, as to God in prayer...Fû Chȳ Ku ōn Jiń Ll̂ Châng Pińg Chè: 

An ax whose edge in broad and handle long...The half of a semicircle.  

粵 

 鉞 A military ax resembling half a semicircle. Fû Chȳ Kuōn Jiń Ll̂ Châng 

Piǹg Chè (斧之寬刃而長柄者): An ax whose edge is broad and handle 

long. 

戉 

 粵 An auxiliary letter...Leàng Yŭe: Two provinces of Kùang Tūng and Kuàng 

Sȳ...Yŭe Tūng: The first...Yŭe Sȳ: The second  

曰 越 

 噦 

V. Hóey 

Ky ͨ́  Nie  Ll̂ Ghèu Yè: To rejoice...To belch. 

 悅 Kin̄ Hỳ Yè: To rejoice  

悅 

 閱 To look upon...To compare one thing with another...To examine books...Pŏ 

Yŭe: To be unwilling to receive any one...Méu Yĕ Ku ēy Sùn Góey Chȳ Xĕ 

Yŭe: To suffer the loss of your capital in trade is called Xĕ Yŭe A noble 

family. 

 說 

V. Xŭe 

To rejoice...Fà Yŭe: A certain counsellor in the kingdom of Xāng 

 
It is also the same as 悅 above 

 軏 A yoke. 
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̄ 
 

Yúen Xin̄ Pŏ Kiày Gôey Yūen. Yūen: Is a rooted hatred that cannot be laid 

aside...Yūen Vaǹg: To impose a falsehood upon others 

冤 冕 

 鴛 A certain water bird with a red head marked with white spots, and a black 

tail, with saffron colored feathers, the male is called Yūen, the female Yāng; 

The male and female are never separated, and if either of them is taken the 

other dies. 

 眢 Mŏ Xė Chū Ll̂ Xin̄ Jē Yŭe Yūen Mŏ: An eye very hollow when the ball 

is out, is called Yūen Mŏ 

 悁 To be angry...To be sad 

㾓 

Kiuén: In a hurry...Restless. 

 鳶 A certain sea bird which flies only by night, and foretells rain...Its singing is 

very disagreable  

 淵 Xùy Pŏ Liêu Yŭe Yuēn: Standing waters are called Yūen 

Xùy Chȳ Pŏ Ko ͨ̀ Çĕ Yŭe Yūen: An immeasurable water is called Yuen…A 

gulf…A whirlpool...Yūen Yuēn: The sound of drums beating together    

 咽 

V. Yĕ. Yēń 

Yūen Yūen: The sound of a drum 

 夗 

V. Yuèn 

Yūen Yên: Is spoken of snakes twisted together 
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̂ 元 A beginning...An original...Great...First...Sù Yûen Niên: The first year of a 

reign...Yuên Sĕ: The first day of the moon...Yûen Çù: The first 

grandfather of a family...Yûen Fŏ: A covering for the head...Yuên Yuên: Is 

spoken of youth whose hairs are not yet black...Yĕ Yuên: The space of 

129600 years...Yûen Ky ͨ́ : Native heat...Kiay ^: The first amongst 

Kiù Jin̂ Hoéy Yuên: The first amongst...Çiń Sú Chóang Yuên: Between 

whom the Emperor chose Çiń Sú first 

 

 鼋 A sort of tortoise very large, which they call the queen of all shell fish 

 原 Tù Tý Ku āng Pŏ Ll̂ Pin ĝ Chińg: A spacious and plain country 

Pin̂g Yuên: A great plain...A beginning...Original...Root 

Again...To repeat...Yuên Yéu: To forgive...Ch
 
ūy Yuên To infer what goes 

before from what follow; …Yûen Lay: Natural...Innate  

Proper...(V. G.) Yuên Chù: One’s own proper lord. 

 源 Xùy Chȳ Sò Puèn Yè: A spring or fountain of water  

灥 

 嫄 Kian̄g Yûen: The Emperor’s wife...Kāo Sin̄ The mother Héu Çiĕ 

 謜 Yù Yên Hô Yŭe Yè: Kind endearing words  

 騵 Lieû Mà Pĕ Fŏ: A red horse with a black tail (this is Liêu Mà) whose belly 

is white. 

 員 

V. Yûn 

The numeral character for governors, and valuable things. 

Kūon Yuên: One who has a government...Sēng Yûen: A bachelor of 

arts…Fŏ Yûen: A sort of hat. 

貟 

The same as the next following, and as 隕 this character… 
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 圎 

V. Hoên 

 

Fan̄g Chȳ Túy: Round...Its opposite is Fan̄g square...Total  

To surround...A spherical figure. 

圜 圓 

 袁 Ȳ Cha n̂g Máo: Is spoken of a long garment  

 

 猿 Yuên Héu: A sort of ape. 

 狷 猨 

 轅 Che ̄ Cie n̂ Chĕ Mŏ: A straight piece of wood before a carriage...The 

draught tree, upon which a piece of wood is laid across to put upon the 

horses or oxen that draw the carriage...Yuên Muên: Two carriage like a 

gate, through which a way is opened to the Emperor when the goes abroad. 

 園 Yûen Yéu Yuèn Váy Yeù Fân Yŭe Yéu Yeù Cia n̂g Yŭe Yûen: A place in 

which divers sorts of animals are kept if it is surrounded with a hedge it is 

called Yeú, if with a wall Yûen...Yûen Pú Chúng Sū Ca ý Yŭe Pù Xú 

Hōa Kùo Yŭe Yuên: A garden for eatable herbs is called Pù. A garden for 

trees, flowers, and fruits is called Yûen 

A burial place also planted with trees is called Yûen 

 沿 

V. Yên 

Xún Xùy Ll̂ Hiá: To go down with the stream...Flowing...To flow  

To sute oneself to the humours of others 

D. reads it Yen̂ 

 

 鉛 Çin̄g Kin̄g Yè: A blue metal...Lead...Ka n̄ Ỳ Xāo Fuèn: After it is burnt, it 

serves to make paint…Yuên Fùen: Paint...It is commonly called Kie n̄ 

Used also for the character next above 

 緣 

V.   ́

A cause...Because...Yeù Xiń Mò Yûen Kú: Wherefore?...For what 

reason?...Yn̂ Yûen: To gain to oneself the higher degrees, right or wrong. 
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垣 Pȳ Yŭe Yûen Kāo Yŭe Yûng Ç ùng Yŭe Cia n̂g: Low walls are called 

Yûen, High ones Yûng, walls in general Cia n̂g  

It is also read Von̂ and Hûon: A wall. 

𥥣 寏 

 爰 Yǹ: To bring in...To bring down...To direct 

 援 

V.   ̂

To bring in...To direct...To help...To assist in order to raise one higher...Çáy 

Hiá Goéy Pŏ Yuên Xáng: Let not those who are in an inferior station aim at 

an higher...Yuên Pin̄g: Auxiliary forces...Kēu Yuên: Ladders to scale walls. 

 圜 

V. Hoân 

Round...Spherical...A circle...Chùen Yûen: A sort of instrument which 

potters use...Yûen Tu ͨ̀ : The name of a prison when the family of Cheu 

reigned...To look equally...To look upon with fear. 

 䧎 

V. Yùn 

Round...Equal. 

 捐 To look upon...To despise...Yûen Çiĕ: To die of sickness 

 

 遠 

V.   ́

Remote...Distant (Yùen Kiń: Distance...Far removed, and very near...Yuǹg 

Yùen: Everlasting...Its opposite is Kiń Yùen: Far...Very far...Far off 

 阮 A certain kingdom in the province of Xeǹ Sȳ 
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 夗 

V.   ̄

To turn on the other side in sleeping, or in order to sleep 

 

 宛 

V. Vēn 

A little hole...A thin seam...It is also read for a certain kingdom in the west 

called Tá Yūen...Yuèn: To cover oneself with straw… 

惌 

 苑 A place in which different sorts of animals are kept...Vên Yùen: A book 

seller’s shop...Yŏ Yŏ Kiĕ: Sad B. 

D. reads it also Yúen in the same sense 

菀  

 倇 To exhort...To rejoice 

 婉 Complying…Beautiful  

Young...Yuèn Yuèn: Is spoken of a flying dragon  

 琬 A certain precious tablet which the Emperor gives to the viceroys, to excite 

them to virtue. 

 畹 Tie n̂ Ll̂ Xĕ Meù: Twenty acres of land. Other call it thirty 

Ciĕ Yùen: The kings kindred. 

́ 願 Yeù Chý Ll̂ Vý Táy Yè: An act of the will desiring what it has not attained 

yet...Desire...To covet earnestly...To desire...To hope for...Chin̄g Yúen: To 

praise with love  

愿  

 愿 Diligent...Faithful...Sincere...Good…It is also the same with the side 

character 

願 
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縓 Che ͨ̆  Hoâng Sĕ: A fleshy color mixed with yellow...Çie ǹ Hoâng Sĕ: A faint 

yellow color. 

 
逺 

V.   ́

To withdraw 

 援 

V. Yûen 

To assist...To bring help...Pu ón Yúen: A lawless person...One that rebels 

against his superiors. 

 抁 To move...To shake about 

 媛 A woman adorned with virtues...An honorable appellative for a 

woman...Che n̂ Yuén: A beautiful woman...Also to persuade any one to a 

thing. 

 怨 Ỳ Yên Kiéu Jin̂. Xý Sŏ Góey Chȳ Mây Yúen: To blame anyone with words, 

or to upbraid anyone with his faults, is commonly called Mây Yúen. It is not 

used for all faults, but only for such as I have a right to complain of...To 

hate...To repent...Yúen Váng: To hope better things 

 院 A place surrounded with walls, as a garden...Also religious houses or 

monasteries...Yúen Çù: A garden...A void place, fenced round with 

walls...Kúng Yúen: A public building where students are examined for 

degrees in learning...Fù Yuén: A viceroy. Pú Yúen: The supreme viceroy 

commonly called the Çùng Tŏ 

 緣 

V.   ̂

Siǹg Yúen: An ornament for the upper part of the garment; by which the 

neck is covered...Yuén Xĕ: To anoint or besmear... 
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̄ 氳 Yn̄ Yūn: Chaos...The first material principle of things...The influence of 

heaven and earth united together for the production of things...Happy 

tokens...A lucky omen 

縕 

 熅 Ỳ Hò Xin̄ Vĕ: To dilate any thing by applying fire 

 馧 A powerful smell 

̂ 勻 Equal...Equally...Little 

 畇 Tie n̂ Chȳ Ỳ Ke ǹ Chè: Fields already tilled...To open the earth 

To unloose, or break clods 

 筠 The back of bamboo. 

 云 To tell…To speak…Yûn Yûn: The voices of many…Also in this or that 

manner…Also, the rest, and to forth…etca 

Fūen Yûn: To disturb. 

 芸 A sweet smelling herb which grows in winter...Yûn Hiāng: A sort of gum 

like frankincense...Hiāng Ca ò Ko ͨ̀ Piĕ Xū Tú: A sweet herb to drive away 

worms that get into books...Yûn Chōang: The window of a library...Yûn 

Yûn: Is spoken of much or many things 

It is also the same with the next character following… 
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耘 To clear lands from noxious herbs 

 

 紜 Fūen Yûn: Is spoken of threads entangled together...Of intricate affairs 

etca... 

 雲 Xān Chu ēn So ͨ̀ Tu ͨ́  Chȳ Jún Ky ͨ́ : A moist vapor which mountains, Clouds 

and rivers send forth, or exhale...A cloud...Tý Ky ͨ́  Xáng Xin̄g Góey Yûn, 

Tie n̄ Ky ͨ́  Hiá Kiańg, Yù Yûn Siāng Çiĕ Çĕ Xin ĝ Yù: The vapors of the 

earth mounting high make clouds Yûn. The influence of heaven descending 

and mixing itself with the clouds makes rain...Yûn Kiēn: Another name for 

the city Súng Kiāng...Yûn Pàn: A sort of plate generally made of iron 

resembling a cloud, which the mandarines and bonzes use, to give a sound, 

as we do in churches, instead of a bell 

Tà Yun̂ Pàn, or Tà Pàn: To beat or strike upon this plate... 

云 

 員 

V. Yuên 

An auxiliary character...A certain country...To increase 

貟 

It is also the same as 云 

 鄖 Yûn Yan̂g Fù: A certain city 

 篔 A sort of cane 

̀ 

 

隕 

V. Yuen 

Cu n̂g Kāo Ll̂ Chúy: To fall down from on high...Yùn Hŏ Xĕ Chý Yè: To 

desist from an undertaking  

 殞 To die 
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 尹 To govern...To go forward...Right...Perfect...The name of certain governors 

 

  Sŏ Ỳ Hiù Nŏ, Yŭe Yùn: Commonly, to consent to, by nodding the head, or 

to promise, is called Yùn...Fidelity...Sincerity 

To be willing...To grant what is asked for  

允 

 狁 Certain foreigners 

允 

 鈗 Kú Mińg Yĕ Jin̂, Chĕ Ju ý Liĕ Yū Cĕ Kiāy: A man who is about the person 

of any one with arms in his hands to execute his commands. 

 韞 To hild or lay up...To muffle up or hide 

D. reads it also Yún in the same sense 

́ 運 Yún Túng: To be moved...Te n̂ Yún: Running...Yún Hin̂g: To be moved 

circularly...Púon Yún: To be moved from one place to another...Yún Ç ú: 

Good fortune, in the sense it is used by the idolaters...Yún Kièn: Fortune 

halts or limps...It is spoken of those whose endeavors have not met with the 

desired effects   

 暈 Jĕ Yŭe Sú Pa n̂g Chȳ Ky ͨ́ : Vapors that are round the sun and moon 

煇 

 鄆 A certain country  

A sirname 

 惲 To meditate...To...By…Sincere 
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韻 Harmony in music...Voices falling and closing together...Xin̄ Yū Yún: A 

single voice is called Xin̄g...The joining many voices together is called Yū 

韵 𩐳 

 禜 Jan̂g Fūng Çý Yù Chȳ Min̂g: A certain sacrifice offered for the ceasing of 

wind and rain...A heap of earth upon which sacrifices are offered. 

D. reads Yún and Yn̂g in the same sense  

 醞 Yún Çieù, For wine to ferment...Yún Çiĕ: After drinking much wine, not to 

let any signs of it appears abroad. 

 縕 

V.   ̄

A sort of hemp...Linen thread...Yún Pa ô: A garment made of flax. 

It is the same with 蘊 

 慍 Hân Nú Ý: Inward, or lasting anger  

 蘊 A water herb...To gather together…to lay up...To hide...Yún Hiŏ: To gather 

together...Gò Sin̄ Yún: I cannot leave off thinking in this manner  

 

Yung 

 

̄ 雍 

V.   ́

Concord…Piĕ Yūng: A hall in which the common people are 

instructed...Yūng Nû Sú Fāng Yeǹ Xùy Yŭe Yūng. Xùg Ll̂ Pŏ Liên  

Yŭe Nû: A place stopped up with water on four sides, is called Yūng. Waters 

that do not run at all are called Nû. 

A certain river in which sense it is also called and written also like the above 

Q 

灉  Q 

It is also the same as 廱 and 擁 
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 噰 Niào Xūy Hô Yè: The voices of birds singing together  

嗈 

 饔 Xŏ Xĕ: Boiled meats...Yūng Jin̂: A cook...Yūng Sūn Chāo Yŭe Yūng Siĕ 

Yuĕ Sūn: Eating in the morning is called Yūng; In the evening Sūn 

 壅 

V.   ́

To stop up...To fill...To raise a bank against the violence of the water  

To add earth to the roots of trees...Po êy Yūng: To cultivate in a physical 

and moral sense...Ù Yūng: Persons in public characters, who either in the 

first place conceal from the Emperor what he ought to know; or secondly 

such as sturdy the virtues of private life; or thirdly, such as act ill according 

to their own pleasure; or fourthly such as attempt any thing according to 

their own will, not according to the Emperor’s instructions; or fifthly, those 

who ought not to be promoted. 

It is also read Yùng and Yúng in the same sense  

𡓱 

止住流水 

 邕 Ditches about walls 

It is also the same with 雍 and 壅 and 廱 

 雝 Yūng Kie û: Water fowls...Yūng Yūng: Is spoken of the singing of 

birds...Also instruments in tune together...Yūng Yûng With a merry 

countenance  

Used also for the following, also for 雍 and 壅 and 廱 

 廱 Pŏ Lieû Xùy Yè: Water not running at all...Piĕ Yūng: A school for 

exercise in the palace, so called because it is surrounded with water that 

does not run. 

It is also used for 雍 and 壅 and 饔 and 噰 and 廱 

臃 𤻕 

 癰 A very great weasle. 

目雍 𤻕 

 喁 Yên Yūng: The motion of a fish’s mouth when out of the water 

Yūng Yūng: Is said of those who look upon any one with the mouth open. 

Also the sound of those who speak low...Yūng Yūng: To sigh or yawn with 

the mouth open… 
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顒 Great...An head...To admire...To reverence  

̂ 庸 Usual...common...Ordinary...Unchangeable...How  

It is also the same with the four following characters 

 傭 To hire workmen...Hired workmen...Yun̂g Kūng: A mercenary 

One who serves for pay. 

 墉 Xùy Fâng Yŭe Yûng: An earth bank against the irruptions of water...Walls 

of city etca...Walls of a house 

 鏞 A great bell...A great drum. 

銿 

 鄘 A certain kingdom 

 容 To take...To hold in...To admit...To bear patiently...To bear a likeness to 

anything...Yûng Ý : Easy to be done...Ç u n̄g Yun̂g: By 

degrees...Leisurely...Ŷ Yûng: A presence full of majesty...Yûng Máo: An 

aspect...Kin̂g ^: A very thin veil…Hing ^: A symbol. The likeness of a 

thing...To represent...Pŏ Yûng Yū Sù: Death is a light punishment for him; 

that is he deserves a severer...Hân ^: To bear up...To bear patiently...^ Chỳ: 

The actions of woman in general 

Xĕ ^: To act contrary to honor...Pŏ Yûng Ý: Not easy to be done. 

 傛 Yûng Hôa: A certain female government in the royal palace, in the family 

of Hán...Yûng Yûng: Very swiftly 
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 溶 A certain river...Gān Liêu Yè: To flow gently...Yûng Yûng: Is spoken of 

clear water and the color of the moon 

 

 榕 A certain tree whose branches strike their roots into the ground, and taking 

root there, they produce some trees, then others, and soon that it may grow 

together, the body of it is fixed in the ground with the roots upwards...It is 

also called Pŏ Sù Mŏ: The tree that never dies… 

 蓉 Fû Yûng: A certain flower growing up the bank of a river, the flowers of 

which change their colors three times a day. According to other there are two 

sorts of the Fû Yun̂g; one a land flower, which is called Mŏ Fû Yûng The 

other a water flower and called Xùy Fû Yûng...Yûng Chin ĝ (城): The city 

Chin ĝ Tū Fù: The capital of province of Sū Chu ēn 

 鎔 Ỳ Hò Xŏ Kin̄ Chȳ Min̂g: To melt metals with fire 

 䡥 Yûng Yûng: Is spoken of many carriages going on gently together 

䡆 

 塋 A burial place 

 螢 Yûng Hò: A candle which is also called Yé Kūang 

 熒 Xĕ Núy Tūng Kuāng: The shining of a candle in the house 

Tin ǵ Yun̂g: To hear and to doubt about what you hear 

Yûng Hŏe: The planet Mars 

D. reads it also Yn̂g 
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榮 A certain tree...^ Hôa: Noble...Rich...Florusihing...Yûng: Is properly 

spoken of the rankness of flowers, that grow out of herbs; but Hôa are those 

that grow on trees (blossoms.) Yûng Kūang: Honor...Glory 

To cast away...The two extremes of the tops of houses, raised upon the 

remainder of the top by way of ornament. 

 

 瑩 A precious stone, inferior to a gem 

 營 See page 466 Paragraph the first. D. reads it Yn̂g: A camp for soldiers 

etc...(See that place.) 

 縈 Che û Jaô Yè: To fold round...To bind...To tye...To collect into a circle… 

 濙 A gulph...A whirlpool. 

 融 Clear...High...Long...Yûng Hô: Temperate...Neither hot nor cold. 

Yûng Sūng: The wind blowing from the south east...Yun̂g Yun̂g: Is spoken 

of great joy...Yûng Ch
 
ĕ or Hōen Yun̂g: To comprehend...To understand well 

螎   

 瀜 Chu n̄g (忡) Yun̂g: Is spoken of a deep and wide water 

 肜 Kin̄ Jĕ Çý Ll̂ Min̂g Jĕ Yéu Çý Chȳ Min̂g: A sacrifice which is offered the 

next day after another is offered...Yun̂g Yû: A certain kingdom 

It is used also for this 融 
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̀ 汞 Of long continuance…Perpetual…Remote...Always 

  

   Yeû Yùng. Feû Hin̂g Xùy Mién Yŭe Yeû, Çie n̂ Hin̂g Xûg Tỳ Yuĕ Yùng: 

To be carried down the water; if it is upon the surface of the water, it is called 

Yeû. It is beneath the water, or in the depth of the water, it is called Yuǹg 

 詠 The singing of birds...Singing...A song 

咏 

It is read also Yúng 

 擁 Kiu n̂ Çúng Chè Góey Chȳ Héu Yūng, Çin ḡ Táo Chè Goêy, Cie n̂ Hū: The 

company that follows the magistrate is called Héu Yùng That which goes 

before to clear the way is called Cie n̂ Hū 

To embrace...To defend...Heû Yuǹg: The magistrate’s guard 

 勇 Yùng Yèn Ỳ Lỳ Hiŭe Ky ͨ́  Chȳ Fuén Yên. Ỳ Lỳ Chȳ Yuǹg Pŏ Ko ͨ̀ Vû Hiŭe 

Ky ͨ́  Chȳ Yuǹg Pŏ Kŏ Yeù: Courage is divided into that sort which follows 

right reasons, and into that which is divided only by natural impulse. Men 

should never want the first and should be without the second...Strength...Not 

to be terrified  

Fearless...Courage 

 

 湧 For the rising of water...For a spring to overflow...For water being raised up 

into waves. 

 This character is also the same of a certain river... 

 甬 Yùng Yùng: Is spoken of a great abundance of flowers 

Yùng Táo: A way in the palace answering to the gate, and a little raised. 

 俑 The image of a dead person made of wood, which they formerly buried with 

the corps...Kin̄ Hù Cháo Çáo Háy Jin̂ Chŷ Sú, Kāy Góey Chȳ Yŭe Çó 

Yūng: Now any one that attempt to hurt another is called Çŏ Yuǹg 
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踊 Çŏ Tiaó Kỳ Yè: To dance...Piĕ Yùng: To strike the breast and beat the 

ground with the feet, to express the vehemence of one’s grief for the death 

of parents  

踴 䞻 

 蛹 Ça n̂ Hóa Gôey Yuǹg. Yuǹg Hóa Góey Gô: The silk worm is turned into a 

worm, and the worm into a butterfly...The silk worm after he is inclosed in 

his bag. 

 慂 Sùng Yùng. Fân Kỳ Pŏ Yŏ Hỳ Niú Ll̂ Pa n̂g Jin̂ Xŭe Chè Goéy Chȳ Sùng 

Yùng: To entire any one to do what he is not inclined to do himself 

  Yuǹg Táo. Kūon Fù Ta n̂g Hiá Chȳ Chūng Lú: The middle way in the 

palaces of governors fronting the great hall. 

 𤌌 Xin̄ Chy ̂ Yè: Deep ditches. 

́ 

 

用 To use...To make use of...Expenses...Çú Yúng: To use or take nobody’s 

advice but our own...To act according to one’s own pleasure...Yeù Yúng: It 

has its use...Vû Yuńg: Useless...Yeù Yuńg Chȳ Yúng: Expenses will 

employed...Fý Yúng: Changes...Expenses...Jĕ Yúng: What is of daily 

use...Yuńg Sin̄: To apply with diligence...To attend to...Tỳ Yúng: Tỳ: Is 

the substance or power of a thing, Yúng is its use 

 壅 

V.   ̄

To stop up...To demand again...To raise a trench...To cultivate 

𡓱 

 雍 

V.   ̄

To cover...To cover over...A certain city...A certain kingdom 
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̂ 

 

儴 Wearied...Broken down, and without strength 

  讓 

 攘 

V.  ̀

To exclude...To cast out...To drive forward...To press together. 

To detain. To take upon oneself the part of a superior, Jâng Tŏ or Jâng Ciĕ: 

To snatch away...To steal...Jâng Mý: To base the arms to the elbow...Jâng 

Pińg: To drive away disorders by the help of the devil 

 禳 

 穰 Jâng Jâng: Is spoken of rich harvest...A fruitful year...Also of many 

vices...Háo Jâng: A great multitude  

 

 瀼 Jâng Jâng: Is spoken of too great a quantity of dew… 

  It is the same as攘 to steal 

(See Siāng) 

Used also for...瀼 

 勷 Ku āng Jâng: To afford help as soon as possible...Çán Jâng: To be ready at 

hand 

̀ 

 

嚷 Jaǹg Kiáo Kāo Xin̄g Tŏ Hū Goêy Kiáo, Chúng Jên Ca ô Çă Gôey Jàng 

(眾言嘈雜為嚷): To cry out alone with a loud voice is called Kiáo. The 

voices of many mixed together are called Jàng 

 壤 Earth...Soft earth...And earth...Jaǹg Çù: A son well inclined and therefore 

beloved...Fàn Jàng: Water stopped up and for which reason, it cannot 

run...Kiĕ Jàng: To sing merrily. 

 攘 

V. ˰ 

To be disturbed...To riot...Háo Jàng: Full of a great deal of business 
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́  讓 Kie n̄ Jáng Yeu Ll̂ Pŏ Kiū Chȳ Gôey Kien; Héu Kỳ Siēn Jin̂ Chȳ Góey 

Jańg: Not to be proud of one’s own advantages is called Kiēn, to give the 

preference to others is called Jańg...To submit oneself...To give 

way...Humble...A viceroy sacrificing to the spirits of his own mountain (See 

D. about this character) Ỳ Yên Yù Fù Ç ĕ Jin̂: To reprove any one by words, 

by reckoning up his faults.  

 懹 To fear...To dread 

 欀 Trees by the way side. 

(See Fàng: A sort of tree which has upon its back something like grains of 

rice, of which when buries, flour is made fit for eating) 

 

Jao 

 

̂ 

 

蕘 A thick sort of herbs, fit for burning instead of wood 

 嬈 Yāo Jâo: Soft...Tender...Endearments. 

 橈 

V. Nào 

Cháo Chȳ Tuòn Chè: Shoot oars  

Jào: A crooked piece of wood...To disturb 

  Rich...Wealthy...To enrich...To abound...Fùng Jâo: Rich...one who has 

many superfluities...Jâo Xú: To spare...Kie û Jaô: To ask leave...Jâo Te û: 

whatever the seller gives to the buyer in purchase over and above the exact 

value, number, or weight of the things brought...Jâo Fă: Plenty and 

scarcity...Quantity  

饒 
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 擾 

V.   ̀

Same...To make same...To grow gentle...Mild...Lŏ Jaô: The six domestic 

animals, viz. A fowl...A horse...A hog...A sheep…An ox...A dog 

̀ 

 

遶 To surround...To encompass in a circle 

 嬈 

V. ˰ 

To disturb...To make a riot 

 繞 To go round...To surround...To tie up round...To bind round 

A sirname 

Others read Jáo Che n̂ Chȳ Pŏ Hiēu Yŭe Jáo: To bind about many times 

  A certain animal like an ape, but less 

 擾 

V. ˰ 

To occasion trouble...To be disturbed...To make a riot 

 

Je 

 

̀ 

 

若 

V. Jŏ 

Kān Çào Jè: A sweet tasted herb in the western parts...A solitary quiet place 

is called Liên Jè Pŏ Jĕ: Words used by the followers of Foe, which the 

Chinese explain by Chý Hoéy: Wise. Quick sighted. 
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  Kińg Yen̂ Yè: words of respect...Cháng Jè: To show respect 

 惹 To irritate...To provoke  

́ 

 

偌 A sirname. 

Jè: Is the same as Ché Yańg Jè Tá: Great 

  

 
 Heat...Hot…To make hot...Fă Jĕ: a fever...To break out into feverish 

heats...Jĕ Náo: A round or great concourse...Its opposite is Lèng… 

 熱 

 

Jen 

 

̂ 肰 Kiu èn Jŏ: Dog’s flesh 

 

 然 To burn...Certainly…And…But...(a final particle) It is so...To oppose...Jên 

Ky   ̂ Ký: He approved of his contrivance...Kùo Jen̂: Certainly...Truly...Ç ú 

Jen̂: Most certainly...Ç ú Jên Ll̂ Jên: Natural Necessary...Pŏ Jên: But...If 

not...Also...It is not so...Kú Jên: Effected 

Ghèu Jên: By accident...Sometimes put after a word it makes it an adverb. 

 [言丹] Jên Jên: Too many words 
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 袡 Fú Jin̂ Chȳ Xáng Ȳ (婦人之上衣): The upper a garment of women...The 

collar of the garment as it was in fashion in the time of Ming Chao, or the 

dynasty of Ming, the last of the Chinese race  

 蚺 A great snake fit to eat 

D. reads it Nân 

 髯 That part of the beard which is under the ears 

̀ 

 

冉 Weak…weakness 

丹 

 苒 Kind...Tender...It is spoken of plenty of herbs 

  

V. / 

To dye colors...To blot...To stain...To accustom ourselves by degrees to the 

faults of others...Jèn Jeû: Weak, Gentle...Courteous...Complying. 

́ 

 

 Dirty...To soak through, as water dose through the cloaths 
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̂  仍 As before...Jêng Jen̂g: Always…Jen̂g Kiéu: As before 

 
䚮 

Faithful...Of veracity 

It is also the same as the character above  

 扔 Kie n̄ Yù Yè: To draw into evil 

It is read also Jiń in the same sense 

牽引也 

 㭁 Xáng Ch
 
ē Yè: To get into a carriage…A certain tree 

 

Yeu 

 

̂ 

 
 Weak...Gentle...Soft...Courteous...Complying...Peaceful 

柔 諒 

 揉 To rub...To rub hard...As a part of the body that is in pain, and the shin also 

to soften it, and such like. 

̀ 

 

蹂 Jeù Cién: To trample upon with the feet… 

It is read also Jêu and Jéu in the same sense 
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 煣 Ỳ Hò Kiu ͨ̆  Xin̄ Mŏ Yè: To make a straight stick crooked by applying fire… 

́ 輮 Jéu Vàng: The outward wooden circle of wheels 

It is also read Jèu in the same sense  

̀ 

 

糅 To mingle… 

 揉 Jeû Mŏ Ll̂ Kiu  ͨ̆ Xin̄ Chȳ: To make wood soft by fire that it may be bent, or 

made straight  

 

Ji or Je 

 

 ̆̇ 日 Jĕ Te û: The Sun...Jĕ Ç ù: A day...Kin̄ Jĕ: Today...Ciên Jĕ: The day before 

yesterday...Min̂g Jĕ: Tomorrow...Heú Jĕ: The day after tomorrow 

Pŏ Jĕ: In a few days...Jĕ Jĕ: Everyday...Sēng Jĕ or Tán Jĕ: One’s 

birthday...Ký Jĕ: The anniversary day of the deceased...Jĕ Xĕ: An eclipse of 

the sun...Jĕ Chè: Days past...Jĕ Puèn: Japan...Jĕ Sĕ or Jĕ Mŏ: The setting 

of the sun...Jĕ Chŭ: The rising of the sun. 

 入 Chŭ Jĕ Yeû Núy Ll̂ Váy Yŭe Chŭ, Yeû Váy Ll̂ Núy Yŭe Jĕ: From within 

to go out of doors, or come forth, is called Chŭ. From without to come in is 

called Jĕ...Chŭ Jĕ: Going out and coming in...It is used metaphorically for 

expenses and revenues...Leáng Jĕ Ỳ Goêy Chŭ: outgoings ought to be 

measured by our comings in...To enter...To send in Pŏ Siāng Jĕ: They do 

not agree...One is not agreable to the other. 

Others read it Jŭ 

 衵 Jĕ Jĕ Cha n̂g Chŏ Chȳ Ȳ Yè: A government for every day...A short garment 

that women wear next the body  

 馹 Very fleet horses...Jĕ Mà: Part horses which they make use of for carrying 

the Emperor’s order with expedition  
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̂ 人 A man…^ ^: All man...Nân ^: The male...Niù ^, or Fú ^: The female... 

Chin ĝ Jin̂ Pŏ Cú Ç áy, Cú Ç áy Pŏ Chin ĝ Jin̂: He who don’t indulge his 

natural inclinations will grow up to manhood, but he who does indulge his 

natural inclinations will never grow up to manhood…Jin̂ Ll̂ Jin̂ Tāng Kieù 

Ç ûn Yū Xý Jin̂ Ll̂ Kîn Hû Xào Chȳ Ll̂ Ciŭe Chȳ Yè: A man living like a 

man deserves a very long life. A man living like a beast why is he not taken 

out of the number of the living  

 魜 A fish like a man...A mermaid 

 仁 Kŭo Hŏ Chun̄g Xĕ: The seeds of fruits, nuts and gourds...The pupil of the 

eye...Charity...Piety...Pity...Benevolence...The bond of all virtues...This 

characters is compounded of one亻 Jin̂ which signifies a man; and of 二 

which signifies two; Because these can be no such thing as benevolence 

between less than two 

 壬 A character of time, the ninth in order among Xĕ Kān...Great of flatter 

It is also the same as this 妊 

 任 

V.  ́ 

Siń Yū Pe n̂g Yèu Yŭe Jin̂: one who is faithful to his friend is called Jin̂. To 

be able to carry...Fit for an office...Pào Jin̂: To take to oneself...To 

protect...To bear with...Siń Jin̂: To hurt to anyone. 

 妊 To carry the young in the womb. 

姙 

It is also read Jiń in the same sense by B and D 

 䛘 Faithful...To think… 

̀  Sūn Yèu Pŏ Gān Kia ǹg Chȳ Pŏ Fă Yè: He who has something upon his 

mind, which he is not pleased with and will not make it known abroad 

patience...Jiǹ Náy: To bear patiently...Ca n̂ Jiǹ: Cruel...Hân Jiǹ, or Yâng 

Jiǹ Patient...Mild...Pò Jiǹ: Impatient under misfortunes; if one’s own 

misfortunes it is called impatience; if the misfortunes of others is called 

pity...Xào Kiēn Fŏe Jiǹ Chūng Xīn Chȳ Siēu: Impatience of one moment 

is a disgrace to the whole life… 

忍 㣼 
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 荏 Jiǹ Jiǹ: By degrees...Without being perceived...Soft...Kind 

A sort of pulse, or peas  

It is read also Jiń in the same sense  

 衽 The forepart of a Chinese garment, which is fastened under the right 

arm...A mat to sleep upon 

It is read also Jiń in the same sense 

袵 

 餁 To season meats...Pe n̄g Tiâo Sen̄g Xŏ Chȳ Ciĕ: To season meat properly, 

whether saw or dressed 

飪 

 腍 Sin̄g Jiǹ: Is raw flesh, but Jiǹ signifies meats dressed, which are offered in 

sacrifices 

 稔 Ripe corn...Jiǹ Xŏ or Jiǹ Siĕ: Accustomed to...Yĕ Jiǹ: One year 

Çié Kièu Chè Yĕ Yŭe Jiǹ: What has been gathered a long time since, and 

also bad habits are called Jiǹ 

D. reads it Xiǹ 

́ 訒 Pŏ Kin̄g Fŭ Yên Yè: Sparing of talk...One that does not fling out words at 

random...Patient 

It is also read Jiǹ in the same sense  

 認 To know...To confess...Jiń Tĕ Ngò Mò: Do you know me? 

 任 

V.  ̂

To carry...An office...A duty...Xáng Jiń: To go to take possession of an 

office...Jiń Ỳ Goêy Kỳ Jiń: Piety in the proper duty of every one. 

It is also used for this character 妊 
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賃 Ỳ Cie n̂ Çū Vŏ Yŭe Jiń: To hire an house at a fixed rate is called Jiń 

Yun̂g Jiń: Workmen that are hired 

Other read it Liń. In the province of Xèn Sȳ: To let out or hire goods etc: is 

called Liń but to let out or hire men is called Kú 

 絍 To weave a sort of silk cloth. 

紝 䋕 

 恁 Jû Çù Yè: Has the same force as the two characters Jû Cù, and it is joined 

with Tý Ký Jin̂ Jiń Tý Because it is so…To think 

忹 

 栣 Tender trees 

 刄 The edge of a sword or knife...Pin̄g Jiń: Military weapons 

Tan̄ Jiń Chè Tāo Xoāng Jiń Chè Kień: A sword sharp only on one side is 

called Tāo. If sharp on both sides it is called Kién  

刃 

 仭 A measure of eight Chinese feet...To measure the depth  

仞 

 牣 Chu n̄g Muòn Yè: To measure full...To fill 

㸾 

 韌 Kiēn Jiń Jêu Ll̂ Nân Túon: A soft thing but difficult to break (as skin) 

靭 

 軔 Gáy Lûn Chȳ Mŏ: A piece of wood fixed to the spokes of a wheel so that 

it cannot go round...Fân Sú Tan̄g Xỳ, Çó Goêy Fă Jiń Chȳ Çu ̄ : Any work 

when it is first begun is called Fă Jiń Chȳ Çu ̄  

It is also the same with…仞 
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弱 Siào Liĕ Yè: Weak...unhealthy...Jŏ Xùy: Water which bears up nothing, but 

it must immediately sink...Xōay Jŏ: Weak unhealthy 

 若 

V. Jè 

If...As...As it were...To comply with...Thou...A final particle 

Hày Jŏ: The spirit of the sea...Lân Jŏ: The monasteries of the Bonzes...Jŏ 

Lào, Jŏ Yéu Gó Sù Vû Sú: Innumerable both young and old perished with 

hunger...Jŏ Jŏ: very many 

 箬 The back of the twigs of bamboo 

 𨀝 Çŏ Hiá Vên: The soles of the feet  

 

Jo or Ju̐ 

 

 ̆̇ 

 

辱 Disgrace...Ignominy...To be a disgrace to. (Its opposite is Yun̂g) Lin̂g Jŏ: 

To injure or affront...Siēn Sēng Jŏ Lin̂ Pý Yè: Your Lordship has 

descended to come into my country  

  𢛚 

 溽 Xĕ Jĕ Yè (溼熱也): Hot...Moist...Jŏ Xù: A wet summer...Çú Cū Vý Goêy 

Jŏ: A glutton...To greedy after savory bits 

又恣滋呋為人人之言欲也 

 褥 Jŏ Çù: What is put under one that sits, or sleeps 
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縟 A thing diversified with many colors...A thing thin and beautiful 

 媷 Lazy...Slow...Slothful… 

 蓐 Sin̄ Ca ò Yn̄ Kiéu Kēn Ll̂ Fŏ Sen̄g: Herbs budding out again from old 

roots...Yn̄ Jŏ: What is placed under any one that sits or sleeps...Ç ào Jŏ: 

Straw put together like the thicker sort of mats...Straw which is put under 

horses… 

 肉 Flesh...Kin ̂  Xéu Ỳ Xă Chè: Dead animals...Jŏ Xin̄: The body 

Kŏ Jŏ: The bones and flesh...Also very nearly related together, as brother’s 

sons...Jŏ Téu Kéu: Nutmegs...Jŏ Kuéy: Cinnamon… 

Tu ͨ̀  Jŏ: A certain sea insect  

 

Ju 

 

̂ 

 

儒 Learned...Jû Kiáo: A learned sect among the Chinese...Fý Jû: One of very 

little learning, who is of no use...Xù Jû: Unlettered. Raw, as an infant...Chū 

Jû: A man of short stature. 

 懦 

V. Nuón. 

Nó. Jù. 

Tēu Jû: Faint hearted in attempting any business 

 濡 To stain...To blot...An hindrance...Jû Chý: To be detained in any place when 

one wants to go elsewhere. 

沾 腝 軟 
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 臑 

V. Náo. Juèn 

Weak...Soft…Tender 

It is also the same as 腝 Nún: well boiled, as tender flesh...胹 Ll̂ and 蠕      

Jueǹ 

 醹 Generous wine 

 

 襦 Tùon Ȳ Yè: A short garment commonly called Hân Jû 

 

 嚅 Mĕ Jû To  ̄ Yên Yè: Verbose...Yù Yên Nân Yn̄ Chu  ͨ̆ Ke ù, Yĕ Goéy Niĕ 

Jû: To be under a great difficulty of speaking...It is also called Niĕ Jû 

 如 As...like…To go...to come to...To obey or follow...Mŏ Jû: Nobody or 

nothing is better than etca...Sēng Pŏ Jû Sù: Death is better than life...Jû Ý 

Sù: A thing agreable to our wishes...Pŏ Jû Ý Sú: A thing not agreable to our 

wishes...Pŏ Jû L It is better it is not 

 茹 

V. ̀ . ́ 

Siāng Kie n̄ Yǹ Máo: Is spoken of things one of which draws on the 

other...The sort of a certain herbs called Succory 

 洳 

V. ̀ . ́ 

Çiù Jû: A low land covered with water 

It is read also Jú in the same sense. 

 鴽 Quails, commonly called Gān Xûn...Pan̄ Kiēu: A turtle. 

Hŏ Çù: A pigeon or dove. 
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Chú Jû Tuòn Siào Chȳ Jin̂: A man of short stature...A pigmy 

̀ 

 

乳 Milk...Jù Fú: To suckle an infant...Ỳ Jù Pú Yŏ Ɨn̄g Ll̂ Goéy: To feed...Jù 

Chè: a pap...Jù Mù: A nurse...Jù Hiàng: Olibanum 

Mà Jù: Stones of grapes...Yâng Káo Kúey Jù: A lamb sucks bending upon 

one knee...Tie n̄ Jù: A certain constellation 

 擩 Jù Çý: A certain sacrifice in which as offered the liver and lungs salted...Jù 

Yen̂: To season with salt 

It is also read Juēn in the same sense by D. and B. 

 籹 Kiù Jù: Honey cakes 

 茹 

V. ˰.   ́

Sú Mà Yè: To feed horses...To eat...To covet greatly...A thing purified...To 

sup up...Ỳ Jù Yû Kiú Yn̄g, Yn̄g Yù Chý: When flies are driven from fish 

that sticks they will come in greater number...Eatable herbs dried.  

 汝 A certain liver in the province of Hô Nân. Thou...of thee...Ye 

女 

́ 

 

孺 An infant...Jú Çù: A little infant...Jú Jin̂: The wives of certain (Tá Fú) great 

men, and are therefore so called, because as little children obey their parents, 

so they ought to obey their husbands 

It is the same as the following character 

  It is the same with the above character, and also with the next following… 
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  It is the same with the two preceding characters. 

 茹 Sin̄ Chūng Çu ǹ Tŏ: To thick upon a thing...To meditate 

To consider...To taste...To sup up...Dried herbs...To eat. 

Jeû Çĕ Jú Chȳ Kan̄g Çĕ Tŭ Chȳ: If they are soft, eat them; if hard cast 

them out...Vĕ Çú Sù Yŭe Jú: Things that die of themselves are called Jú 

心中忖度物 

自死 

 ̆̇ 入 See Jĕ and Jyͨ̆  Page 512 Paragraph 6 

To enter...An entrance 

 

Jue 

 

  

 

爇 To burn...To scorch. 

 

Juen 

 

̄ 

 

撋 Fān Fūen: To sub together with hands S: G. Cloaths to wash them 

㨎 

 㽭 Chin ĝ Hiá Chȳ Tie n̂: Fields near walls...A void place without the walls of 

the royal palace. 

𤲬 
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̀  軟 Weak...Soft...Kind...Unhealthy. 

輭 耎 

 懦 

V. Jû...Nó 

Nuón 

Weak...Fearful 

愞 

 蠕 To be moved...It is spoken of the motion of worms...Juèn Juèn: A certain 

kingdom in western China 

It is read also Juēn: The motion of worms 

 壖 Kūng Váy Chȳ Kiă Sia n̂g Yè: A wall without the walls of the royal 

palace...Lands next the banks of rivers are called Juèn 

堧 

 臑 

V. Jù. Náo 

To be moved slowly 

 檽 

V. Ll̂ 

Juèn Çào: A sort of fruit growing in the northern parts 

儒 

 

Juy 

 

̄ 蕤 Is spoken of herbs and trees bearing much fruit...Jūy Pin̄: The fifth moon. 
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 緌 Kūon Chȳ Yn̄g Kiĕ Jū Hàn Hiá Ll̂ Ky ̂  Jû Hiá Chu ŷ Góey Chȳ Jūy: A 

floc of silk hanging down from the strings with which the hat is tied under 

the chin...An ornament for woman which hangs down the head...Jūy Kin̄: A 

veil. 

̀ 蕊 Jùy Te û: The buds of flowers...Vý Ka ȳ Chȳ Jùy: Buds not yet open 

In a metaphorical sense it means a virgin...To hinder...An hindrance...Tá 

Jùy: A certain sacrifice offered to the Emperor in autumn. 

蘂 蕋 

 
繠 

To hang...Pendulous 

́ 

 

銳 Sharp pointed...Sharp...Moderately thin...Ke ù Júy To bite 

 芮 Subtile…Subtilely...The bank of water...The name of a kingdom. 

A certain river...Júy Júy: Is spoken of herbs growing...Júy Kiŏ: The bank 

of water which is within the water is called Júy; That without is called Kiŏ 

 蚋 Very small gnats. 

 枘 Mŏ Tūon Sò Ỳ Jĕ Çŏ Ku ǹg Chè: That part of wood which ought to be put 

into any hole, commonly called Sùn Te û Juy is Wood made to fit, as I said, 

the hole into which it ought to be put Çŏ is the hole itself...Fan̄g Júy Yuên 

Çŏ Pŏ Siāng Jĕ: A square piece of wood and a round hole will not fit 

together...Júy Çŏ Pŏ Siāng Jĕ: One bears no proportion to the other. 

  Xin̄ Min̂g Ll̂ Ta n̄g Tă Yè: Quick sighted...Sagacious...Of a ready wit...To 

penetrate...To understand clearly. 

叡  
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̀ 
𠷀 

To suck...To lick a thing. 

 蠕 

V. Juèn 

The motion of worms...Jùn Xĕ: A sort of serpent dwelling in trees who does 

not eat animals  

 盾 A sort of shield...Defensive arms...Mŭen Jùn Çú Siāng Çù Yù Chȳ Goéy 

(矛人自相齟齬之謂): Is spoken of one whose words do not agree together, 

who contradicts himself  

́ 

 

閏 Jún Yŭe: The interclary moon...In the space of ninetten years there are seven 

intercalations  

 潤 To water...To make fruitful, in a physical and moral sense  

To adorn...Jún Çĕ: Bright...Shining...Polished...Finely painted 

 

Jung 

 

̂ 戎 Military weapons...Thou...Great...To help...Ù Fûng: Five sorts of 

arms...Yuên Jun̂g: He who first exposes himself to death in battle...Sȳ Jun̂g: 

Foreigness in the west 

 茙 Jun̂g Jun̂g: Is spoken of herbs growing very thick… 
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 𢫨 To help...To assist each other mutually。 

 羢 Yâng Chȳ Jun̂g Máo: The thin wool of sheep, of which they make a web 

which is called Hŏ Çù Tie n̄ Gô Jun̂g: Velvet  

 絨 Sý Pú: A fine thin web 

 茸 

V.   ̀

Liŏ Kiŏ Ç ū Sen̄g Tán Yeù Juǹg Mâo Ll̂ Kiŏ Yú Lú Goéy Chy Lŏ Yun̂g: 

When the horns of a deer first begin to grow, there only appears a very thin 

soft substance like wool, but the horns do not yet appear. That substance in 

that place is called Lo Yung: thin wool...Jun̂g Jun̂g: Is spoken of herbs 

beginning to grow 

葺 

 慵 Jun̂g Lán: Lazy...Slow… 

嫞 

̀ 

  

Min̂ Vû Tińg Kiū Yŭe Liêu Jùng: One that has no settled place to stay at is 

called Liêu Juǹg...To sprinkle...To mix…To remain over and above...The 

residue...Buried about any thing  

 冗 

 茸 

V. ˰ 

Tŏ Juǹg: Of no value...Fit for nothing 

 

 氄 Jùng Mâo. Mâo Lŏ Çáy Sen̄g Chȳ Fý Mâo Yè: That very thin woolly 

substance, which after it has fallen off, grows again 

It is read also Jun̂g in the same sense 
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̄  該 Fân Sú Yn̄g Jŭ Çù Yŭe Kāy: Whatever ought to be is called Kāy. If 

behoveth...It is fit and meet...It ought to be...Ka̅y Tan̄g: If is necessary...Kāy 

Çáy: To contain or hold in...All the military laws together...To be a debtor… 

 賅 To look up a admire...Rich…Abounding...Extraordinary 

 䀭 Chúng Siāng Xý Yè: Many looking each upon the other  

 陔 The steps of a ladder...Tie n̄ Chȳ Váy Cý Yŭe Kieù Kāy: The place next to 

the last corves superficies of the heavens is called Kièu Kāy, above all 

heavens 

 垓 An 100000 of 1000. A bank to keep out the filth of water...Kiēn Kāy: The 

whole world...Kāy Hiá: A certain country  

困 在 人 心 

  ̄ 

 

開 To open...To begin...Ka ȳ Piĕ: The beginning of the world...Ka ȳ Lú: To get 

out of the way...To open a way that others may pass…In a moral sense, to 

attempt a thing first that others may take occasions from thence to attempt 

the same 

Ka ȳ Chu ên: To let a ship out of harbor...Ka ȳ Sin̄: To relax the mind...Ka ȳ 

Sú: The religious amongst the idolaters...To being Y:G: Ka ȳ Ho  ̄: To begin 

an examination...Kiĕ Ka ȳ: To open a book, also to turn over the leaves of a 

book 

̀ 

 

改 To change...To reform oneself...To become a good husband…Kày Jĕ: 

another day...Kày Jĕ Çáy Lây: I will come again another day...Kày Yâ 

Muên: To appeal to another court...Kày Kiá: To many another, having 

parted with the first husband. Kày Kèu: To retract what one has said 

    ̀

 

 

愷 To rejoice...Ka ỳ Tý: Is spoken of a king who is good to his subjects, who 

grants them an easy admittance to his presence. 
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 凱 Good...Ka ỳ Fūng: The Southwind...Çéu Ka ỳ: After a victory, to play upon 

musical instruments in token of joy...Ka ỳ Kō: A festival song for a 

triumph...Ka ỳ Siúen: To return after having obtained a victory...Yuên Ka ỳ: 

The twelve councellors of the Emperor  

It is the same with the next before 

颽 

 鎧 

V.   ́

A coat of mail. 

́ 

 

蓋 

Kŏ 

To cover...A covering...Because...The beginning of speaking...All...A 

summary or compendium...Tá Káy: For the most part...Chē Káy: To 

cover...To protect...Pu ̄  Káy: A quilt or covering for a bed, sometimes for 

bed and all...Utensils for an house 

To build. 

盖  

 概 A stick to strike over the top of a bushel or other measures by which the 

contents are made even with the top…A settled measure. Çiĕ Káy: 

Firm...Stedfast…Tá Káy: For the most part 

Kàn Káy: To be moved about, or to move about 

㮣 

 溉 Sỳ Tĕ Yè: To wash...To water 

 丐 To beg...To ask an alms Kieû Kiĕ Ye Káy Çù: A beggar...To receive...To 

give 

匈 匄 

 摡 

 

To receive...To wipe off…To clean 

It is read also Hý in the same sense 

 扢 To rub 

  ́ 

 

塏 Kāo Xoàng Chȳ Chu ͨ́ : An high cheerful place 
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嘅 To sigh...Sighs 

 慨 To companionate...To commiserate...Ka ǹg Ka ý: A brave man one who 

suffers adversity with courage...Liberal...Very sincere...valiant  

愾 

 鎧 A coat of mail… 

It is also read Kày in the same sense  

 欬 Niĕ Ky ͨ́  Yè: Sobbings...Kin gͨ̀ Ka ý. Kin gͨ̀: A low voice...Ka ý a high voice  

It is read also Ka ỳ in the same sense  

 磕 Leàng Xĕ Sian̄g Kiĕ Xin̄g: The round of two stones sticking against one 

another  

It is read also Ko ͨ̆  in the same sense  

 

Kan 

 

̄ 干 Chē Cién Pa ŷ: A shield to keep off arrows...Xĕ ^: Ten characters which 

joined to the hour characters, they use to reckon time with, as the cycle of 

sixty years etca. Jŏ ^: Somewhat. 

A little of somewhat...^ Lý: To seek after gain...^ Fán: To rebel. To 

transgress a law deliberately...Lan ^: Windows with bars...A fence...The 

hollow part of the eye...Very many...Xé ^: The name of a tree, herb, 

animal...^ Xĕ: To belong to...^ Yù: Anything that belongeth to someone, 

also to ask a thing of anyone...^ Liên: To involve others in one’s own 

misfortunes...^ Hý: Consequences…To ask...To give trouble...The banks of 

risers...The numeral character for reeds and trees…Sian̄g Kan̄: To belong 

to...Pŏ Yù Ngò Siāng ^: It does not belong to me 

It is used also for these following 桿 [彳干] 竿 乾 

 奸 

V. Kien̄ 

To act contrary to reason, or the prescription of laws. 
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 肝 The liver...Ty ͨ̀ Fuén Ciĕ Yĕ Jû Mŏ Chȳ Yèu Chȳ Kān Chè: The liver is 

divided into seven divisions, as a tree is into branches and trunk. 

Xù Kān: Red earth 

 玕 A certain stone inferior to a precious one...Cin ḡ Lâng Kān: A sort of coral… 

 杆 A spear made of wood...The arms of a coat of mail...Lân Kān: Rail or 

balisters 

 竿 A round piece of wood somewhat long...The numeral character for 

bamboos...Chŏ Kān: A spear made of bamboo… 

  To go forward...To enter...To seek after...To obtain 

  Sweet...Agreeable…Relishing...Yên Chȳ Yŭe Ll̂ Chè Goêy Kān Yên: 

Words pleasant to hear are called Kān Yên...Kān Sin̄: With a willing 

mind...Kān Yù: Seasonable rain...Kān Ç ào: Things that are moist 

甘 

 泔 Kān Xùy: Water in which rice has been washed...The washing of rice… 

粓 

 柑 Kān Çù: A sort of sweet orange 
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疳 Siào Ll̂ Pinǵ: The disease of infants 

 乾 

V. Kie n̂ 

Kān Xĕ: Dry and wet...Sāng Kān: A certain river…Kān Mŏ Kān was also 

formerly used for gaining profit; and Mŏ for suffering a loss; now Kān Mŏ 

signifies to cheat...To take what does not belong to one 

 

  ̄ 

 

刊 To cut...Ka n̄ Mŏ: To cut wood  

刊 

 龕 A certain mountain in the province of Chĕ Kiāng. Now the idolaters call the 

little houses or tabernacles where their idols are placed in view Ka n̄...The 

turrets of the idolaters...The floors of the house in the lowest part of these 

turrets. Xéu Chin ĝ Yè: To hold in. 

 堪 To be able...To endure...To be fit...Ka n̄ Yû: Superstitious observances about 

the sepulchers...Pŏ Ka n̄: I am not of such consequence 

Pŏ Ka n̄ Tā Yuńg: It has no other use...Yĕ Pū Chỳ Ka n̄ Chý Tie n̂ Pĕ Mèu 

Yè: One man is not for tilling above hundred acres, or one man is not able 

etca...Gū Góey Pŏ Ka n̄: Not to be born with...Filthy 

 戡 To conquer...To overcome...To kill...To prick...To strike. 

 看 

V.     ́

To see...To look...To expect 

 

 嵁 Ka n̄ Yen̂: Unequal. 
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 坩 Tu ͨ̀  Ky ͨ́ : A vessel made of earth. 

 㽍 Cièu Ky ͨ́ : A vessel for wine 

̀ 敢 To dare...Kùo Kàn: Valiant...Strong...Bold...Pŏ Kàn, or Kỳ Kàn: Terms of 

civility which the Chinese make use of on every occasion, processing with 

many thanks they are not worthy of the kindness or honor done them. 

 澉 Kaǹ Çán Vĕ Yeû Vý Yè: Any thing insipid  

䭕 

 橄 Kàn Làn: A certain fruit like an olive...Jĕ Ke ù Vý Sĕ, Héu Yǹ Xùy Ken̄g 

Kān: As soon as it is put into the mouth it is rough, of water is drank 

afterwards it becomes soft and sweet 

 趕 Ỳ Héu Chu ȳ Cie n̂: To go behind anyone...To follow…To pursue 

Kàn Chŏ, or Chu ȳ Kàn: To put to flight...To drive back...Jû Hô Kàn Tĕ 

Xańg: How shall I be able to get at him… 

赶 

 稈 The stalks of corn 

 噉 To call out...To bawl…Kan Xing Jin̂ Tie n̄: The noise of those that 

hallowed out, reached to the very heavens 

噉聲人天 

 桿 Tùon Cháng Yè (短杖也): A short stick  

𣔼 
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擀 Ỳ Xèu Xin̄ Vĕ: To sketch out any thing. 

以手伸物 

 𦼮 

V. Kán 

The stalks of herbs. 

 感 Hŏ Jên Yeù Túng Yū Chūng Yè: A sudden inward motion...To move…Ỳ 

Chin ĝ Túng Tie ń Yŭe Kàn Kĕ: To move heaven by a perfect disposition of 

the mind (and this especially consists in a total application of it) is called 

Kàn Kĕ...The same is also to be said of the spirits to whom thy sacrifice 

Tō Kàn: I am sensible I owe very much to you…Kàn Ghēn: To return 

thanks Kàn Xāng: To compassionate...To be moved to pity...Kàn Fúen: 

To be moved, to anger...Kàn Kiĕ: To give thanks...Táy Tĕ Pŏ Vâng...Yeù 

Kàn: A trial 

Mĕ Kàn: Inspiration  

  

V. Kúng 

Ky ͨ́  Chȳ Káy Yè: A cover for vessels...To cover the head 

  ̀ 坎 Chu ēn Tý Ỳ Çáng: To dig an hole to bury any one in...Danger...A dangerous 

place...A little ditch...A pitfall...Ka ǹ Tàn, A little ditch on the surface of the 

ground is called Ka ǹ; another ditch in the ground by the side of the first is 

called Tàn...Ka ǹ Ka ǹ: Is spoken of the sound of a drum; of an affair full of 

danger, and of one acting courageously 

 砍 To kill...To cut off…Ka ǹ Te û: To cut off the head 

埳 

It is the same as斫 

 欿 Pŏ Çú Mùon Máo: Humble...Not full of oneself...Sad...In want 

It is also the same with Ta ǹ 窞 which is explained in Ka ǹ 

The first character above 

 侃 Ka ǹ Ka ǹ: Is spoken of one who is properly dressed out, but not affected  

 偘 
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 衎 To rejoice 

 轗 Ka ǹ Ko ͨ̀ Ỳ Tý Chȳ Kāo Hiá Pŏ Pin ĝ Chý Che ̄ Chý Chin ĝ Túng Pŏ Nin̂g: 

The jolting of a carriage and of those that sit in it, by reason of the unevenness 

of the ground, which is sometimes raised and sometimes sunk, is called Ka ǹ 

Ko ͨ̀ . The same is said of the changeableness and unreasonableness of the 

weather 

 𦼮 The stalks of herbs  

It is read also Kan 

́ 

 

幹 

V. Kan̂ 

Chȳ Kán Fân Mŏ Pa n̂g Sen̄g Chè Yŭe Chȳ, Chińg Chŭ Chè Yŭe Kán: In 

all trees what grows on the side is called Chȳ: a branch; what grows up 

straight from the ground is called Kán: the trunk...To transact a business...To 

endeavor 

Kúey Kán: What business are you about? Kán Sú: To manage a 

business...Nêng Kán or Ca ŷ Kân: Fit of managing business 

Kŏ Kán: The bones of the back and hips...In a balance, the tongue of it which 

is marked with points, to tell the weight is called Kán 

𠦝余 

 骭 The shin bone...The bone of the leg 

 旰 Jĕ Vàn Yè: For the sun to set 

 紺 Çin ḡ Hân Ch
 
ĕ Chȳ Sĕ: A blue color mixed with red 

 灨 The name of a river...Kán Chēu: A city in the province of Kiāng Sȳ 
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To see...To look...Kán Nỳ Ll̂ Çù Fúen Xáng Liêu Nỳ Sińg Mińg: I give 

you your life for your son’s sake. Ka ń: differs from Kién...Ka ń expresses 

the fixing the eyes upon any thing, whether it is seen or not, but Kién 

properly means to see...Ka ń Pŏ Kień: I look upon but do not see 

 

 勘 Ka ń Veń: For a criminal to be examined closely 

 瞰 Fù Xý Yè: To look down upon...To despise  

 瞰 The same as the above character 

 矙 Çu n̂g Mûen Núy Ku ēy Yū Váy Yè: To look out from the lower door, to 

see what is going forward out of doors 

闞 

 䘓 Yâng Hiŭe Yn̂g Yè: Sheep’s blood congealed...Soup made of blood 

 

Kang 

 

̄ 岡 The tops of mountains 

罡 
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 𤭛 A great earthen vessel to lay up water in 

鋼 

 剛 Kāng Jeû: Hard and soft, There are the two first differences of matter 

among the Chinese. Kāng makes Yan̄g, and Jeû makes Yn̄. 

Hard…Strong...Inflexible...Kan̄g Chè: A man perfectly virtuous without 

any mixture of vice...Kāng Fan̄g...Kāng Chińg...Kan̄g Tá: Are epithets 

for true virtuous courage...Kan̄g Lâng...Kan̄g Gŏ...Kāng Páo: Are the 

epithets for vicious obstinacy or bad courage...Kan̄g Jĕ: The old days of 

the moon V. G. First, Third, Seventh etca. 

鎠 

 掆 Tĕ Niêu Yè: Kāng Nieû: A single ox...Also a bull 

 綱 A rope with which a net is grounded...Kāng Liǹg: A subject of attribution, 

or that to which other things are relative, as for an example: A king, a 

father, and husband are called Sān Kāng because the subject, son, and wife 

are relative...Kāng Kỳ: Two sorts of ropes used in nets; also laws 

 鋼 Steel. 

焵 

 扛 Hun̂g Kuān Túy Kiú: For two at the same time lifting up any thing heavy 

with a lever, or wood laid across 

𢱫 掆 

 杠 A certain river...A certain star...The staff of a flag...A bridge 

 疘 Tŏ Kāng: A disorder when the entrails come out with the dung  
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肛  

 缸 A great earthen vessel, where mouth is very wide 

 釭 Yn̄ Kāng: A light, or candle  

釭  

  ̄ 

 

康 Rest...Peace...Joy...To beat rest...Also the barrenness of corn  

To magnify...Kan ḡ Niên: A plentiful year...Ka n̄g Hû: A sort of earthen 

vessel...Ka n̄g Cho āng: A way with which five others communicate is called 

Ka n̄g...If six, it is called Choa n̄g 

 穅 Kŏ Chȳ Py ̂ Yè: The rind of corn...Mỳ Ka n̄g: The husk of rice  

糠 

 槺 Empty. 

 亢 

V. Kan g 

Hâng 

To withstand 

̀ 

 

㽘 Tie n̂ Kiēn Siào Lú: Paths in fields… 

It is read also Kāng in the same sense 
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  ̀ 

 

 

慷 Ka ng Ka ý: Dauntless: Bold...one whom no difficulties can terrify or 

disturb...Courageous 

忼 

́ 

 

焵 Steel...Fân Pin̄g Jiń Tún Kiā Kan̄g Tuón Chȳ Yuĕ Káng: To steel 

military weapons, when they are blunted to be fit for service is called Káng  

 摃 For two to carry any thing together by means of a pole... 

Káng Siáng: A certain chest in which the governors lay up their writings 

  ́ 

  

 

亢 

V. c  ̄ & 

Hâng 

High...To withstand...Excess...A fault...To protect...Sia ńg Kan̄g: An equal, 

one of whom can withstand the other also, a constellation...Ka ńg Yâng: 

Drought 

 伉 To withstand...Right...To lay up a thing...Ka ńg Lý: The husband and 

wife...It is also read Kāng Kan̄g Chĕ: An upright man 

It is also the same as杭 and閌 

 炕 To roast, or warm...Ka ńg Hán: A great drought 

 抗 To protect...To defend...To raise up...Ka ńg Kiu ͨ́ : To restrain  

Ka ńg Goêy: To be refractory...He that rebelled against heaven and was 

cruel to men, is called after his death Ka ńg 

 砊 Ka ńg Lâng: The noise of stones...Xĕ Xin̄g 
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犺 A stout dog...Yă Ka ńg: Obstinate Po Xun 

 囥 To lay up 

匟 

 (閌) Kā Mûen Yè: An high gate 

 

Kao 

 

̄ 

 

高 High...lofly…Noble...Excelling others...Kāo Tȳ: High and low 

Height in general...Kāo Çù: A great great grandfather  

 膏 Fatness...Táy Kiŏ Chè Chȳ, Vû Kiŏ Chè Kāo: The fat of horned animals is 

called Chȳ, of those that are not horned Kāo...Also Yn̂g Chè Chȳ, Xĕ Chè 

Kāo: Solid fat is called Chȳ, when liquid Kāo 

Kāo Hoāng: a certain place in the breast beneath the heart of which it is said 

Pińg Jĕ Kāo Hoāng Pŏ Nen̂g Ȳ Lèao: If the disorder reaches to the Kāo 

Hoāng it is incurable  

 篙 Poles made of bamboo, by which boats see pushed on...Çu ͨ́  Chu ên 

Kān...Kāo Kūng Çu ͨ́  Chu ên Kān: The boat people who peach the boats on 

with these bamboos 

㰏  

 羔 Yâng Çù: A lamb...Yâng Kāo, or Kā Yâng: A lamb... 

羙 
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 糕 Kāo Piǹg. Pińg Mién Ll̂ Hán Chȳ, Goêy Piǹg Seū Fuèn Ll̂ Chu ȳ Chȳ 

Gôey Kāo To mould the flow of wheat and make bread of it by 

baking...This bread is called Piǹg. Flour of rice mixed together by often 

pouring a moderate quantity of water upon if, and boiled in hot water is 

called Kāo...Also all sorts of conservers of fruits called Kāo; as Lŷ Kāo: 

conserve of pears. 

人餅併麫而熯之為餅溲粉而炊之為人 

[米高] 餻 

 

 餻 The same as the foregoing character and is used promiscuously for it. 

 皐 White...Lofty...Broad...The brink of the water, or banks of a wises...To go 

forward...Kāo Yuĕ: The fifth moon...Kāo Kù: A sort of oblong drum...To 

give a signal, as by a drum, trumpet or loud voice  

皋 睪 

 橰 Kiĕ Kāo: A contrivance to convey water to other places, or to draw it out. 

[扌臯] 𣓌 

 橐 Kūng Ȳ: A case to put a bow in  

 

 鼛 A pretty long drum which they use to call their servants together 

  ̄ 

 

 

𦙷 Çiĕ Kŏ Çiń Chu ͨ́  Chȳ Siào Vān Gôey Ka ō: A small bending where the 

back bone ends is called Ka ō 

尻 䯌 

 暠 White...For the sun to rise by degrees 
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皜 Kiĕ Pĕ Máo: Shining and white 

 稿 Corn dried. 

槀 

̀ 

 

縞 Kào Ȳ Niù Fŏ Chȳ Pin ̂  Léu Chè: The poor mean cloaths of a girl 

Kào Sú: A web of one color, without any ornaments of flowers 

A web of silk very white…Kào Táy Çing: To make a girdle of such a piece 

of silk 

 禞 To ask...Káo Çý Yè: To put one in mind of sacrificing 

 
㾸 

Kào Lào: The itch 

也 

 藁 Mŏ Ku ̄  Yŭe Kào: A tree dried is called Kào...Dried corn 

Kào Yû: Dried fish...Çào Kào: Memoranda, or the first rough draft of a 

thing to be written out again… 

稿 藁 

 杲 Clear...White...Open 

 菒 Ku ̄  Ça ò: Herbs dried...Hay. 
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  ̀ 

 

考 To examine...To beat, as in a mortar...A blot...A defect…Xéu Ka ò: An old 

man...Ka ò Chin ĝ: To end...To bring to an end...Fú Mù Çûn Mŏ Chȳ Tu n̄g 

Chin ḡ Ka ò Pỳ are the common names, Father and Mother, as well living as 

dead; Kào for the father, and Pỳ for the mother 

攷 

 拷 Ka ò Tà: To torture, and to examine by torturing 

 栲 A certain tree, commonly called Che ú Chu n̄ 

 洘 Xùy Hŏ Yè: Water dried up 

 燺 Hò Kān Yè: To dry by the fire… 

́ 

 

告 

V. Kŏ 

To admonish...To signify...To instruct...To enquire...Yeù Yĕ Yên Sian̄g Káo: 

I have one thing which I will say to you...Káo Xý: To publish an edict...Káo 

Kiá: To desire leave to do a thing...Káo Çu ̂ : To desire leave. To go 

away...Káo Çù or Káo Súng, or Kaó Choáng: a petition or plea before a 

judge...Yuên Káo: The prosecutor...Pý Káo: The criminal...To certify...To 

tell...To accuse 

 筶 A sort of vessel into which bits of bamboo are put, from a superstitions notion 

that they may know by this, what is to come 

Tà Kao: To foretel things to come, by this vessel and pieces of bamboo. 

 誥 To signify things to inferiors. It was anciently used for superiors as well as 

inferiors...Káo Mińg: Royal letters in which is confessed a government upon 

the parents of those governors who have sewed well, be they alive or the 

dead.  
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郜 A certain country…A sirname 

 

  ́ 犒 Ỳ Niêu Çieù Hiańg Kiūn Yŭe Ka ó Xàng: Beef and wine sent to the 

soldiers by way of reward, are called Ka ó Xàng...A reward or gratuity 

which is given to workmen, beyond the pay agreed on 

䐧 

 靠 Ỳ Ka ó: To depend upon in a physical and moral sense 

 

Ke 

 

  

 

格 A lofty tree whose branches are oblong...A rule...horn…Manner...Pattern. 

To withstand...To come...To come to...To understand perfectly well...Kĕ 

Kiūn: To bring the Emperor to act better...Kiēn Kĕ: Things divided...Pŏ Kĕ: 

A privilege contrary to usual custom...Kĕ Xén: Windows with bars...Kàn 

Kĕ: To have communication one with the others as the living have with the 

dead that they pay funeral rites to...Pŏ Kĕ Siāng Túy: To entertain with 

extraordinary politeness...Kĕ: Impenetrable through hardness...Kĕ Vŭe: 

Philosophy  

 骼 The bones of animals 

 挌 To strike...To fight 

 

 V. Jiĕ A certain town...A certain kingdom...Kĕ Çiǹ: One of the nine rivers  

鬲 

It is the same as the following character 

 隔 To stop up...To interpose...To interrupt...Çù Kĕ: An impediment  

Kĕ Yĕ Jĕ: To break in upon the whole day  
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 膈 Kiūng Kĕ: The breast 

䐙 

 翮 

V. Hĕ 

The stump of a feather...Leàng Kĕ: Two wings 

鬲 

 肐 Kĕ Pŏ: Part of the arm joining to the shoulder 

 革 Goêy Kĕ Py ̂ Tȳ Xŏ Chè Yŭe Gôey Sēng Chè Yŭe Kĕ: A skin if it is 

dressed...Taking off the hair is called Gôey: if not it is called Kĕ 

A solid skin...Defensive arms, as an helmet, coat of mail. etc 

Kĕ Chĕ: To depose from an office...To change 

 諽 To adorn...To change…To use diligence 

愅 

 假 

V. Kiă…Hiă  ̀

To come to...To come...The same as 格 

 紇 

V. Hĕ 

Kĕ Tă: a knot...Xin̂g Kiĕ Pŏ Kiày Chè: a rope tyed so that it cannot be 

undone...Tà Kó Kĕ Tă: To make a knot 

    

 

客 A guest...Liêu Lây Chȳ Men̂g Goéy Chȳ Ke ͨ̆  Ký: A foreign nation is 

called Kĕ Ký Q...Ke ͨ̆  Pin̄g: Soldiers breaking in upon my camp 

Ke ͨ̆  Ký: over complaisant...Ke ͨ̆  Kiū: To lodge...Ke ͨ̆  Súy: The year past 

Ke ͨ̆  Sin̄g: A rich or noble man held in contempt 

Q  
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喀 Ke ͨ̆  Séu: A cough...To cough. 

 

 揢 Xèu Pă Chō Yè: To take a thing with the hand 

 克 Fân Çú Xińg, Xińg Jin̂ Kiāy Yŭe Ke ͨ̆ : To overcome either oneself or others 

is called Kĕ...Ke ͨ̆  Kỳ Chè Kiūn Çù; Ký Ke ͨ̆  Chè Siào Jin̂: He that subdues 

himself is a good man...He that will not subdues himself is a bad man...Pe ǹ 

Ke ͨ̀: a governor who loads his people too much...To be able...To restrain 

 勀 Çú Mieǹ Yè: To take courage...To endeavor 

 尅 Sùn Siŏ Yè: To damage...To kill...Ke ͨ̆  Ky ̂: To fix time for doing a thing...Ke ͨ̆  

Çĕ: To chuse a fortunate day. 

剋 

 咳 Ke ͨ̆  Seú: Ke ͨ̆  is a day cough without casting up phlegm; Séu is spitting out 

phlegm without the noise of a cough...Vu ̂  Ta n̂ Yeù Xin̄g Góey Chȳ Ka ý, Vu ̂  

Xin̄g Yèu Ta n̂ Góey Chȳ Séu...D. reads it Ka ý and others read it Ka ý, also 

Háy: A sigh...Also Hây for the laughing of infants...Kāy: Extraordinary 

 刻 Ỳ Tāo Léu Vĕ: To cut with a knife...To carve...To engrave...Ke ͨ̆  Léu: An 

hour glass by water, that is a copper disk with a little hole in it, which they 

make use of, by putting it over water to measure time for at a fixed time it 

sinks and shews what time it is...Xŷ Ke ͨ̆ , or Kin gͨ̀ Ke ͨ̆ , or Ç án Ke ͨ̆ : A 

moment... Ke ͨ̆  Pŏ: Cruel. Tenacious…Covetous 

A quarter of an hour…The mask of a hog’s foot 
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̄ 

 

根 A root...original...A beginning...The numeral character for trees...Tie n̄ ^: a 

certain star...Kin̄ ^ Ken̄g ^: The name of two carriages...^ Mêu: a certain 

kingdom...Kuēy ^: To return to its first principle: Ken̄ Kie û Lây Liĕ: To 

examine a thing to the bottom  

  The ancle...The lower part of the foot 

Kēn Sûy: To follow one that goes before a footman.  

Kēn Chŏ: To follow 

To follow one that goes before 

跟 

  ̀ 

 

懇 Ke ǹ Çĕ: Vehemently...To ask most; to gnow 

齦 Vide Yn̄  ̂

 墾 Ka ȳ Tie n̂ Yúng Liĕ Fàn Tu ͨ̀ : To turn up the ground...To till the lands with 

great labor...Ka ȳ Ke ǹ: To till lands before to strike...To strike against, as 

one strikes against the government with a spade 

́ 

 

艮 A character from the Pă Kuá...A boundary...To stop…Kēn Kú 

Strong...Firm 

 

Keng 

 

̄ 更 

V.   ́

To change...To continue...The Chinese divided the night into five watches, 

which they call Yĕ Ken̄g Kù, Ll̂ Ken̄g Kù etca: The first of which they 

give notice of by one stroke upon a drum, the second by two strokes, and so 

on. 

 粳 A species of rice...Ken̄g has a beard, and differs from which has no beard 

粇 

 庚 The seventh of the ten characters which they use in reckoning up the 

time...To change...To restore...A road...A way…Chàng Ken̄g: The morning 

star that goes before the sun...Ca n̄g Ken̄g: A certain bird as in the next 

following character...Also Siĕ… 

This is also the same as the side character, and as…Tie 更 {There three 

were formerly used for one. 

 賡  
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鶊 Ça n̄g Ken̄g: A certain bird with a pleasant note, of a yellow color, The 

head and tail white, the bill and feet red, not so big as a thrush 

  A soup made of flesh or herbs...Ta ý Kēng: a plain soup without seasoning, 

which the ancients, who loved plainness, made use of  

Hó Kēng: a soup seasoned with other relishing ingredients… 

Tia ô Kēng: A spoon. 

 耕 Ỳ Lŷ Ky ͨ̀ Tu ͨ̀  Yuĕ Ken̄g: To raise the earth with a plough is called 

Ken̄g...To plough...To apply closely to any work...Ken̄g Ll̂ Tĕ Nùy Chè 

Yên Hŷ Yeù Ý Váy Chȳ Ç āy: when any one falls into a misfortune 

directly contrary to what he reckoned upon, it is called Kēng Ll̂ Tĕ Nùy: 

He ploughed and reaped hunger...Xĕ Ken̄g: To plough with the tongue; 

That is to teach with diligence  

畊 

 緪 A great rope...Solicitously 

It is also read Kéng  

 坑 Tie n̄ Jĕn Chȳ Kēu Çién Yè: a natural water courses...Kiŏ Tý Chu  ͨ̆ Tù Ỳ 

Goéy Goéy Chȳ Ke n̄g: To make hollow and fling out the earth is called 

Ke n̄g...A ditch...A pit...To fall into a pit 

阬 

 摼 To attack… 

挳 

It is also used for 牽 

 鏗 Ke n̄g Cia n̄g: The sound of metals; drums and other musical instruments, 

and any sound that is grateful to the ears. 

Ke n̄g L ͨ̀l: A sound which continues after striking the musical strings, or the 

vibrations of strings...To beat (as you do in a mortar)...To strike...To attack 

 硜 Little stones but very hard...Pertinacious...Obstinate 

䃘 硻 
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 牼 Niêu Siĕ Hiá Kŏ: The bone beneath the leg of an ox 

̀ 哽 Keǹg Yè: The longue; also not being able to move the jaws 

Also to have the jaws set, form violent guest, so that one can neither swallow 

food, nor utter or word  

 埂 Fâng Chȳ Tá Chè Yŭe Tȳ, Siào Chè Yŭe Keǹg: A great earthen bank is 

called Tȳ, a small one is called Keǹg 

 梗 Pŏ Ca ŷ Chȳ Mŏ Yè: Wood of no use...To shut against…To do damage  

To hinder...Keǹg Liŏ or Keǹg Káy: Most commonly...For the greater 

part...Chȳ Keǹg: The twigs of trees…Tâo Keǹg: The image of a man made 

in clay 

 峺 An hindrance 

 綆 Kiĕ Xùy Sŏ: To draw water out of a well...Keǹg Tuòn Chè Pŏ Ko ͨ̀ Ỳ Kiĕ 

Xin̄: Water cannot be drawn out of a deep well with a short rope 

䋁 

 骾 Yû Kŏ Yè: Fish bones...A bone fixed in the jaws...Kŏ Keǹg: A king’s 

minister who reminds him of affairs without fear 

鯁 

It is also the same as哽 

 耿 Sin̄ Yeù Sò Cu n̂ Pŏ Nen̂g Vaǹg Chȳ Ý: Is spoken of one who has something 

lays in his heart which he cannot forget; Also of one that is sad, in trouble, 

restless and not able to sleep; Also of a moderate clearness...Keǹg Kiáy. 

Ingenious...Sincere  

A certain Kingdom… 
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  ̀  肯 Kŏ Jŏ Chȳ Kiēn Goéy Chȳ Ke ǹg Ke ǹg: The place in the body between the 

bones and the flesh, is called Ke ǹg Ki   ǹg...Ke ǹg Ki   ǹg Kin̄ Jŏ Kiáo Kiĕ 

Chú: Is the place whose the nerves and flesh are supposed to join 

together...joining together...To be willing...To agree to 

 肎 Is the same as the above character 

́ 

 

更 

V. - 

Again...More…It makes the comparative degree 

V. G...Keńg Hào: Better 

 
匢 

A boundary...The highest...To know...To search into the actions of the 

ancients...Monuments of antiquity  

  ́ 

 

掯 Lĕ Ke ńg: To take away by violence...To restrain or hinder any one from 

doing a thing against his will. 

D. reads it Ke ńg 

 

Keu 

 

̄ 

 

勾 Sŏ Góey Chu ̂  Kiú Yŭe Kēu: Commonly to lift up is called Kēu. To blot 

out…Kēu Ta ó: To blot out what has been written 

Kēu Mâng: a spirit they sacrifice to in the spring...Siū Keū also Kēu Gú 

are names of places...Kēu Chú: a certain mountain 

Kēu Yǹ: To inveigle...To prevail upon by actual methods to do a thing. 

句 

It is the same as 鉤 

 
勺刂 

Ý Hô Liêu: A hook to reap corn 
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 拘 

V. Kiū 

To receive...To defend 

 

 枸 

V. Keù & Kiû 

̀ 

A certain tree...Keū Kyͨ̆ : a certain medicines 

Also a certain tree the wood of which being put into wine makes it like 

water 

木之曲枝也 

 鉤 A button...A hook...Fân Hiûen Vĕ Chè Yŭe Kēu: Anything to which a 

thing is hung is called Keū...Kēu Yuèn: Military ladders to scale walls 

with...Ý Kēu: Hooks that reapers use...Kēu Sŏ: To search out 

鈎 𨪋 

 軥 Ghĕ Hiá Kiŏ Chè: The bending part of the yoke which is directly over the 

necks of oxen  

 篝 Kēu Ten̄g also Ten̄g Lûng: a lanthorn Hiūng Lun̂g: A sort of instrument 

made of cane with fire in it, which is put between the coverings of a bed to 

warm it 

 

 溝 Tie n̂ Kiēn Xùy Táo: a channel of water in the middle of fields 

Water running through vallies...Xúy Keū: a channel of water  

Yn̄ Keū: a water course under ground...Yâng or Min̂g Keū: A water 

course above ground  

 褠 Tān Ȳ: a plain garment 

 韝 Things made of leather, with which the coat sleeves are tied close together, 

for one to shoot , or do anything more conveniently  
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  ̄  摳 Ke ū Ȳ: To gather up one’s cloaths with the hands, that they may not hinder 

anyone going along...Chu  ͨ̆ Chỳ Ke ū Ȳ, also Ȳ Xeù Ca n̂g Vĕ, Ke ū Ll̂ Cu ỳ 

Chỳ: To open any ones fingers to get out what he has hidden in his hands 

̀ 

 

苟 If…Only...Notwithstanding...Granting that… 

Keu Çiĕ: Inconsiderately...Precipitately…Without measure…Contrary to 

right unreasonably...Ciûen Vû Yĕ Hâo Keù Çie  ͨ̀ Chȳ Sin̄: He perceives in 

his heart no motion of inordinate affection...Without law  

 笱 A wheel...An instrument made of cane to catch fish… 

 狗 A dog...Dogs of a less size, to distinguish them from the large ones which 

are called Kiu èn...Kiu èn Chȳ Siào Chè Yè...Tie n̄ Keù: A small bird which 

eats fish...Çan ḡ Kēu: A cloud resembling a dog. 

㺃 

 枸 

V. Kiu    ̄   ̂

A certain tree...Kèy Kỳ: a certain medicine...Also a certain tree the wood of 

which being put into wine makes it like water 

椇 

 耈 Lào Jin̂ Mién Túng Lŷ Sĕ Jû Feû Kéu Yè: Spots, resembling the color of 

a pear shawled with frost, upon the faces of old man 

An old man…For advanced in years...Hoâng Keù: A very old man whose 

hairs are changed from white to yellow by old age 

  ̀ 口 Sò Ỳ Che ͨ̆  Sò Ỳ Yên Chè Yè: That part by which we eat and talk, that is the 

Mouth...Lŏ Çun ĝ Keù Chŭ Pińg Cu n̂g Kèu Jĕ (Chū Çù): Misfortunes 

come out form the mouth; Infirmities enter in at the mouth; Sēng Kèu: 

Domestic animals...^ Ky ͨ́ : A way of speaking or dialect, proper to any 

place...Yĕ Ke ù Leàng Ke ù: one or two checks...one or two draughts...A 

mouth Y: G Hîo Ke ù: The mouth of a river...Hû Ke ù: The mouth of a 

lake...Hày Ke ù: The mouth of the sea...Kiā Ke ù: Men who are in one 

house...The numeral character for little morsel or mouthful… 

́ 

 

句 

V. Kiú 

To suffice...To be sufficient...Kéu Tan̄g: A business…Yeù Xin̄ Mò Kéu 

Tan̄g: What business have you. 
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 彀 A bow bent...Jĕ Kéu: To bend a bow as much as possible...It is sufficient...It 

is enough...Pŏ Nêng Kéu: It cannot be done...Pā Tŏ Nêng Kéu: I wish. 

  Ciu ͨ̀  Niêu Jù Vè: To get milk out of cows by pressing the teats 

To squeeze out… 

  Cu ͨ̀  Yâng Jù Che ͨ̆ : To milk sheep. 

 冓 A certain country...Chūng Kéu Kūng Chūng Xin̄ Miĕ Chu ͨ́ : A private 

place in the part of an house...For many getting money in partnership 

 搆 To bring to...Jin̂ Vû Teú Chý, Ll̂ Kie n̄ Chȳ Sù Teú, Góey Kéu Téu: To 

bring a man into a dispute whose mind is averse to all disputing is called 

Keú Téu...Kiĕ Kéu: To assist one another mutually 

To encourage one the other...Kièn Kiĕ Pŏ Kiày: To tie together in an 

indissoluble knot  

 構 A certain tree...To heap up...To knit together…To collect...To gather 

together...To cover...To finish...Sú Ỳ Kéu: The thing is already done...Kéu 

Yuén: To sow seeds of dissension  

 媾 Chu n̂g Hoēn: To many a second time...Union...Concord 

 購 To exchange one thing for another...To get by lot, what was to be determined 

by lot at a moderated price...To search put 
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覯 Yú Kién Ỳ: To meet anyone unexpectedly 

 

 遘 To meet any one...To withstand...To attach+ 

 垢 Dust...The scurf of the head...Chin̂ Kéu: Filthiness 

 姤 To meet...To be met with...Actively and passively, like the conjunction of 

male and female 

 詬 To blush...Blushing...To be ashamed...Kéu Lý: To reproach 

Kia ò Yen̂ Yè: Deceitful words  

訽 

  ́ 

 

扣 To beat…To strike 

敂 

  To enquire…To strike gently...To move...Ke ú Te û or Ke ú Xeù: To bow the 

head down to the ground, with bended knees, which is the Chinese way of 

showing respect 

Used also for the character next above 

  A robber...An enemy...A tyrant...Cruel 

 寇 
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 蔻 Te ú Ke ú: Cardamums...Jŏ Téu Ke ú: Nutmegs  

 

 簆 A weaver’s comb, that is an instrument, in which the wearing threads are 

put long ways 

 瞉 Ke ú Méu: Ignorant...Silly...Foolish 

 鷇 Cu ̂  Ke ú: Sen̄g Ll̂ Nen̂g Xĕ Chè Ç u ̂ , Sēng Pŏ Nen̂g Xĕ Ll̂ Mù Pù Chȳ 

Chè Ke ú: little birds which as soon as they are patched begin to feed 

themselves are called Cu ̂  but those that cannot feed by themselves but are 

fed by the old one are called Ke ú. 

D. reads it Kéu 

 

Ky 

 

̄ 

 

幾 The state of a thing when beginning...Moderate in quantity or 

quality...Danger...To observe...Within...Vān Kȳ: a thousand sorts of 

business…Kȳ Hoéy: An opportunity...Xúy Kȳ or Kȳ Hû: almost…It was 

very near…Kȳ Hû Ky  ͨ́Ciuĕ: He was very near breathing out his last 

gasp...Kȳ Vŷ E Moderate in quantity or quality 

  幾  

 E 

– 機 Chu ͨ̀  Fă Góey Chȳ Kȳ: That by whose motion or impulse other things are 

moved, is called Kȳ…A mechanical contrivance. A machine that does not 

appear...Chu ̄  Kȳ: a hinge...Kȳ Hiáy: a contrivance...Kȳ Çĕ: a 

stratagem...Kȳ Xŏ: a deceit…A tuck 

All instruments necessary for weaving...Kȳ Fâng: a weavers shop. 

 璣 Precious stones...Pearls, either small or not round...Siuên Kȳ: A 

mathematical instrument to show the motion of the seven planets… 
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饑 Famine...Scarcity of provinces...Kȳ Kiń: Scarcity of provisions  

is 飢 

 禨 Tá Fân Hó Sŏ Chȳ Siēn Cháo Kiāy Tĕ Ỳ Kȳ Yên Chȳ: All lucky and 

unlucky signs may be called Kȳ...Happiness...Also misfortunes 

 譏 To speak against...To calumniate...To decide...Kȳ Kién: To reprove...To 

correct...Kȳ Çú or Kȳ Fúng: To chide...To decide 

Kȳ Ciáo: To reprove...Kȳ Kuān: To search out diligently...A stratagem...An 

artifice...Siāng Mân Chȳ Yên Yè: Disobliging words that argue 

contempt...To hate...to contrive…To deceive  

 磯 Rocks or stones in the middle of rivers...The dashing of water against such 

stones as these. 

 𦠄 

V. Fū 

Kȳ Fū...Kȳ Kín Py ͨ́  Núy Jŏ, Fū Py ̂ Váy Pŏ Py ̂ Yè. Kȳ Is soft flesh next 

the skin...Fū Is a fine membrane next the flesh 

肌 𩨒 

 鞿 Kiāng Çáy Ke ù Yŭe Kȳ: To put a bridle in the mouth is called Kȳ 

 奇 

V. c^  

Kȳ Gheù...Kȳ Is an uneven number. Ghèu Is an even number broken...Kȳ 

Lin̂g: The remainder of a number 

Kȳ Chĕ: One singly… 

 

 倚 

V. ỳ 

Fân Vĕ Ty ͨ̀ Pŏ Kiú Yŭe Kȳ: Everything that wants something to be 

compleat is called Kȳ 
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 畸 Ça n̂ Tie n Yè: Parts of land which remain here and these after a field is 

made square; or parrels of land which cannot be brought into a square...Kȳ 

Lin̂g: The remainder of a number, in this sense it is the same as the 

preceding character 

 椅  

 槣 To make anything fall by dragging or pulling it, as a tree. 

Also to draw a beast along by a rope tied round one of his legs...To lead 

It is also read Kỳ in the same sense 

 剞 Kȳ Kiŭe: A tool for engraving...Kȳ: An hooked knife 

Kiŭe: An engraving tool. 

 

 箕 Yâng Mỳ Pó Kȳ Yè: A sieve to sift rice...Kȳ Chèu Chèn Is a broom 

Kȳ: a thing like a basket made use of to carry out dust and nastiness...Kiā 

Cheù Yū Kȳ Xáng: To put a broom over a basket  

A certain constellation...Xý Kȳ Chèu: A wife calls herself so (a broom) out 

of humility as if she was to help sweep her husband’s house 

 萁 The stalks of corn...A certain herb fit to eat…Also another herb not eatable 

It is read also Ky ̂  in the same sense 

 踑 A footstep...Kȳ Kiú: To sit upon the ground with the feet extended  

朞 岐 

 期 

V. c^ 

Fŏ Ky ̂ Xŷ Yŭe Kȳ: The present time answering directly to the past. V. G. 

The sixth hour of this day, as it answers to the sixth hour yesterday 

The same in months and years…Ky Nieu: A compleat year: that is the 

perfect revolution of one year in which the sun returns to the point from 

which he set out...Kȳ Fŏ: Mourning garments which are learn one year  

朞 
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稘 The interposition of one year...Also from the time of the harvest of one 

year, to the time of the harvest of another year...Hô Yĕ Xŏ Yŭe Yĕ Kȳ: 

One harvest is called Yĕ Kȳ 

 

 基 Kȳ Chỳ: The foundation walls of houses, also Xỳ Kȳ: one who first laid 

the foundation of anything...Ten̄g Kȳ: To lake possession of a kingdom. 

諅 

It is also the same as期 

 姬 The sirname of that very ancient Emperor Hôang Tý…Also an epithet for a 

beautiful woman of the imperial family 

姬 

  Kȳ Ka ò: To name...Kȳ Kù: To search into ancient things 

Kȳ Liêu: To stop or detain anyone...Hóa Kȳ: words 

稽 

 笄 Sò Ỳ Kūon Ký Chè: Pens with which the Chinese women pin their hair 

together, formerly likewise the men wore them...To use such pins...Niù Ç ù 

Chȳ Ỳ Ç ú Xĕ Ù Ll̂ Kȳ, Vý Ç ú Chè L ͨ́l Xĕ Ll̂ Kȳ: Girls of they are 

married use these pins of fifteen years old, if not, they do not wear them till 

the twentieth year 

 枅 Chú Xáng Hûng Mŏ, Ỳ Chin ĝ Túng Chè: a piece of wood laid cross over 

pillars 

 

 覊 Mà Lŏ Te û Yè, Sò Ỳ Kièn Chý Chȳ Yè: A horse with a bridle  

The reins of an house...To bridle...Bound...confirmed in prison...Fŏ Kȳ 

Chȳ Chȳ Sú: Excelling others in the endowments of the mind 

羈 羇 

 飢 The same as the side character above...Also a certain kingdom. 

A sirname… 

饑 
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 刏 To cut into parts...To brick...Mâo Sen̄g Yŭe Kȳ, Yù Sēng Yŭe L ͨ́l: A 

victim that has hairs is called Kȳ, one that has feathers is called L ͨ́l 

 

 鷄 A fowl...Kūng Kȳ: A cock...Mù Kȳ: a hen...Tie n̂ Kȳ: a frog...Xān Kȳ or 

Yè Kȳ: A pheasant...Sō Kȳ: A cricket, commonly called Siĕ Sŏ...Xú Kȳ: 

Excrescences that grow upon trees  

雞 

 乩 Pŏ Ỳ Kiŭe Ŷ: To draw lots...To decided doubtful matters  

A certain instrument which they use in pretending to raise a demon, that he 

may come and write down what any one desires to know, It is also called 

Sū Kȳ 

It is also read Pińg...Those who in the western part divine by cocks are 

called S.u（厮）Ky 

卜以絕疑請仙 

書判謂之扶人 

 䇫 Pý Kȳ Sò Ỳ Kiu ͨ́  Fă Héu Chè: That by which the scurf or dirtinesss in the 

hair is removed, viz a comb with the teeth set close 

枅 

  ̄ 

 

欺 Ỳ Xý Lin̂g Yĕ Yè: To abuse one’s authority by pulling others down…To 

deceive...To despire...To hold cheap...To revile...Ky ̄  Siáo: To deride...Ç ú 

Ky ̄: To deceive oneself 

 僛 Ky ̄ Ky ̄: Is spoken of a drunken actor, who sometimes totters to the right, 

sometimes to the left, and cannot walk straight 

 欹 

V. ȳ 

Pŏ Chińg Yè: Not straight...Stooping 

 

It ought to be written 欹 Kȳ 斜 

 崎 Ky ̄ Kiu ̄  Xān Lú Pŏ Pin̂g: An uneven road in montains 

碕 
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踦 

V.  ̀

Yĕ Çŏ Pò Yè: Halting with one foot...Mà Çie n̄ Çò Çŏ Pĕ: A horse whose 

fore left foot is white 

 溪 Xān Núy Xùy Táo Min̂g: water running between mountains  

Ky ̄  Kŏ Yèu Xùy Yuĕ Kȳ, Vû Xùy Yŭe Kŏ: A valley with water is called 

Ky ̄ , a valley without water is called Kŏ 

磎 

 蹊 

V. Hŷ 

Kińg Lú: a path...Chu ēn Hin̂g: For to open oneself a way where there was 

none before...Kiāo Kȳ: Things uneven...Not firm 

also actions that cause suspicions… 

 谿 Nŷ Chy ̄: a certain country in the kingdom of Çy ̂...Kin̄ Ky ̄ Hién: a city of 

the lower order in the province of Kiāng Sȳ, looking towards Fû Chēu 

Fù...Lân Ky ̄ Hién and Çu ̂  Ky ̄ Hién: Two other cities of an inferior order in 

the province of Chĕ Kiāng, the first of which looks towards Kin̄ Hōa Fù; 

and the second, towards Nin̂g Pŏ Fù 

 鸂 Ky ̄ Ch
 
ĕ: A certain water fowl, having variety of colors 

  ̂ 

 

奇 

V. - 

Fȳ Cha n̂g Yè Kúay Tĕ Yè: Extraordinary...Admirable...Rare  

Monstrous...Prodigious...Ky ̂ Siê: Not right  

 

 碕 Kio ͨ̆  Gán Te û: The beginning of a winding shore...The beginning of a ridge 

winding about a mountain 

 琦 A certain precious stone...Ky ̂ Goèy or Ky ̂ Chin̄: Precious 

Famous… 
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 錡 Sān Çŏ Fú Yè: a brazen pot with three feet...A sort of graving tool. 

It is read also Ky in the same sense 

 騎 Ku á Mà Yŭe Ky ̂: To ride...It is also read Ký: A horseman; Jin̂ Çó Mà Xáng 

Yĕ Jin̂ Yĕ Mà Yŭe Yĕ Ký: One man sitting upon an horse is called Yĕ Ký: 

a horseman. 

 耆 Lŏ Xĕ Yŭe Kŷ, Çiĕ Xĕ Yŭe Lào: One of sixty years old is called Kŷ, one 

of seventy is called Lào...To reach to...Strong...A sore upon an horse’s 

back...Mà Ky ̂: A bloodsucker, commonly called Mà Hoâng 

It is also the same as 嗜 

 畿 A country which the Chinese Emperor governed immediately by themselves, 

which contained one thousand square Chinese Stadia…The lower threshold 

of doors 

圻 

 頎 Long...It is also the same as 懇 

 芪 Kŷ Mù: A certain medicine...Hoâng Ky ̂: Another medicine  

 祗 

V. Chȳ 

示 

To reverence. It differs from the following 祗  because this character 

signifies the spirits, but 祗 signifies that reverence which men cannot but 

pay to the spirits when they see them. 

衹 

 祗 The spirits of the earth, to distinguish them from the spirits of the heavens, 

which are called Xin̄...Great...To be at rest. 

示  

 祈 Kie û Fŏ Yè: To ask for happiness…To beseech…To pray to…To call 

upon…Ky ̂  Kie û: To pray…To beseech…To admonish  
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圻 Tie n̄ Çù Hoâng Núy Fa n̄g Çie ū Lỳ Chȳ Tý: A country containing one 

hundred square leagues or 1000 Chinese Stadia or Ly, which the Emperor 

did not formerly govern by viceroys but by himself...Ky ̂ Fú: A certain great 

government  

畿 

It is also the same as 垠 Vide above 

 岓 Xān Pa  ̂ng Xĕ Yè: Stone on the side of a mountain 

 蘄 To ask...To desire...A horse’s bridle...Xān Ky ̂: A certain medicine commonly 

called Tan̄y Kūey 

芹 

 祁 Great...Wide…Many...Ky ̂ Ky ̂: Slowly...Remissly...Ky ̂ Hân: A great cold, or 

frost 

 伎  

 （跂） Çŏ Tō Chỳ Yè: He that has more toes upon his feet...Ty ̂ Ky ̂: To endeavor 

It is read also Chȳ and Ky ͨ̀ in the same sense 

 岐 Fân Fuēn Leàng Te û Chè Kiāy Góey Chȳ Ky ̂: Whatever is divided into 

two heads or portions is called Ky ̂ ...Tá Táo Tō Ky ̂: A great road has many 

places where there are two ways...Ky ̂ Lú: A path...A bye wad...False 

doctrine. 

歧 

 軙 Che ̄ Cha n̂g Kŏ Yè: The part of the axle tree which projects beyond the 

wheel. 

軧 

 其 Chỳ Vĕ Chȳ Ç u ̂ : A pronoun demonstrative and relative...He, His...Ky ̂ Yû: 

Remains...That which is over and above...Ky ̂ Ç u ͨ́ :  

Afterwards...Positivity...The latter...Ky ̂  Jên, Ky ̂  Ky ̂  Jen̂ Hû: How can the 

thing be? 
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 淇 A certain river in the province of Hô Nân 

 

 琪 A certain gem. 

 棋 Instruments for a game at chess…Hiá Ky ̂: To play at chess 

棊 諅 

 旗 A standard on which are painted two dragons twisted together...Also the 

which has two little bells upon it...A certain constellation 

旂 

 騏 Mà Çin̄g Hĕ Sĕ Yè: A horse between blue and white 

 

 麒 Ky ̂ Lin̂: The king of all four footed beasts, which they say is to make his 

appearance, when the best of all kings is to govern  

The male is called Ky ̂  and the female Lin̂...Mâo Chu n̂g Sān Pĕ Yeú Lŏ Xĕ 

Ll̂ Lin̂ Goêy Chȳ Chàng: These are reckoned three hundred sixty species 

of animals with hairs, of which this is the chief 

 蜝 Pe n̂g Ky ̂: A sort of crab 

蜞 

 綦 

V.   ́

Ça n̄g Pĕ Sĕ Yè A blue color mixed with white 

Lỳ Ky ̂: Ornaments for shoes  

綨  

 Ký: Straps for shoes 
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期 

V. - 

A time or bound fixed anything...Pŏ Ky ̂: Unexpectedly...Before the time 

prefixed...Ky ̂ Hȳ: A man an husband years old. Ky ̂  Ky ̂  according to the 

time limited...Truly 

 粸 Dried provisions, which the soldiers carry with them 

̀ 

 

麂 A sort of doe very strong and that bounds very high… 

 幾 Kỳ Hô Vén Tō Xào Chȳ Çu ̂ : A word by which the quantity of a thing is 

enquired after...Kỳ Tō: How many...Vû Kỳ: A moderate quantity...Vý Kỳ: 

A moderate time 

 

 蟣 Sĕ Lùon Vý Chin ĝ Sĕ Chè: The eggs of lice not yet formed into lice  

 

 几 Kỳ Jin̂ Sò Pin ĝ Çó Chè: That upon which old men are used to set a 

bench...A table.  

机 

 己 The sixth character among the ten that are used for counting of time...Çú 

Kỳ: I myself…Gò Çú Kỳ: I myself...Nỳ Çú Kỳ: Thou thyself 

Kĕ Kỳ: To restrain one’s desires...To conquer oneself...Appetite in man not 

agreeable to reason...The same as Sū Yŏ  

 紀 Chronicles...To write annals...The angle which a mountain makes 

Yĕ Kỳ: The space of twelve years...Ù Kỳ: The year...Sun…Moon, stars and 

planets...Kan̄g Kỳ: Laws...Also two sorts of ropes used in nets...Kin ḡ Kỳ: 

A broken or factor...It is also the same as Kin ḡ Góey...Sin̄g Kỳ: A certain 

constellation...Niên Kỳ: Age 
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踦 

V. - 

The bone of the leg...To stop up..Chàng Kỳ: Little spiders commonly called 

Siāo Siāo...Siang Ky Liu Ll̂ Yù: For two men standing to talk, one within 

and the other on the outside of a folding door, one side of which is only open.. 

  ̀ 

 

起 To arise...To raise...To begin…Ky ͨ̀ Lây: Rise or get up...Ky ͨ̀ Çu ̄ : To begin in 

the beginning...Ky ͨ̀ Tê
 
u: A beginning...Ky ͨ̀ Xin̄: To go away...Ky ͨ̀ Kiu ̄ : 

Works...Actions 

 跽 Cha n̂g Kuéy Yè Siĕ Chŏ Tý Ll̂ Xin̄ Tin gͨ̀ Jên Goêy Chȳ Cha n̂g Ky ͨ̀: To 

bend the knee a long while...To kneel upon the ground with the knees, the 

rest of the body being upright 

D. reads it Ký in the same sense 

 豈 How...For he it from me that etca...Ky ͨ̀ Kàn: How can I dare  

I dare by no means 

愷 

 啟 To teach...To open...To divide...To signify to...For the right forefoot of an 

horse being white...The beginning of spring and summer is called Ky ͨ̀ 

To open...The beginning of autumn and winter is called Pý. To shut…The 

left wing of an army is called ^; The right Kiu...The Van of an army is called 

^; The rear, Tien...Ky ͨ̀ Min̂g: The morning star when it passes to the evening 

is called Cha n̂g Ken̄g...Ky ͨ̀ Mûng: To teach the ignorant...Ky ͨ̀ Ç e ú: To 

signify to the Emperor...Ky ͨ̀ Chy ̂ Ky ͨ̀ Ke ù: To open the mouth  

To speak. To tell...Fú Ky ͨ̀: A sheet of paper marked with lines for willing 

letters. 

啓 君  

 棨 A signal, upon giving which one is allowed to pass...Ky ͨ̀ Kiĕ: A lance with 

its case 

 綮 

V. Kin g̀ 

A silk web substantial and durable...A case for a lance  

A little standard with the general’s seal that he who carries it may be believed 

to have been sent by him. Kin gͨ̀ Ke ǹg Kin gͨ̀: A joining together; properly 

and metaphorically 

 綺 A silk web with flowers of the same colors interwoven. 

A fine or thin silk web...Ky  ͨ̀  Yù: Words very elegant 
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V.- 
To pay respect with the head quite bowed down to the ground 

  

 芑 A sort of succory...A sort of corn of a white color...A certain tree 

Ky ͨ̀ Chĕ Tu ̂  Mà Çĕ Mà Tia ô Leang: If a horse is rubbed over with the juice 

of if he becomes gentle immediately  

 汜 A certain river in the province of Hô Nân...Mûng Ky ͨ̀: The place where the 

sun sets. 

It is also read Su: The arms which a second time hiding themselves 

underground penetrate the earth. 

 杞 Willows which grow near water...Ke ù Ky: A certain medicine  

A certain kingdom. 

́ 

 

記 Pŏ Yên Ll̂ Xĕ Chȳ Yū Sin̄ Yè: To remember...To call to mind...Ký Pŏ Ḱy 

Ll̂ Ký Pŏ Tĕ: Not to remember...Năng ^: To forget...^ Hân: The faulty of 

remembrance...^ Háo: A sign or token...^ Lŏ or Xū ^: To commit his 

stories to writing lest they should not be remembered...^ Xū: An historical 

book… 

Piao ^: A token of remembrance...Çeú ^: A private writing containing the 

things which are publicly to be signified to the Emperor...^ Pŏ Chin̄: I do 

not remember perfectly…To write down anything lest it ship out of the 

memory 

 寄 To depend upon...To stick to...To trust...To deliver up...To stay with 

anyone...To interpret...Ký Lây: To send hither...To be sent  

Ký Kiú: To send elsewhere...Ký Cin ĝ: The natural propensity to a thing 

accompanied with delight 

 騎 

V. ^ 

Jin̂ Có Mà Xáng: A man sitting upon an horse...Yĕ Ký: One horseman and 

his horse 

 冀 A certain country in the north where was the court of the Emperor Yâo...To 

desire...To hope. 
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 驥 Ky ̂ Ký Çie n̄ Lỳ Mà Yè: A horse going one hundred leagues in a day, and 

very gentle (perhaps it means a dromedary) 

 

 季 An infant...Little…Middling...A little...last...Ký Çù: The last son...Ký Xý: 

the last age...Sú Ký: The four seasons of the year...Ký Yŭe: The last months 

of each of the four seasons of the year 

 悸 Kin ḡ Ký: Disturbed...That past of the girdle which hangs down 

 既 Siào Sūn Yè: a moderate supper...Formerly...Now...Because  

Ký Jen̂ also Ký Jû Çù: Because it is so, or granting this 

Ký Xý: the same  

旣 

 穊 Che û Miĕ Yè: Thick together...Ký Chēu: a certain country 

 曁 Jĕ Pŏ Hién Yè: For the sun’s appearing bright...And...Also 

Ký Ký: Stoutly...Valiantly...Kàn Pŏ Ký: I cannot attain to it  

Chū Ký Hién: A city of the lower order in the province of Chĕ Kiāng  

 塈 Tu ̂  Ký Niĕ Xĕ Vŏ Yè: To plaister an house with clay...To collect together...To 

be at rest  

 鱀 A hog fish 

 猘 

 

Ky Keu: A mad dog 

瘈 
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忌 To fear...To envy...To hate...The anniversary day for deceased 

relations…Kyͨ̆  Yŭe: The first, fifth, and ninth moons...An auxiliary 

character 

忋 

 計 A stratagem...To reckon up...To consider...Súon Ký: To number...To tell 

over...Also to examine into the actions of the lives of others, is called Súon 

Ký...Jin̂ Sin̄ Ký: To reckon up by memory...Ký Kiáo: To complain of  

 繼 To join one to another...To imitate or go on to follow other men’s 

actions...Ký Fú: a father in law...Ký Mù: a mother in law...Yĕ Yâng Cie n̂ 

Hin̂g Chúng Yâng Heú Ký: All the sheep follow one sheep that goes 

before. 

 

継 

 繫 

V. Hý 

To bind...To fasten together...Ký Táy: to fasten together things that bind...Ký 

Ȳ: To join a garment together. 

 洎 Jŏ Chĕ Ỳ: The juice of flesh...water...To moisten…Kuōn Fù Chūng Chỳ 

Xùy: To pour water out of a brass pot…To come quite up to 

 妓 A woman musician…Cha n̄g Ký or Ký Niù: To prostitute  

A whore...Ký Niú: A sort of red lily  

 伎 

V.   ^ 

Ability...Ký Leáng: Ability...A stratagem...Craft...Companions...A whore 

B. reads it Ky ͨ́  

 技 Ability...Cunning...Craftiness…A stratagem...Ký Ý: Mechanic arts...Kia ò 

Ký: a workman who makes things...very artificially put together, as a clock 

Etca. 
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  Lin̂g Ký Leàng Kiŏ Goêy Lin̂g, Sú Kiŏ Goêy Ký Ç ùng Min̂g Xùy Liĕ: 

Fruits that grow in the water which have two horns are called Lin̂g, Those 

which have four are called Ký, but generally Xùy Liĕ Water chesnuts. 

茤 

 薊 A certain herb…Ký Pĕ: The province of Pekin 

 其 

V.    ̂ 

An auxiliary character 

 惎 To teach…Poison 

㥍 

 偈 

V. Kiĕ 

Ký Yù: Unintelligible words such as the idolaters make use of, to get to 

themselves the reputation of being profound by learned…Stoutly 

 髻 Hairs tied up in a knot upon the top of the head, or gathered up together any 

other way 

Kiĕ 

 覬 Ký Yû: To desire very much…Covetous…Ambition 

 旡 Yǹ Xĕ Niĕ Ky ͨ́  Pŏ Tĕ Siĕ: A sobbing 
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  ́  氣 Air…Vapor…An exhalation Liĕ Ky ͨ́ : Strength…Ky ͨ́  Piǹ: Natural 

complexion 

Ciĕ Ky ͨ́ : The twenty four parts into which the Chinese divide the year or 

Zodiac…Xĕ Ky ́ : To be seized with a fainting, also to lose one’s labor and 

time…L ͨ́l Ky ͨ́ : Two sorts of matter; the purer is called Yâng, the grosser Yn̄ 

Sú Ky ͨ́: The four seasons…Lŏ Ky ͨ́ : Six divisions of 

them…first…Yn̄…Second…Yâng…Third, wind…fourth, rain…fifth, 

dark…Sixth, Clear…In Jû Kiáo It is the first principle of all things, by which 

with another immaterial principle (in what manner soever) all things are 

framed inwardly 

 棄 To cast away…To despise…Ciŭe Ky ͨ́ : To renounce…Ŷ Ky ͨ́ : To cast 

away…To neglect…Poéy Ky ͨ́ : To cast behind 

弃 

 噐 

〔器〕 

Fân Sò Yûng Chȳ Vĕ Kiāy Yŭe Ky ͨ́ : All utensils are called Ky ͨ́  Yúng…Tá 

Ky ͨ́  Vàn Chin ̂ : A great vessel is a long time finishing, it is spoken of those 

who discover their abilities after growing old…Tá Ky ͨ́  Vû Sò Pŏ Nêng Chȳ 

Góey: Fit for everything…Siào Ky ͨ́ : Passionate…Impatient 

Chin ĝ Ky ͨ́ : For anyone to come up to the opinion entertained of him or to 

perform all the duties of his office… 

Ç a n̂g Ky ͨ́ : Qualifications or abilities not discovered.  

Lý Ky ͨ́ : A sharp instrument, as a sword… 

Ky ̂ Ky ̂: A vessel which when it is full stands upright, when empty falls on 

one side  

 乞 

V. Kie   

To give 

 甈 Ka n̄g Hû: A certain earthen vessel…Ý: To break…To be broken; for so it is 

sometimes written…Ý 

 跂 Chu ŷ Ç ŏ Ç ŏ: To sit with the feet dangling. 

 企 Kiù Ç ŏ Váng Yè: To look standing on tiptoe…Fy ͨ́  Van  ͨ́g or Ky ͨ́  Niàng: To 

wait with impatience 

跂   

 契 

V. Kiĕ, Siĕ 

To meet or agree…Ky  ͨ́ Yŏ, or Xū Ky  ͨ́: A bond or waiting of agreement as 

for selling…Also Xū Ky  ͨ́: Books…Ky  ͨ́ Ky  ͨ́: Sorrowfully a shit to roast a 

tortoise, in order to divine with…Ky  ͨ́ Xin̂: To put oneself under the 

protection of the spirits… 

𢍆 



It is also the same as 偰 and 怯 and  
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 鍥 To cut or chop…To cut off 

㓶 

 㫓 Jĕ Pa n̂g Xȳ Xoàng Ky ͨ́  Yè: A thin vapor round the sun 

 

 憇 To be at rest 

憩  Siĕ 息 Chȳ Sò: A place of rest 

 

 亟 

V. Kiĕ 

To hasten…Quickly 

 愒 

V. Kiĕ 

To rest…As the second character above 

憇 

 揭 

V. Kiĕ 

Kièn Cha n̂g Xĕ Xùy Yè: To take up one’s cloaths in order to go over a 

water…If the cloaths are only taken up below the knee, it is called Ky ͨ́ ; if 

above the knee Xĕ; if above the girdle Lý 

 挈 

V. Kiĕ 

To shut out…To extinguish…To bore through a tortoise 

 綦 

V.    ̂

Hiây Ke ù Táy Yè: Straps for shoes 
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崎 A grasshopper…It is read also Ky ̄ and Ký in the same sense 

 

Ky or Kie 

 

 ̆̇ 

 

吉 Happiness…Happy…Virtue…Gain…The day of the new moon 

To chuse out a day for sacrificing, and those that are to assist at the 

sacrifices…Kiĕ Hiūng: Lucky and unlucky...Kiĕ Jĕ: A lucky day…Kiĕ 

Gān: A city in the province of Kiāng Sȳ. 

 佶 Strong...Valiant…Vinegar 

 拮 Xeù Ke ù Pińg Ç ó Máo: Working and talking at the same time 

Also very much sketched out…Kiĕ Kiū Túng Ç ó Pŏ Chỳ Chȳ Máo: To 

apply to a business constantly… 

D. reads it also Kiĕ in the same sense 

 迼 To dance 

 亟 

V. Ky ́ 

Swiftly…Solicitously 

 殛 To kill… 
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 極 The top of the head…The top…The top of the house…Highest…Very 

highly…Kiĕ Hào: The best, and so of the other superlatives…Pĕ Kiĕ: The 

north pole…Nân Kiĕ: The south pole…Fú Kiĕ: East, west, north, and south 

Lŏ Kiĕ: Above…beneath…before…behind…On the right hand…On the 

left…Ta ý Kiĕ: The first immaterial internal principle of things according to 

the Chinese; and as it were the soul of the world, but not intelligent…Kiĕ 

Xào: As the least to the less. 

 及 A conjunctive particle…And…Kiĕ Kiĕ: Without ceasing…To come quite 

up to…To make a way through…To flow over 

 笈 Xū Siāng Yè: A chest for books…Fú Kiĕ Cu n̂g Sū: One carrying a chest of 

books, following the matter 

 汲 Yǹ Ll̂ Xáng Chȳ Yè: To raise a thing upon high with any instrument…Ciû 

Xùy Yū Ciǹg: To draw water out of a well 

Kiĕ Kiĕ: Without ceasing…Without intermission 

 伋 To press earnestly…To be urgent…A name Çù Fū 

 彶 Kiĕ Kiĕ: To make haste…To go fast 

 級 Degrees in a natural sense; as degrees which scholars take and in a moral 

sense, as degrees of honor. Kiā Yĕ Kieͨ̆̇ : Raised to one degree of honor 

higher…Kiáng Yĕ Kiĕ: To be brought one degree of honor lower…Xeù 

Kieͨ̆̇ : A degree of honor justly acquired by killing many of the enemy 

𨸚 

 圾 Danger…Dangerous 

 岌 A small mountain of too great an height…Restless 

不安之鬼 

Vide Ky̌ 
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激 Xùy Niĕ Ll̂ Ky ͨ̀ Yŭe Kiĕ: For water to increase by running back as it does 

when it dashes against rocks, is called Kiĕ…Kiĕ Nú: To provoke to 

anger…Kàn Kiĕ: To return thanks…Kiĕ Lý: To invite one to anything. 

 給 To abound very much…To give…Kúng Kiĕ: To provide for 

necessaries…Keu Kie: Quick at answering by word of mouth. Very ready. 

 㭘 Kién Hiă: The scabbard of a sword 

 

 墼 Vĕ Ỳ Kiĕ Ll̂ Xỳ Chin ̂ g Yè: A thing which is completed by prepping upon 

and pounding…Tu ͨ̀  Kiĕ: Bricks before they are baked…Ta ń Kiĕ: Certain 

round balls made of coals pounded or ashes, which they use in brass stoves 

to warm the feet 

𤮈 

 擊 To strike…To beat or pound…Mŏ Kiĕ: To look hastily…Kūng ^: To come 

hand to hand…To engage in battle...Also to contend with words. 

 急 Swift…In haste…To hasten…Solicitous…To be solicitous…Straights…To 

press…Sińg Kiĕ: Naturally quick…Kiĕ Pĕ: To bring into straights…Sú Pŏ 

Kiǹ Kiĕ: The business is not very urgent. 

 劇 To add…Very much…Difficult…Comedy 

 屐 Mŏ Kiĕ: A galosh…A sort of clog which great part of the shoe and keeps it 

clean 

𡰵  
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 棘 Small jububes…Trees and herbs that are prickly…L ͨ́l Kiĕ Tán Cu ͨ́  Ll̂ Pŏ Xĕ 

Yŭe Kiĕ, Xĕ Siào ͨ́Ll̂ Vý Súon Yŭe L ͨ́l: A tree which bears only thorns not 

fruit is called Kiĕ, but that which bears a small sharp fruit is called L ͨ́l…Mà 

Kiĕ: Thicker thorns. 

Kiĕ 荊 The bramble Kiĕ Çu n̂g 叢 the same 

 襋 Ȳ Liǹg Yè: The collar of garments 

 㦸 A sort of lance 

 㘌 To laugh…Tá Siáo Pŏ Chỳ Yŭe Vŭ Kiĕ: A great and continued laugh is 

called Vŭ Kiĕ 

 吃 

V. Kie   

Stammering…An impediment in the speech. 

  Yeù Chý Liĕ Yè: Neither will nor strength are wanting 

 

 郄 Py ̂ Kiĕ Yè: Very much tired. 

 

   ̆̇ 乞 To ask…To entreat… 
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吃 To eat 

𠯏 

 訖 To finish…To fill up…To end 

D. reads it also Kiĕ 

𧥷 

 詰 To enquire after…To chastise…To correct…Kie ͨ̆  Xāo: In the 

morning…The day being now broke…Before the sun breaks out. 

D. reads it also Kiĕ 

 蛣 Kie ͨ̆  Kia n̄g. Hĕ Kiă, Chy ͨ́  Çáy Kiă Hiá, Ta ǹ Fúen Tu ͨ̀  Çó Vôn Ll̂ Chùen 

Chȳ: A beetle…An insect that has wings under an hard skin, that eats dung 

and of it makes round balls which he rolls about 

 噄 To eat 

喫 

 䧍 A hole in a wall…An empty space…A chink…To abhor…To hate… 

 泣 Vû Xin̄g Ch
 
ŭ Ty ͨ́  Yè: To weep and make a noise…Also the noise of bubling 

water… 

 䏠 Jŏ Chĕ: The juice of flesh…Jŏ Kēng: Soup with or without flesh 

肉汁也 
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̄ 家 An house…A family…An habit of body…An husband…Kŭe ^: Emperor 

and all his viceroys were so called, till the reign of the family of Hán, and 

then this title was given only to the Emperor…Cĕ Kiā Çù: The Emperor's 

daughter…Tá Kiā: All together 

Ç ú Kiā: I myself...Kiā Fú: My father…Kiā Mù: My mother…Jû Kiā: 

A learned sect…Táu Kiā: The sect of Táu, commonly called Táu 

Çù…Nûng Kiā: Professors of husbandry…Ȳ Kiā: The profession of physic, 

or the physic school…Also a common name for Lords, Noblemen etca. 

 加 Çēng Tie n̄ Yè: To add…To increase…To put over 

 笳 A pipe made of the leaves of reeds 

 枷 A round and wide board, which is put round the neck of a criminal, like a 

collar, is called Kiǹg Kiáy 

It is also the same as this character 架 and likewise the next below. 

 耞 Liên Kiā: A flail to thresh corn with 

 跏 Kiā Fû Pu ôn Siĕ Çó Min̂g: To sit with one leg over the water 

 迦 Xĕ Kiā: The sect of the idol Fŏe 

 痴 The scat of a sore after it is opened. 
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袈 Kiā Xā: A garment peculiar to the bonzes 

 嘉 Good…Excellent…Beautiful…To praise…To rejoice…Kiā Yû: A certain 

fish…Kiā Lỳ: Nuptial ceremonies…Kiā Pin̂g: The name of a sacrifice 

offered at the end of the year 

 葭 Kiā Lû: Reeds growing in the water…Kiēn Kiā: Reeds which have not yet 

blossomed…Kiā Fū: A thin skin within side of a bamboo…Kiā Fū Chȳ 

Çiĕ: My kinsman…My relation (A term of humility.)  

 瘕 Chin̄g Kiā Fŏ Chūng. Çiĕ Chý Kú: Humans in the belly formed, as it were, 

into a stone…Obstructions in the belly 

 猳 Meù Xỳ: A hog… 

 佳 Fair…Good 

佳 

  ̂ 伽 Kia  ̂ Lân: The idol Fŏe…Kia  ̂ Poéy: A certain kingdom. 

Lŏ Kia   ̂ Xān: A certain mountain, in the southern sea, where Kuān Xý Yn̄ 

taught her doctrine (Kúan Xȳ Yn̄ is a certain female idol, commonly called 

Pu ̂  Să) 

̀ 賈 

V. Kù 

A sirname 

It is also the same as 價 
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 檟 A certain tree fit to make walking sticks…A sort of Ch
 
â otherwise Ku ͨ̀  Tu ͨ̀   

 假 

V. Kĕ. Hiâ 

Pŏ Chin̄ Yè: False…Feigned…Kià Ciĕ: To borrow or lend…Kià Mý: To 

sleep without pulling off one’s cloaths 

 嘏 Great happiness…Chý Fŏ Yū Chù Jin̂ Chȳ Çu ̂  Yè: Words of happy import, 

which he who is to represent the spirits speaks, at the time of sacrificing, to 

him that sacrifices 

 斝 A sort of wine vessel 

斚 

́ 駕 Carriage with four horses, especially the Emperors…Houses drawing, a four 

wheeled carriage of the Emperors…Çiĕ Kiá, or Çiĕ Xińg Kiá: To go out to 

meet the Emperor…Yén Kià: The Emperor dying…Siĕ Kiá: To stop…Tá 

Kiá: A word of politeness, as Sir, Your Lordship etca…Kiá Mà: To put 

horses to a four wheeled carriage. 

 架 Any contrivance whether made of wood or anything else, to place anything 

above or below, as books, cloaths…Kŏ Pàn Kiá: A table to set anywhere, to 

put upon it whatever is necessary…Xĕ Çú Kiá: The holy cross 

 稼 Kiá Sĕ: Că Miâo Yŭe Kiá, Lièn Hô Yŭe Sĕ: To plant is called Kiá; To 

collect together is called Sĕ…To sow. 

榢 

 嫁 Kiá Ç iú Góey Ç ù Nă Sú Yŭe Çiú, Ỳ Niù Po éy Siĕ Yŭe Kiá: To marry a 

son is called Ç iú. To marry a daughter is called Kiá…For a woman to 

marry…Kiá Yúen: To breed quarrels among of any 

Kiá Hó Tu ȳ Gŏ Yū Jin̂: To lay the blame upon another…Kiá Ciu ͨ́ : Wedlock 
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價 Vĕ Chĕ Yè: The price of things…Kiá Chĕ, or Kiá Cie n̂: The price or value 

of a thing… 

 假 

V. Kĕ. Hiâ.  ̀ 

Ciu ͨ̀  Yù Jin̂ Yŭe Kià Çĕ Xáng Xin̄g; Yù Chȳ Yŭe Kiá Cĕ Kiú Xin̄g: To 

borrow is called Kià in the third accent, but to lend to others is called Kiá in 

the fourth accent…Káo Kiá: For inferiors desiring leave of their superiors 

to be absent a little time from their offices. 

  ́ 髂 Yāo Kŏ Yè: The bones of the reins 

𩩱 䯊 

It is also read Kĕ in the same sense 

  Kia ò Ke ù Ça y (巧口才): Powerful eloquence…Naturally very eloquent 

  甲 The first character among the ten that are used for counting time. A coat of 

mail…First…Highly excelling…Ç a ò Mŏ Çū Sēng Chȳ Fu Kiă Yè: The 

back or skin that covers herbs and trees when they first appear…Lin̂g ^: The 

head of the laws…Nêng Pŏ Ngò Kiă: He does not exceed me in ability…Kiă 

Tý: The first among others of the same rank…Chy ^: The nails 

Hôey Kiă: To be big with child…To be pregnant…^ Cháng: Tents for 

soldiers…^ ^: Soldiers of one's own country… 

懷 Lŏ 大 Tá 

 胛 Poéy Kiă. Poéy Xáng Leàng Pŏ Kiēn: The part of the back between the 

shoulders 

 祫 Tān Kiă Ȳ Chȳ Vû Lỳ Chè Yŭe Tān, Yeù Lỳ Ll̂ Vû Siú Chè Yŭe Kiă: A 

single garment is called Tān Ȳ A double one but without cotton is called Kiă 

Ȳ. Kiĕ: The collar of the garments that are used in sacrifices, also a four 

square piece of cloth put on an infant's breast, to receive the spittle, it is 

commonly called{ Goêy…幃 Siên…泟… 

 跲 To slip down…To fall…An hindrance…To hinder… 
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 夾 To tie hard on both sides…To press together…To put together…To join 

together…To plant between…^ Kúen: A sort of torture. Kiă Ch
 
ŷ Cò Yeú 

Fú Ch
 
ŷ Yè: To help anyone on each side…V: G: that he may walk 

Kiă Fú Çò Yeú Fù Py ͨ̆ : The Emperor’s councellors…Kiă Çă: Things mixed 

together. 

 梜  

 挾 

V. Kiĕ 

Kiă Ch
 
ŷ: To help anyone on each side, to enable him to rise, walk etca… 

 郟 Kiă Jŏ: A certain country in the province of Hô Nân, now called Hô Nân 

Fù 

 劼 Yúng Liĕ Yè: To endeavor…To try one's strength…Diligent… 

Diligence… 

 㓤 Kin ĝ Kiă…Kin ĝ Mién Yŭe Kin ĝ; Pŏ Mién Yŭe Kiă: To mark the face with 

black letters is called Kin ĝ; To strip the skin off the face is called Kiă 

 戞 A spear somewhat long…A doctrine…A law…Kiă Kiă: 

Incoherently…Confusedly 

 恝 Kiă Jen̂: Without heaviness of heart 
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稭 Hô Xào Kiu ͨ́  Ky ̂ Py ̂ Goêy Çý Tiēn Chȳ Siĕ: Mats they make use of when 

they sacrifice to heaven, made of the dried stalks of corns, when the outside 

is taken off 

秸  

    掐 To scratch…To strike with the nails 

扮  

 恰 To use diligence…Conveniently…Kiă Xeú Leàng Jin̂: It conveniently 

holds two men and no more…Kiă Kiă: The bleating of sheep…Kiă Hào: 

Very opposite…Agreable…Fit…What is done in such a manner and time as 

it ought to be done 

  Weariness from too much labor 

 

Kiay 

 

̄ 街 Sú Tu n̄g Táo Yè, or Sú Ch
 
ŭ Chȳ Lú: A way which has communication 

with four other ways…A way…A wide road… 

Tie n̄ Kiāy: The way which leads directly to the Emperor’s palace… 

Kào Kiāy Hin̂g Hin̂g Chȳ Ch
 
ú: The place where criminals are punished… 

藁 Kào 

  Yĕ Ç iĕ Yè: All together…To whole…Uniformly…Yĕ Kiāy: All collectively 

皆  

 偕 Together…At the same time…Kiāy Kiāy: Valiant… 
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 喈 Kiāy Kiāy Niào Xin̄g Hô Yè: The notes of birds in harmony together 

 階 Steps, or a stone ladder…Ladders…The original from whence any 

misfortune proceeds 

堦 

 湝 Xùy Lieû Máo: Is spoken of a running water 

 荄 Ca ò Mŏ Kēn Yè: The roots of herbs and trees 

B & D read it also Kāy in the same sense 

 痎 Kĕ Jĕ Mŏ Yè: A tertian, or intermitting fever 

  ̄ 揩 To wipe off…To out…To cleanse 

 

 解 

V. Hiàý. ́. 

To loosen…To unfold…To distinguish…To be loosened…To open…Kiày 

Múen: To lay aside grief…The mark of a deer’s foot…Káo Kiày: To 

confess. 

 𠎿 

V. Hiày 

Chày Kiày: Very valiant 

D. reads it Hiày 
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   ̀ 楷 A form, model, or pattern…A certain tree…Kia ỳ Xū: A book with the 

characters compleatly made…Tūon Kia ỳ: Characters completely made 

́ 介 To help…To be near one’s person…Great…A boundary…A coat of mail…A 

shell…To break in upon…Persevering in what is good 

Pào Kiáy: He who assists the governor of the husbandmen, when he attends 

as the Emperor at plough…Siēn Kiáy: A very slight occasion 

Ciĕ Kiáy: An idle sauntering fellow…Ciĕ Kiáy or Kèng Kiáy: Sincere 

Ingenuous…Xáo Kiáy: To be anyone’s patron…Siào Kiáy: My 

servant…My assistant… 

 芥 Kiáy Ç a ý: Mustard seed…Kiáy Lân Ca ý: Cabbage…Ç a ò Kiáy: 

Despicable 

An affront…A reproachful word. 

 价 Good…Great…A servant…Lińg Kiáy: Your lordships slave. 

Siào Kiáy: My slave…Xáo Kiáy: To be anyone’s patron. 

介 㑘 

 㝏 Tŏ Kiū Yè: Solitary 

 蚧 Kŏ Kiáy: A sort of animal or worm. 

 魪 Pỳ Mŏ Yû: An adder’s tongue commonly called Hiây Tỳ Yû 

 

 界 A boundary…A Division…To draw lines…Kiáy Fāng: A rule or square used 

by builders… 
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 尬 Hin̂g Pŏ Chińg: One who gets his lively hood dishonestly is called Kiēn 

Kiáy…S   o  ̄ Ỳ Sú Chy ̄ Pŏ To ͨ̀ Góey Chȳ Pŏ Kiēn, Po Kiay: Commonly a 

business not settled is called Pŏ Kiēn Pŏ Kiáy  

 尬 

 葪 Táy Kiáy: The fins of fish. 

 犗 Fân Hiŏ Chȳ Kŏ Xý Ll̂ Sēng Chè, Kiāy Goéy Chȳ Kiáy: All domestic 

animals if they survive gelding are called Kiáy…An ox…Kiáy Hin̂g: To 

cut off the privy members by way of punishment 

 戒 To instruct…To forbid…To abstain…Kiǹg Kiáy: To deter from evil 

Kiáy Pý: To come before…Kiáy Kiǹ: To use much diligence. 

Kiáy Chỳ: A ring…Chāy Kiáy: Abstinence of the Chinese; Chāy is to 

abstain from all gratification of the outward senses, Kiáy is being very 

anxious that nothing is done said, or thought, contrary to what is 

lawful…Kiáy Ku ̄ : A ring 

 

 誡 A precept…To instruct…To be taught…To be determined 

Kiń Kiáy: To forbid…Kiáo Kiáy: To teach 

 

It is also the same with the character next above. 

 屆 Up to…To come up to…The top…A lame person who can hardly 

walk…Kiáy Ky ̂: When the time comes 

届  

 解 

V.  ̀ & Hiàý 

To convey back a criminal, or taxes to a superior…Kiáy Ghĕ: A determined 

number…Kiáy Yuên: The chief among those who are admitted to the degree 

of Kiù Jin̂ 

觧 

 㿍 Yàng Kiáy: The itch…Kiáy Cho   āng: The same. Viz. the Itch 

疥 
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廨 Kūng Kiáy: The court where causes are tryed 

  

 繲 Kú Ȳ: To wash one's cloaths…An old garment 

   ́  Kù Min̂g: A certain kingdom 

 

Kiang 

 

̄ 江 Kiāng and Hô are the names of rivers…Hô are rivers more northward and 

not abounding so much in water, but Kiāng are the more southern rivers, 

which receive many other rivers Siào Xùy Jĕ Tá Xùy Siāng Kūng Kúng 

Yè: The principal river which because of its being more famous is called 

Kiāng, is Yâng Cù ^, which riving in Sú Chu ēn runs through the provinces 

of Hû Kuàng and Kiāng Nân…There is another river in the province of 

Chĕ Kiāng which is called Che  ͨ̀ Kiāng and Çie n̂ Ta n̂g Kiāng…Kiāng 

Nân: One of the principal provinces where formerly the court was kept. 

Kiāng Nin̂g: Its metropolis; before the invasion of the Tartars was called 

Nân Kin̄g 

 姜 A certain river, near the banks of which the very ancient Emperor Xin̂ Nûng 

was born, and from whence he took his sirname... 

 畺 Ù Pĕ Lỳ Chȳ Tý Yŭe Kiāng: A country in extent five hundred Chinese 

stadia…A boundary is called Kiāng 

 薑 Ginger, commonly called Sēng Kiāng…Táy Py ̂  Yúng Ç ĕ Leâng Ku ͨ́  Py ̂  

Yúng Ç ĕ Jĕ: If it is eaten with its back, it is cold, if without it, hot 

䕬 
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 橿 Çu  Pińg: The handle of a shade…A certain tree which is also called Vuán 

Niên Mŏ: A tree one thousand years old 

 礓 Kiāng Că Xĕ Kiāy Kiĕ: The steps of a stone ladder…Kiāng Liĕ: Little 

stones. 

 疆 A limit…A boundary…A side 

壃 疅 

 韁 Mà Kiāng: A horse's reins 

繮 

 殭 Jin̂ Sù Hin̂g Ty ͨ̀ Pŏ Hoèy Gôey Kiāng Xȳ: A dead body not corrupted is 

called Kiāng Xȳ…Kiāng Ça n̂: A silk worm after it has got wings; to 

which sense it is also wrote thus 䗵 

 傹 To fall…To overthrow…Ko ͨ̀ Chu ȳ Ll̂ Kiāng: It may be over thrown with 

one blast. 

僵 

 羗 Valiant…Certain foreigners in the west…An auxiliary character…Kian ḡ 

Kiāng: A certain river… 

羌 𦍑 

 蜣 Kia n̄g Leâng or Kiĕ Kia n̄g Chùen Fúen Gôey Vôn: A certain insect 

rolling about its dung and making balls of it…A beetle… 
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控 

V. Hu ńg 

A strike…Vide Ku ńg 

 腔 Kŏ Chȳ Ku n̄g Ty ͨ̀: A bone empty within…The empty part of a bone…A 

thing empty within…Singing in music…Ç ó Kia n̄g: To counterfeit on 

purpose…V: G…Sick…Mind…Same etc a. The numeral character for sheep 

that are killed…The numeral character for living ones is Yĕ Kie n̄ etc a. 

 慶 

V. Hin ǵ 

An auxiliary particle 

The same with this character Q 

羗 Q 

Happiness, whose opposite is Yāng Unhappiness. 

   ̂ 強 

V.    ̀ 

A worm which is bred in the trunk of a tree and gnaws it…A man of 

forty…Stout…Violent…Stubborn…A very strong bow. 

More in quantity…V: G: Yĕ Pĕ Kiâng: An hundred and more  

Ç u ͨ́  Kia n̂g: To lay violent hands upon oneself. 

彊 强 

̀ 傋 Kiàng Màng: Sincere…One who does not flatter…It is spoken of an 

ignorant man. 

 講 To speak…To tell…To relate…To propose distinctly…To dispute 

Kiàng Xŭe: To unfold…Kiàng Kieú: To search into a thing a good 

while…Kiàng Siĕ: To know a thing perfectly, by questioning and arguing, 

and to act accordingly…Kiàng Siń: Men who entirely depend upon the 

words of each other…Kiàng Hô: To persuade any to agree together 

 

 港 Hô Kiàng. Xùy Chȳ Tá Táo Yŭe Hô. Hô Chȳ Siào Pa ý Yŭe Kiàng: A 

great channel of water is called Hô; The rivers that arise from thence are 

called Kiàng 

 襁 Kiàng Pào: Pieces of cloth for little children so contrived that they can be 

carried conveniently upon the shoulders 
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 繈 Kúon Cie n̂ Sŏ Yè: A little cord upon which they string copper money 

It is also the same as the next character  

 鏹 Metal...Pĕ Kiaǹg Silver 

  ̀ 

 

強 

V. c ^ 

Jin̂ Puèn Pŏ Yŏ Ll̂ Mièn Sù Goêy Chȳ Yŭe Kia ǹg: To force... 

Liĕ Xĕ Pŏ Nêng Ll̂ Mièn Ỳ Hin̂g Chȳ Yĕ Yŭe Kia ǹg: To endeavor or 

try...To strive...Jin̂ Pŏ Ngò Cu n̂g Ll̂ Yĕ Chȳ Sù Cu   n̂g Yĕ Yŭe Kia ǹg: To 

make any one by force comply with me against his inclination…Kie n̄ 

Kia ǹg: To drag by violence...Kia ǹg Táo: A Robber...Kia ǹg Kie û: To 

endeavor to get what is not other due 

僵 

 勥 Mièn Liĕ Yè: To offer violence...To press together...To exert one’s strength. 

́ 

 

降 

V. Hiâng 

Çú Xáng Ll̂ Hiá: To descend...To let oneself down...To fall to press 

down...For a bird’s dying...Kiáng Kiĕ: To be depressed of any degree of 

dignity 

 洚 Xùy Pŏ Cūn Táo Yè: Water swelling beyond its channel 

Kiańg Xùy: A deluge...Water not bounded  

It is also read Hûng and Húng 

 絳 Tá Xĕ Sĕ: A very deep red...A contain river 
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̄  交 Union...Society...To meet together. Kiāo Fun̄g: To meet together to fight 

Kiĕ ^ or ^ Yèu: To join in friendship...Siāng ^: Familiarity...Familiar  

To be joined together...Çŭe ^: To break off acquaintance…^ Fú or ^ Ký: 

To deliver or give...^ Xuỳ: To mix water with wine...^ Kiā, also ^ Çŏ: To 

mix one thing with another...^ Chéy: To fight...^ ^: Is spoken of birds that 

fly, going and coming back...It is also spoken of a thing moderate in 

quantity...Kiāo Chỳ: The kingdom of cochin China...Kiāo Kiáy: The 

confines of places that border upon each other. 

𨦟  

 茭 Çu  Kiāo, Siēn Goêy Çu ̄  Kān Goêy Kiāo: New herbs are called Çu ̄   

Dryed herbs are called Kiāo Hay...Kiāo Pĕ: Certain herbs in the fields 

growing under water. 

 咬 Kiāo Kiāo: The voices of birds...It is also read Yāo: The voice of one 

grieving very much...Now it is used for Yào Q 

齩 Q 

 蛟 Lûng Xŏ Sú Xĕ, Sú Çŏ Vû Kiŏ Vû Lin̂: A sort of dragon...It is like a serpent. 

But has four feet, and neither horns nor scales a crocodile. 

 鲛 A sea fish of whose skin may be made scabbards for swords 

Kiāo Jin̂ Lun̂g: A fish like a man...Lúy Lŏ Chin ĝ Chū: The tears of which, 

when they fall become pearls  

 郊 Kŭe Váy Chȳ Tý Yè: A country without the confines of the kingdom...The 

place where they sacrifice to heaven...Also the sacrifice which is offered to 

heaven. 

 鵁 Kiāo Çin̄g: A sort of bird with a tuft upon his head 

 澆 To water...To sprinkle over...Kiāo Po ͨ̆ : Bad manners 
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 教 

V.  ́

 

Sù Chȳ Gôey Yè: To make a thing do 

 徼 

V. ̀ . ́

 

To enquire after...Kiāo Hińg: To gain by accident what is not due to our 

merits...To examine. 

儌 

  A musical instrument 

簥 

 驕 

V. Hiāo 

Mà Kāo Lŏ Chĕ Yŭe Kiāo: A horse six cords high is called Kiāo. To be 

proud...To be carried beyond all bounds...ungovernable...Kiāo Gáo: Pride 

喬 

 嬌 Kiāo Yâo: A beautiful woman…Kiāo Ç ū: The outward appearance of 

thing…Soft…Tender…Beautiful…Kiāo Yàng: To bring up delicately 

 

 鷮 A sort of mountain fowl, less than others, but with a larger tail. 

 

 嘐 

V. Hiāo 

Kiāo Kiāo: The crowing of a cock. 

 膠 Glue made of the skins of oxen or fish...Durable...Strong 

Kiāo Çiĕ: Very intimate...Very great friends 
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轇 Kiāo Kŏ Că Luón Kiū Chy ̄ Máo: Is spoken of a carriage and horses going 

confusedly and without order. 

 僥 False...(See Hiāo) 

  ̄ 

 
 To strike…A short stick...Kia ō Mûen: To knock at a door...Tu ȳ Kia ō: To 

put the finishing hand to verses, or to consider how they may be made more 

perfect...Yèu Tu ȳ Kia ō: The thing as yet requires more consideration before 

it can be completed or quite finished...Kia ō Po ͨ̆  木 To strike  

搞 撟 

 蹻 Kiù Ç ŏ Yè: To raise the feet...To look about standing on tiptoe  

The inside of the ankle is called Yn̄ Kia ō, The outside Yâng Kia ō 

It is read also Kia ô in the same sense 

 嘺 Pŏ Chȳ Xý Xùy: I do not know who it is  

 蹺 Kiù Çŏ Yè: To raise the feet...To look about standing on tiptoe  

Kia ō Kȳ: Things that are uneven, not settled, and which cannot conveniently 

be joined together 

 堯 Tu ͨ̀  Pŏ Pin ̂ g Yè: Uneven ground...Kia ō Kiŏ Barren land 

磽 

塙 It is also the same as 墽 

 骹 Kiń Co ͨ̆  Kù Kŏ: The bones of the leg next the feet 

𨃤 

It is read also Kiao in the same sense 
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  ̂ 

 

喬 Lofty. Kia ô Mŏ: A lofty tree without branches...The upper work of a 

spear...Kia ô Çù: father and son (An expressions of civility)  

 

It is also the same as 驕 

 僑 Ký Kiū Yè: To lodge in an inn...High...Kia ô: A place for entertainment 

 橋 A certain tree…A beam laid cross...A bridge…A tall tree without 

branches...Kia ô Súng Chȳ Xéu: A long life...Kia ô Jen̂: very high 

Kia ô Leâng: A bridge 

  Pŏ Xún Yè: Inflexible...Vĕ Kúo Kān Ll̂ Pŏ Pin ĝ Yŭe Kia ô:  

Any thing uneven from being dried too much 

 蕎 Kia ô Mĕ: Buck wheat...French wheat...A sort of medicine  

A sort of corn the stalks of which are red, the flowers white and the grains of 

it are triangular and like a pyramid  

荍 

 翹 Niào Vỳ Yè: The tails of birds. Kia ô Xèu Kiù Xèu Váng Yè: To left up the 

head to see any thing...Çu ý Kia ô: An ornament for the head made of feathers 

which women use...Kia ô Çây: Higher than others...Kia ô Kia ô: Is spoken of 

anything just ready to fall  

Kia ô Ky ͨ̀: To be raised up 

 招 

V. Chāo. Xăo 

To publish the past faults of others  

 

̀ 佼 Good…Kiào Jin̂: A handsome man 
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皎 Kiĕ Pĕ Yè: Very white...The skinning of the moon 

 絞 To twist together...To bind...To tye tight...To hasty...To deprive of life by 

tying a rope about the neck...Kiào Sŏ: To make ropes...^ Lŏ: Cables used in 

ships...Kiào Çú To lay open to any one his faults to upbraid…Kiày Çúy: To 

punish with an halter...Also the sentence of a judge. 

 狡 Kiào Hoă: Tricking...A deceiver...Of a cheating disposition… 

A boy of a bad disposition...A lyar...Also a little dog...^ Ký: 

Craft...Deceit...To contrive against 

 姣 Good...Beautiful 

It is also read Hiâo: To commit adultery, or play the whore matter 

 𢯴 To join together...To bind...To tye round 

 撟 To lift up the hands...To extend the limbs…To bend...Stoutly  

To take upon oneself the authority of superiors without any grounds 

 矯 To bring together...To pretend...To warp the authority of another  

Kiào Mińg: To counterfeit the order of a superior...Vańg To ͨ̆ : 

Xáng Mińg: Strong...Hard...To make arrows 

 譑 Jin̂ Yeù Kúo Ll̂ Fă Chȳ Yè: To correct the faults of anyone  

To upbraid anyone with his faults 
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 蹻 

V. Kia ō & 

Kiŏ 

Strong...Valiant 

  Fŏ Chūng Kiĕ Tu ńg: A sudden and violent pain in the belly 

 

 徼 

V. ̄.  ́ . Yāo 

Kiun̂g Pùen Chȳ, Mŏ, Chȳ Goéy Chý, Cu n̂g Pa n̂g Cha ō Liŏ Tĕ Yĕ, Ll̂ 

Cú Ỳ Gôey Chý Chȳ Góey Kiào: He who knows a thing perfectly is 

called Chý, or a wise man, He who knows a thing imperfectly and yet 

thinks he understands it thoroughly is called Kiào 

 皦 Gŏ Sĕ Chȳ Pĕ: The whiteness of gems...Clear…Shining 

 繳 To tye round...To bundle up...Siāo Kiào: The thing is come to its past end. 

V: G: The house is burnt down; The rich man is reduced to poverty...He has 

ended his life; There is nothing remains for me to do; All these are 

explained by Siāo Kiào...Kiào Xáng Lỳ: He returned his presents 

 膠 

V. ̄ 

Kiào Kiào: To make a riot…To mix together...It is also used for voices in 

harmony together 

 𪴤 Ỳ Xèu Tu ȳ Ta ńg: To mix together with the hand (V: G:) as water is mixed 

with wine...Kiào Jào: To disturb…To make a riot… 

  ̀ 

 

巧 Famous…Good…Ability…Apt…Works excellently well performed 

Kia ò Yen̂: Deceitful words...^ Ký: A workman who performs according to 

art...^ Xé: One whose works answer exactly to what is ordered...Lin̂g ^, or 

Ky ̂ ^: A thing very artificial and curious...Kȳ ^ or Kūay ^: Crafty 

Cunning...A stratagem...^ Xào: Skillful hands...^ Fân Chin ĝ Chŭe: 

Contriving to compleat a thing excellently well performed...Beyond his 

common skill...Çĕú Kia ò: An unexpected but happy event 
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́ 轎 A sedan chair…Kiáo Fú: Chairmen who carry a sedan chair 

 嶠 Xān Júy Ll̂ Kāo: A sharp pointed lofty mountain 

It is read also Kiâo in the same sense 

 橋 

V. c ^ 

An engine to convey or draw up water 

 挍 

V. Hiáo 

Kiáo Liĕ: A fence to inclose wild beasts in that they may be taken...To 

dispute or wrangle...To examine into as books etca. 

校 

 校 To examine...To compare one thing with another. 

挍 

 較 Pỳ Kiáo: To compare one thing with another…To compare 

Ký ^: To complain of...Ký Kiáo: Snares…Treachery…Deceit 

校  

 教 To teach...A doctrine…To instruct...To shew how a thing is to be done 

Kiáo Mûen: A sect...Ling ^: I receive your instructions...Fúng ^: To 

follow the doctrine of any sect...Yeù Sú Ciǹg ^: I have a business upon my 

hands in which I shall want your advice. Ciǹg Kiáo Çūn Sińg. I beseech 

you tell me of what family your lordship is. 

Kàn Kieû Kiáo: Tell me by chance what passes  

[禾言] 

 酵 Leaven...Stuff made use of to ferment wine and head etca 

Also Fă Kiáo is the same  
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 窖 Tý Çańg: Pits under ground to lay up anything in 

 

 覺 

V. Kiŏ 

To awake...Xúy Kiáo: To sleep 

 呌 To call...To call to...To call out...Kiáo Ta ȳ Lây: Call him...Kiáo Ló Xiń Mó: 

How is he called...Sĕ Kiáo: The name without the thing...Kiáo Hoá: To ask 

alms...Kiáo Hán: To call out 

 訆 

 徹 

V. ̄ 

 

To encompass or go round...A boundary...To plunder...Confines...To stop up 

in a narrow way...Yeû Kiáo: A spy 

To spy out, or search for diligently 

  ́ 

 

竅 An hole...Void...Kièu Kia ó: The holes of the body...Yeù Kia ó: Of a strong 

understanding...Quick witted 

 

Kie 

 

  ̂ 

 

茄 Kie  ̂ Ç ù 

  

 

訏 Fă Jin̂ Chȳ Yn̄ Sú: To publish another’s secret...To upbraid any one with 

his private faults… 
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V. Ký 

Kiĕ Kiĕ: Stoutly...To endeavor heartily 

偈 

 掲 

V. Ký 

Kāo Kiù Yè: To raise up on high...Yeú Kiǹ Ll̂ Xú Chȳ: To lift up and raise 

anything...Kiĕ Tiĕ: A writing by which onn governor advice another of any 

particular affair...Kiĕ Nieù, or Çiēu Kiĕ: To seize anyone by the coat as a 

thief Etca 

 

  To draw out...To dry up...Liĕ Liĕ: With all one’s might...^ Fú: To carry a 

burden 

竭 

 
羯 

Mèu Yâng Kiu ͨ́  Xý Yŭe Kiĕ: A ram that is gelt  

 
楬 

Yèu Sò Piào Xĕ Yè: a stone or piece of wood upon which any thing is 

engraven to preserve the memory of it. 

 碣 Tiĕ Liĕ Xĕ Yè: A stone higher than the rest 

 朅 

V. c u 

To go...Kiĕ Lây: To go and come  

It is also the same as 曷 and 盍 what would you have 

  Ỳ Py ͨ́  Kiă Vĕ Yū Lĕ Kiēn: To put or carry anything between the arms 

and the ribs 

搩 

以臂挾物于肋間 
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V. Hiĕ 

Pure...Neat...Kiĕ Çińg: Without spot or blemish...Pŏ Kiĕ Çińg Tiĕ 

Hóa...Impure...Indecent words 

絜 

  Kiĕ Kāo Kiĕ Xùy Kiú: An instrument to draw water (V. G) out of a well… 

  拮 

 刼 Kia ǹg Ciu ͨ̀  Ye: To carry away violently...To take by force  

Tà Kiĕ: To rob...Vĕ Kiĕ, among the sectaries, is called an age 

刦 刼 劫 

 頰 Mién Pa n̂g Yè: The cheek...Hoàn Kiĕ: Soft words fitted to engage 

attention...Py ̄ Ky ̂ Kiĕ: To give a slap on the face 

 莢 Boxes in which pulse and such like things are laid up…. 

A certain herb in the time of the Emperor Yâo, which from the first to the 

fifteenth moon produces one leaf every day and from the fifteenth moon and 

afterwards, drops one every day 

梜 

 蛺 Kiĕ Tiĕ: A butterfly…A winged worm 

D. and 王 read it Kiă 

 結 To join together...A joining together...Tà Kiĕ Cù: To tie knots...^ Kiāo: To 

make friendships...To enter into an acquaintance...Kiày ^: To break an 

acquaintance off...Huôn ^: To put an end to...^ Kùo: Is spoken of trees whose 

blossoms are grown up into fruit...Pŏ Kiĕ Kùo: Not to all up to his past...He 

does not finish what he has undertaken...he does not answer the opinion 

entertained of him...^ Kùo Jin̂ Tiĕ Sińg Mińg: To take any one’s life away 

by violence...Kiĕ Yù: A conclusion...The last words with which (V: G:) a 

letter is concluded...It is also read Ký by D. 

紒 

 詰 To enquire after...To chastise...To reprove...Kiĕ Chāo: In the 

morning...Light, but before the sun rises...Pu ôn Kiĕ: To examine… 
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袺 Ỳ Ȳ Chù Vĕ Ll̂ Chĕ Ky ̂ Jin̂: To gather part of a garment into one’s hand to 

hide any thing there 

 黠 A deep black...Kiào Kiĕ: An importer...Treacherous...Kiĕ Kia ò: 

Cunning...Crafty 

Others read it Hia  

 桀 A piece of wood upon which a hen perches...Kȳ Yĕ Yè: Is an epithet for a 

dead robber, who has murdered many 

㘶 

The same also with the next following. 

 傑 Ç a ŷ Yă Ván Jin̂ Chȳ Chin ̄ g: Excelling others in extraordinary 

endowments...Yn̄g Hiunͨ̆ g Hâo Kiĕ, Yǹg Is properly to excel others in 

understanding; Hiûng: Excelling others in strength and boldness...Hâo and 

Kiĕ: Signifies excelling in the qualifications of the mind; but Hâo signifies 

a less, and Kiĕ a greater excellence...Yn̄g Kiĕ Tĕ Liĕ Chȳ Ý : An hero 

greatly superior to others obstinate...Proud  

杰 

 
𥠹 

Hô Chu  ͨ̆ Máo: Is spoken of corn rising out of the ground 

 孑 A man who has lost his right arm...The remainder...A sort of lance...Kū Kiĕ 

or Kiĕ L ͨ̆ie: A male child under age alone...Single...Kiĕ Kiĕ: Excelling others 

greatly...Also certain red worms in water. 

    

 

跲 To slip down...To fall...To hinder 

D. reads it also Kia  ͨ̆ 

 朅 

V. Kiŭ 

Stout...Valiant… 
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 愒 

V. Ky   ́

Ta n̄ Sién Yè: To be desirous of praise 

 

 怯 Fearful...Fainthearted...Feeble...Weak 

  Pińg Liĕ Máo: Weak through illness 

  

V. Kièn 

Mercy...Joyful...Contented 

謙 

The same also as嫌 

 愜 Mercy...Joyful...Contented...One to whom things succeed according to his 

wish… 

 悏 

 篋 A chest...A box...A desk...A plcae to put anything in  

匧 

 洯 A certain river 

It is also the same as 潔 Kiĕ: Bright 

 挈 

V. Ky   ́

To take up out of the earth...To root out...To lift up on high 

Cuǹg Kiĕ: To take upon oneself many affairs at the same time 
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鍥 To cut off...To engrave...To cut away…Kiĕ: A little hook to cut down herbs 

 

Kien 

 

̄ 

 

堅 Hard…Solid...Strong...Durable...Firm...Kiēn Kú: The same 

Kiēn Choáng: Stout...Kiēn Xùy: Dye made of ashes…Chūng Kiēn: 

General of the tartar soldiers under the Chinese government...There is 

generally one in every province  

䋗 

 
 

Kiǹg Hiá Pŏ Xańg Chȳ Hun̂g Kô: A bone placed cross wise between the 

neck and the arm adjoining to the shoulder...To carry upon the shoulders...To 

be able...Fit for his office...Kien Yu: A chair to be carried about in...Pŏ Kiēn: 

Not to be equalled. To be overcome 

 肩 

 監 

V. ́ 

To see...To examine...To come often to see those who are under us...To take 

care of…Kiēn Lâo: A prison...Táy Kiēn: An eunuch 

 艱 Sú Chȳ Nân Lỳ Chè Yè: A business of difficult accomplishment  

Difficult...Kiēn Nán: Labors...Troubles...Difficulties  

  

 姦 In ordinate...False...To humor ones inordinate appetites...To commit 

adultery...To play the whorem after...Vỳ Kiēn: Sodomy 

Kiēn Chin ̂ : A rebellions subject...Kiēn Kiào: Cunning...Artful 

Lúon Çáy Váy Yŭe Kiēn Çáy Núy Yŭe Kùey: Trouble if they proceed from 

abroad are called Kiēn; if they arise at home they are called Kuèy  

奸 姧 

 奸 

V. Kān 

To seek after...To live luxuriously…To art contrary to what is right… 
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 豜 

V. Kièn 

A hog three years old Xỳ Sān Súy Yè 

猏  

 尲 Kiēn Kiáy: Not to be well employed...Pŏ Kiēn Pŏ Kińg: Is spoken of an 

affair not certain, not determined 

 菅 An herb out of whose back, after it is soaked in water, a web may be 

made...Ça ò Kiēn: To regard a man’s life lightly, as if it was but grass or 

hay...Mĕ Kiēn: Wheat straw 

Used also for...Kùon 管 

 間 

V. ́ etc  Hiên 

Within...IN the middle...Lèang Kiēn: Between heaven and earth...Jĕ Kiēn: 

after the day…Çaò Kiēn: In the morning...Vàn Kiēn: In the 

evening...Chun̄g Kiēn: In the middle...The numeral character for houses, 

and chambers  

閒 

 菛 A sweet smelling herb, which if it is put in books prevents worms from eating 

them. 

  With...Together...In like manner...United or mixed whit anything else...Kiēn 

Ty ͨ̀: To be incorporated...^ Hân: To contain, or hold in...Kiēn Kin̄: The finest 

gold. 

   

 縑 A sort of silk web made of threads twisted together 

 緘 A rope...Kiēn Ke ù or Kiēn Mĕ: To say nothing...To hold one’s peace...Fūng 

Kiēn: To seal up a letter...Kiēn Xŏ: To keep within due bounds...To 

restrain...To hold in... 
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  ̄ 

  

慳 Kie n̄ Liń: Sparing...Covetous 

Tenacious  

 
鵮 

Niào Chŏ Xĕ: Is spoken of birds eating...Ỳ Hóey Xáng Vĕ: To damage 

anything with the bill or beak 

 

 謙 Kie n̄ Chè Yèu Ll̂ Pŏ Kiū Chȳ Góey...Kie n̄ Is spoken of one who does not 

pride himself in what he does...viz...An humble man...Also to 

reverence...Kie n̄ Jańg: To give way to others  

Kie n̄ Fuńg: Humble...Humility  

 

 牽 

V. ́ 

 

Yǹ Ll̂ Cie n̂ Yè: To draw a thing after one...To lead...To lead by the 

hand...Kie n̄ Yǹ: To entire...To draw away, both in a physical and moral sense 

Kie n̄ Liên: To bring others into the same misfortunes with oneself...Also to 

bring upon others either our good or bad fortune...Kie n̄ Chên: A perplexed 

affair...Perplexed with a difficult affair. 

 愆 Excess...A mistake...A sin...A defect...An heavy infirmity 

諐    

 搴 To extirpate...To pull up by the roots...To draw to oneself  

 𢷘 Leàng Xeù Chùen Vĕ: To move away thing in a circular manner with the 

hands...Kie n̄ Çuón: To bore a hole in this manner...To draw to oneself any 

thing long with both hands in consequence of this. 

 騫 Mà Chȳ Cha ō Tie  ͨ̆ Yuĕ Kie n̄: A horse running very fleet and outgoing 

others is called Kie n̄...To suffer damage...To fly a disorder in the belly of 

horses 

 褰 Ỳ Xèu Ke ū Ȳ: To lap one’s cloths about one...Breeches 

攐 
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 鉛 Lead 

It is properly read Yuên 

  ̂ 

 

虔 Kia ǹg Ciu ͨ̀  Yè: To take away by force…To reverence…The spots of a 

tyger…Kiào Kie n̂: To persist obstinately in doing of evil, depending upon 

the authority of our superiors  

Kie n̂ Chin ĝ: Devotion…A sincere affection of the mind 

Kie n̂ Liêu: To kill 

  

 鈐 Kēu Kie n̂: A certain star...Kie n̂ Yn̂: To put a seal in the place where the ends 

of the paper join together in the case of a letter. 

 蚙 Hiây Chȳ L ͨ́l Gâo: The two larger feet of crabs 

  Ỳ Kie n̂ Kiù Vĕ: To take up any thing upon the shoulders 

 乾 

V. Kān 

Heaven…The most powerful influence of heaven that never ceases to art…A 

valiant king…Diligent…Kie n̂ Kue n̂: Heaven and earth… 

乹 

 箝 Mà Kie n̂: The series of an horse...A pair of tongs 

The same as...相…拑…柑…鍼…拑 

 拑 Ỳ Tiĕ Xŏ Vĕ: To take any thing with a pair of tongs 
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柑 Ỳ Mŏ Hiên Mà Ke ù: To put a piece of wood into an horse’s mouth 

 拑 To take anything under the arm...To stop the mouth is called Kie n̂ Ke ù 

 黔 Black...Kie n̂ Xèu: A man who has not yet grey hair 

 揵 Ỳ Kie n̂ Kiù Vĕ: To put anything upon the shoulders  

̀ 

 

柬 To distinguish...To chuse...A sort of little book which is made use of at 

visiting times. Chĕ Kièn; This book contains four leaves, but it is now 

hardly ever made use of 

簡 

 揀 To chuse...To select…Kièn Siùen: The same 

簡 

 繭 Ca n̂ Ȳ Yè: Silk worms bags 

絸 [絲見] 

 

 襺 Sin̄ Miên Chŏ Ȳ: To line a garment with cotton...A garment lined with 

cotton… 
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 𥀹 Cŏ Hiá Héu Py ̂: The thick skin under the role of the foot  

𨇿 

 蹇 To halt...Lame…A misfortune...An unlucky event...A little weak ass...Yeǹ 

Kièn: Proud...Also oppressed and afflicted with misfortunes. 

It is also used for 𠐻 

 𠐻 Yèn Kièn: Pround… 

  Q 

  Proud...Also the same as the foregoing side character Q 

 減 Cen̄g Kièn. Fúen Váy Kiā Tie n̄ Yuĕ Çen̄g: Yū Chūng Sùn Kiu ͨ́  Yŭe Kièn: 

To add anything from without, is called Çen̄g 

To take away anything from within is called Kièn. To lessen...To take 

away...Pŏ Kièn Yū Ta   ̄ Jin ̂ : He is not inferior to others. 

减 

 囝 In the province of Fŏ Kién: A son is called Kièn 

 豜 

V. ̄ 

An animal like a deer, without horns 

 趼 Çŏ Chȳ Ky ͨ̀ Yŭ Kièn: The skin of the feet like little leathern 

bags...Blisters...Laò Kièn: Callous...Also a disorder in the feet occasioned 

by long walking 
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簡 To chuse out...Kièn Yáo or Kièn Liŏ: A summary...A compendium 

Kièn Kièn: Great...Kièn Mán: To take a thing ill...Kièn Tiĕ: A public 

edict...Kièn Xēu: a book...A letter...The numeral character for the leaves of 

a book...Sēu Kièn Ky ̂ Xin̄: To examine into what any one carries… 

捜 

 謇 To eat...Faithful...Kièn Gŏ: A faithful friend, who tells his friends their faults 

  

  

 撿 To restrain...To keep in...To chuse...To raise...To examine the actions of other 

men...Kièn Tièn: To examine into one’s own actions...Kièn Seù: To 

examine...To search out...To enquire 

Kièn Kiĕ Jĕ: To chuse a lucky day. 

It is the same also as 揀 and 簡 and the next following 

 檢 To examine...Xū Kièn: A case for books or letters...Kièn Çù: To blot or 

scratch out...Kièn Sèu: To enquire into...^ Chý: To rule...To quiet...Kièn 

Xin̄: To govern oneself...Pŏ Kièn: Unbridled...Kièn Tào: The name of a 

government 

 

 臉 The face...The countenance 

It is commonly read Lièn 

 梘 Ka ǹ Ça ô: A spout, or piece of wood made hollow to receive the water in 

that falls from the top of the house...Also the covering of a coffer. 

筧 

  Ỳ Kin̄ Yn̂ Sū Hiéu Jĕ Tiĕ Chĕ, Çó Hōa: To string gold or silver threads 

upon wire to make flowers...Kièn Yn̄ Çiáng: A workman employed in his 

business 

 

  To eat greedily 

 鹻 

 

Sea water that is better of which salt cannot be made  

Too much salted...Kièn Xùy: Lye made of ashes 

堿 
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 揵 

V. C^ 

To shut up...To stop up 

 建 

V. ́ 

Cu n̂g Xańg Ke n̄g Hiá: To cast or throw down from on high 

  ̀ 

 

遣 

V. c  ́ 

To send...To depute...To drive out  

To send into banishment...To put off… 

消 

It is used also for the next following 

  Siao Kie ǹ: To unbend the mind…To divert oneself 

 譴 To reprove...To reprehend...To reprehend...Çāo Tie n̄ Chȳ Fă Yŭe Tie n̄ 

Kie ǹ: To be punished from heaven is called Tie n̄ Kie ǹ 

 缱 Kie ǹ Kiuén: Very intimate friends 

 䭤 To eat...Dry bread 

 𠊭 Ý Pŏ Gān Yè: Not contented 

 嗛 

V. c- & Kiên 

Yuên Hiû Hàn Chù Xĕ Chý: A place under the chin of an ape, where he 

pouches his food...A sheep that has four horns to hate...to abhor  

It is also the same with the next following and 㘅 and 謙 
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慊 

V. Kie    

Pŏ Mùon Yè: Not contented...To hate...To loath. 

It is also the same with 嫌 

 膁 Yào Hiá Çò Yéu Hiū Jŏ: The void space under ribs on each side. 

 鹻 

V. Kieǹ 

Sea water that is bitter of which salt cannot be made  

Too much salted...Kie ǹ Xuỳ: Dye made of ashes 

(See page 605 Paragrapg g...D. reads it also Kién 

 歉 Fân Pŏ Mùon Chè Kiāy Yuĕ Kie ǹ: Whatever expresses a defect or 

insufficiency is called Kie ǹ; So Kie ǹ Nièn Is a barren year also scarcity of 

provisions...Not to eat enough to satisfy 

 檻 

V. Hién 

Rather… 

C & B read it Hién and Hièn (See Paragraph signifies the same 

́ 

 

見 

V. Hién 

To behold...To perceive...Ka ń Kién: To behold...Tin ǵ Kién: To hear 

Tińg Kién: To look with the eyes fixed...Kién Xĕ: A wise man, Yû Kién: 

My opinion...Kāo Kién: Your opinion...Ka ń Tĕ Kién: A thing of small 

moment. (It makes passive) Kién Xŏ: To be killed...Pŏ Yáo Kién Çúy: Do 

not blame me for that  

 間 To break off...To put off...To separate...To prolong...To supply any one’s 

place...To disjoin one thing from another...Kién Kĕ: To separate  

Separated...Fàn Kién: Cunningness to draw in any one against his design, 

to do a thing that will be prejudicial to him and advantageous to 

oneself...Kién Ch
 
ŭ: To go secretly out of a place where there is no 

stop...If…A condional particle...If it be so 

 澗 Leàng Xān Kiă Xùy: Water running down between two mountains. 

  



608 Kien  

 

 𦅘 Flowers, or anything of a different color wrought into silk 

 覸 Sū Xý Yè: To look by stealth 

瞷 

 監 

V. ̄ 

To look…The name of a governor who has the care of the Emperor’s 

horses...Kién Sen̄g, or Cáy Kién: A degree in learning 

Sień Ca y: A superior degree...Kién Ten̄g: A degree, or honor which is 

procured either by money or favor. 

It is also the same as the next following character 

  A looking glass...Kién Kiáy: A looking glass, in a moral sense 

Tu n̄g Kién: Books of history...A sort of glass in which all men may see 

what good is to be done, what evil to be avoided 

 

 儉 Kiu ͨ́  Xē Cu n̂g Yŏ: To turn thrifty from being prodigal...Kién Niên: A 

barren year...Not very frugal...To be sparing of expenses. 

 劒 Tāo Kién Yĕ Jiń Goêy Tāo, Leàng Jiń Goêy Kién: A one edged sword is 

called Tāo; a two edged one is called Kién 

剣 

 諫 Chĕ Yên Ỳ Gú Yè: To reprove anyone that he may repent 

To reprove...To reprehend...Fuńg Kién: A reproving discreetly  

 件 A numeral article...Yĕ Kién, Leàng Kién: One thing...Two things 

Vĕ Kién: A thing...Sú Kién: An affair...Tia ô Kién: An index in which 

things are noted distinctly 
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建 

V.  ̀

To place together...To raise...The name of a drum, of a star and of a tree… 

 健 Strong...Stout...Indefatigable...Hard...Durable...A thing which lasts a long 

time, or does not easily decay 

徤 

 揵 

V. ^ 

To shut...To shut up...To shut between. 

B and D. read it Kièn in the same sense 

 楗 Hién Mûen Mŏ: A piece of wood laid cross...A folding door  

To shut a folding door is called Kūan Kién 

Used also for蹇 

 鍵 Kuān Kién. Kūan Mûen Xáng Chȳ Hûng Mŏ. Kién Sò Yŏ Yè Kūan  

  ́ 

 

牽 

V. c- 

Vàn Chēu Sŏ: The rope by which a vessel is tracked along otherwise called 

Pĕ Cháng 

 縴 Gŏ Siú Yè: Little floes which fly about, which stick to cloaths 

It is also the same as the next above 

  Liên Kie ń...For one to follow close to another in walking is called Liên 

Kie ń 

Kie ń Kie ń Is spoken of those who walk one after another without 

interruption  

行相及也 
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 欠 Kiŭe Xào Yè: To be wanting…A defect…Sú Lúy Yè: To owe…A 

debtor…Kiŭe Kień: For something to be wanting to make up a number, or 

to owe something still…Xào Kie ń: To owe some thing to anyone. 

 芡 A water herb that is thorny, the fruit of which, from the likeness, is called 

Kȳ Teu ̂ , or the head of a fowl…Its flowers when they open look towards 

the sun, and therefore its fruit is naturally hot; as on the contrary Lin̂g or 

the water lily, when it opens looks quite from the sun, and therefore is 

naturally cold 

 嵌 Hién Jĕ Yè: To put between Ỳ Chū Poò Hién Jĕ Kin̄ Yn̂ Góey Chȳ Siāng 

Kie ń: The setting jewels in gold or silver is called Siāng Kie ń…Kie ń Yn̂ 

Ciáng: Workmen who inlay silver with steel 

嶔 

 俔 A comparison…To compare 

悓 

 遣 

V:     ̀

 

Kie ń Tie n̄: A sacrifice offered to one who is presently to be buried 

Kie ń Che ̄: The carriage on which the victim to be offered in this sacrifice 

is laid and carried along with the corps to the burial place 

 

  Kia  ͨ̆ Hào Yè: Very suitable or opportune. 

 

Kieu 

 

̄ 

 

九 

V. ̀ 

To gather together… 

The same also with 糾 (See Kièu) 

 鳩 To be the occasion of any one’s living at ease…Pān Kiēu: A turtle 

door…Kie u Ciu ͨ́ : To gather together…Xỳ Kiēu: A certain kingdom. 
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摎 Fŏ Ll̂ Xă Chȳ Yè: To bind anyone and kill him…To bind…To dye 

 樛 To join together…The branches of trees bending towards the ground. 

It is also the same as Lèao 繚 

  Fŏ Chūng Kiĕ Túng: A sudden pain in the belly…Also Kiào Kiào Cha n̂g 

Xă: a violent pain in the belly…It is metaphorically used for one who is very 

restless and importunate… 

 鬮 Lots…Niên Kiēu: To draw lots. 

 

  ̄ 

 

丘 Tu ͨ̀  Chȳ Kāo Chè: A ground raised…An hill…Yûen Kie n̄: a raised piece of 

ground where they sacrifice to heaven…Jèn Kie n̄: a place where men, who 

are immortal live,: according to the Chinese it is some leagues from Ŷ Cha n̂g 

Fù at the top of the mountain where, the chronicles say, they play at 

chess…An heap…Great…Empty…High…The name of Confucius. 

 坵 To gather together…Empty…Great 

 蚯 Kie n̄ Yǹ: The earth worm commonly called Kio ͨ̆  Xén…Méng Hiá Kie ū 

Yǹ Chu  ͨ̆ Tun̄g Chý Kie n̄ Yǹ Kiĕ: Worm come out in the first of the three 

summer months, and retire in the winter solstices  

  ̂ 

 

求 To ask after…To entreat…To beseech…To desire greatly. 
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 𠗈 Lie û Kie û: Frozen with cold in the hands and feet 

 俅 Kie û Kie û: Is spoken of one who observes gravity in his behavior  

 球 Tie n̄ Kie û: A certain gem…The celestial globe…Liêu Kie û: A certain 

kingdom among the islands not far distant from Japan…A globe…A sphere. 

 賕 Ỳ Câŷ Gòey Fă: To prevent the laws by bribing…To suborn  

To corrupt a judge…To aim at unjust things in an unjust manner 

Goèy 骫 

 絿 Slack…Slow…Slowly…Step by step…Kińg Kie û Kiĕ Yŭe, Huòn Yŭe 

Kie û: Anxious, anxiously, is called Kińg; Slow or slowly, is called 

Kie û…Quick…Slow 

 裘 Pŷ Ȳ: A leathern coat 

 銶 A sort of ax 

 𤙠 An horn…Crooked… 

捄 
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逑 To gather together…To unite together…A suitable marriage agreeing 

It is also the same as 仇 

 毬 A web made of the feathers of birds…A globe…Kie û Çù: A ball which one 

plays with…Tà Kie û: To play at ball…Ký Kie û: Balls made of leather, 

and filled with wind…A foot ball 

皳 

 觩 Spoken of horns either long or crooked. 

 九 

V.  ̄   ̀

A certain kingdom. 

 厹 Fān Yú Mêu: A triangular spear…Xéu Çŏ Chŏ Tý Chu ͨ́ : That part of the 

feet of animals which is next to the ground 

叴 㕤 

 仇 An enemy…To hate 

 逑 [耒九] 

 艽 Hoāng Yuèn Chȳ Tý: A country…Barren…Of a great distance  

A desart. 

 

  Vû Kiŏ Lûng Yè: A dragon without horns 

蟉 虯 虬 

  



614 Kieu  

 

 鼽 The nostrils stopped up with cold 

 九 

V. _. c ^ 

Nine…Many…Kièu Kièu: The art of arithmetic…Pŏ Jû Ý Sú, Chu n̂g Pă 

Kièu Ko ͨ̀ Yù Jin̂ Yên Vŭ L ͨ́l San: Generally very many things happen 

contrary to our wishes, and very few which we communicate to others, or 

about which it is proper to talk with others. 

玖 

̀ 

 

夂 A long while…Cha n̂g Ll̂ Pŏ Siĕ Chȳ, Góey Kièu: A long time without 

intermission is called Kièu…Long since 

夂 

  

V.  ́

To burn the body with a certain herb in particular places to remove 

disorders…A cautery… 

灸 

 韮 Leeks…A sort of potherb…Cu n̄g Leǹg Kièu Ven̄ 

 糾 Sān Kù Xin̂g, or Sān Hŏ Xin̂g: A rope made of three cords twisted 

together…To examine…To search out…To twist about 

Kièu Jin̂ Ç ŏ Ç ĕ: To join in a gang of robbers. Kièu Hŏ: To collect 

together…To unite (V: G:) Mary principal men to accomplish any business 

糺 

住 下 

It is read also Kieū in the same sense 

 赳 Strong…Valiant…Fearless…Kin̄g Kińg Yèu Ca ŷ Liĕ: A wise and brave 

man who acts with expedition and courage 

﨣 

  ̀ 

 

 Yeū Kièu: An ugly countenance. 
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搝 Kie ù Chu ͨ́  Pŏ Fańg: To take hold of anyone by the cloaths with the hand, 

and not let him go 

́ 

 

救 Pă Jin̂ Yū Xùy Hò Chȳ Chūng: To save anyone from fire and water 

Ty ̂  Ll̂ Chu ͨ̆  Chȳ Yè: To deliver…To succour…To help...To preserve 

Kiéu Çý: To bring assistance…Kiéu Xý Tiĕ Chù: The savior of the world 

Christ…Kiéu Xý Tiĕ Mù: The mother of our saviour  

捄 𧧷 

 舊 Pŏ Sin̄ Yè: Not fresh…Old…Ancient…Anciently…Kiéu Niên: After a 

year is past…Last year 

  臼 旧 

 究 To ask after…To enquire…To search into…To examine…As length as 

last…Jêu Sin̂ Yè: To search to the very bottom…Kiu n ̂ g Kiéu: To search 

into the reasons of things…^ Kiǹg: As length 

Hiŏ Kiéu: Men well skilled in books, but not fit for composing… 

 

  Pi   n̂ Pińg Yè: Poor…Oppressed with infirmity…Kièu Kiu ̄ Yè: Is used 

for staying any where else. 

疚 

 灸 

V.  ̀

 

Chin̄ Kiéu. Sién Kin̄ Jĕ Kia ó, Yŭe Chin̄: Túon Gáy Chŏ Hiŭe Goéy 

Kiéu: To run a pin into the joints of the bones is called Chin̄ but to burn an 

hole, or make a cautery with a ball made of the herb. 

Mugwort is called Kiéu. (A Chinese medicine)  

Tie n̄ Kiéu, Çú Kiéu: A certain herb, otherwise called Mâo Lâng Ç   aò 

線金入竅白 團艾灼穴爲人 

 
疚 

Kiéu Pińg: A chronical disease…Greif of long continuance 

To grieve…To compassionate…To be sad. 

㝌 

  Sù Chè Ça ý Choâng Yŭe Xȳ, Çáy Kūon Yŭe Kiéu: A corps when it is in 

bed is called Xȳ; when in the coffin Kiéu.  

Lin̂g Kiéu: A corps shut up in a coffin. 
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 廐 Sen̄g Mà Sŏ Çié Yè: An house for horses…A stable 

厩 廄 

 舅 Jin̂ Ç ù Chin ḡ Mà Chȳ Hiūng Tý Yŭe Kiéu: A mothers brothers  

A wife’s father, a wife’s brothers are called Kiéu…Kiéu Kù: The father and 

mother of the husband…Xŏ Kiéu: So those Viceroys are called by the 

Emperor, who are not of the same family with him…Sēng Kiéu: Sēng is 

sisters sons, but Kiéu is a mothers brothers 

 

 咎 Excess…A sin…A fault…Çúy Chȳ Yè: To blame others…To reprove. 

 臼 A Mortar 

旧 

  Full…Stuffed…Min̂g Çý Chŏ Yŭe Yén Kiéu: Prayers which the common 

people repeat when they sacrifice are called Yeń Kiéu 

 齨 Lào Jin̂ Chy ͨ̀ Jû Kiéu: The teeth of old men hollowed within like a 

mortar…An horse eight years old 

 

Kin 

 

̄ 

 

巾 A hat…A hat shaped like a pyramid…A veil to cover any thing…Xèu Kin̄: 

a handkerchief…Pa ý Kin̄: A cloth to wipe with…A towel… 
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